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controversy BaTi<l lUssr^ andf.H. Kaltbui 
has not lilal;orleal isportanee tmt also, md in a very 
l a w ioeasurei an anaXytloal importanoe for the studefits of 
eoonoataa* This is so particulnrly because the present eoiitro-
mrsf Keyneslans and anti-Keyneslans ean be traead to 
the eontroviersy btttwa9n Bloardo ^ItbaSf for what Malthus 
said vaa stibsoquentljr deir@lop@d Into a tbaorsr of involuntmr^ 
aneaployaent by I<ord Keynes and what Kicardio said was detr«Iop®d 
Into Q fine analysis at hand$ of Professor Pigoti* A 
critical analysis of Ricardo-Maltbus controversy isi therefor©, 
highly deslrablt for providing e fiins haokground of the present 
ccmtroversy bett«een Eeynesians and aiitl*Ee^esians. 
tFnfortunately, hoimver, a research on this topic was 
not possible until after Hero araffa*® volumes on the mr'm 
and Correspondence of ©avid Eicerdo appeared in which e l l possible 
literature regnrding the discussion between Bicardo and Malthas 
WHS made available. Sose work was done on this subject by sty 
supervisor Professor Hohaaiaad Shsbbir Kh»n in his book 'Hicardo's 
Theory of Distribution' in which he devoted one chapter to this 
problem* A few scattered articles here and there also dealt with 
this probletg. But to tay knowledge no coaprehenslve work so far 
has been done on the subject. The present writer, therefoi^, has 
ventured to take up this work and has made a hunble stteaspt to 
. ( 1 1 
analyse tbe problem. 
fhe writer kiioirs bow difficult It is foi» a fuii-tiia© 
faculty aeabar to oo8ipl<stQ a vork of tbis natui^* let 
constant @nodur»gement frost ray supcjrvlsor and bis ubie guld^oo 
has btXpect no in eompletlitg tt^is work Ddtfoin shortest 
posslblQ tliQ0« I express my lattaost feelings of gratefUlr^ess to 
hi®. 1 no less ifidobted to my Bead of tim Bepart«Gnt l^rofassor 
Shariio who provided m© all fael l i t i ts aud opportyniti©®, In 
addition to his personal »ff@otio}j| to oompl^te tbid worls* fha^ka 
ar® also due to Mawlana ^sad UUrary, Haoli® Onlirersity 
^ligarh and tJi?lv«rsity Liferaryt University of Kashmir. 
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copter X 
m SCOPE OF PCSiiriCAL EOCBJOm 
Saiith Xdld th<s foundation of th& clafisioal eoonoisios 
and It is generally belleired tbat lioth HIeardo (iiid HaXthus fo3.lovad 
that tradition* Bowsver, a close examination of ttie mrks of 
David Hicardo and Maltbus would indieat® that It iiaa only tfe® 
latter who followed Adao Sasith and that the forzaer devtated 
ttm hid substantially eo auoh so that he can he considered to 
have estahliefc^d «n entirely different system* In other wordSf 
the difference between j^ dam Sssith and Bioardo is that of Hind 
rather than that of degree. 
Scalth named his aastef^leoe "to Inquiry into the 
Kature and Causes of the toalfeh of Uations»" clearly indicating 
thereby that his analysis vas consomed with the isagnitude of 
the aggregate prodtietion of wealth end the lawi according to 
which this laagnitiade is increased* His book began with the 
following wordss 
mnmX lebour of every nation is the 
fond which originally supplies it with all 
the necessaries and conveniences of l i f e 
which it annually eoneuaes, and which con-
sist always either in the IsKsediiate produce 
of the labour, or in what is purchased with 
that produce from other notions* According, 
therefore, as this produce, or what is pur* 
chased with i t , bears a greater or smaller 
proportion to the number of those who are 
2 
to consume itt nation will be bettser 
or worse supplied with all the necessar-
ies and conveniences for which it has 
occasion."^ 
It is obvious that according to this approach a nation 
is better or worse as the production per head is large or small 
independent of the state of distribution of the aggregate pro-
duce. It is» of course, true that in Adais Smithes "Wealth of 
Nations'* the classification of incosies Into rentt profits and 
vagea plays a great part, but these are discussed prlattrlly 
because they are t ^ •coiaponent parts of the prices* of the 
coasaodlties and not because they are shares In distribution. 
Edwin Csnnan has correctly pointed outs '•the 'natural price* 
of a comniodlty is represented as varying with the natural rate 
of each of Its component parte; and the cauiies which Increase 
or decrease each of these component parts, wages, profits and 
rent, are discussed with a view to their effects, not upon the 
way In-which the produce Is distributed but upon the natural 
price of the coamodlty produced. 
Rlcardo approached the subject fro® a different stand-
point. Ee dallied his concern not only with the causes of wealth 
1* Adam Culth, An Enquiry into the Mature and Causes of the 
Wealth of Nations, The f^ odem Library, Hew 'iork p. jvi i . 
2. Edwin Cannan, A History of the Theories of Production and 
JMstrlbutlon In iilnsllsh Political Economy froo 1776 to 
(Third Edition) P.S. King and Son Ud. , Orchard House, West-
minster, London, 192 .^ p. 2j0. 
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but also with Ite distribution. Boforo tho publication of his 
• principles of Political Economy and Taxation* Elcardo hadi 
nrrltten to rfelthusi 
"I wish raioh to see a regular and connec-
ted stateaent of your opinions on what 1 
deem tha most dif f icult , and perhaps th@ 
fno8t Ifflportant topic of Political Economy, 
namely th® progress of a country in wealth 
and the laws by which the Increasing pro-
duce is distributed."^ 
2fj the Preface to the first edition of his »Principles* 
Hlcardo explains the purpose of his investloation as follows: 
'^he produce of the earth—all that is 
derlwd froo its surface by the united 
application of labour, aachinery and capi-
tal, is divoided assong three classes of the 
coisfflunityj namely, the proprietor of the 
land, the owner of the stock or capital 
necessary for its cultivation, and the 
labourers by whose industry it is cultiv-
ated. 
But in different stages of society, the 
proportions of the whole produce of the 
3. Piero Sraffa with the Collaboration of M.H. Dobb{Ed.), The 
Works and Correspondence of David lUcardo,< Published for 
the Royal Economic Society), Cambridge University Press. 
(Hereafter to be referred as Works and Correspondence of 
Hlcardo) Vol. VII p. 2h. 
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earth which will be allotted to each of 
these claaseg, under the nacBes of rent, 
profit BUd MBgBBf J^lll h& esmati&lZjfr-different; 
........To determine the la f^s i#hieh regul-
ate this distribution is the principal 
problem in Political Sconoiay.** 
A few years later Hlcardo hlraself attempted to tackle 
the "laoat dlff lculf* and th© "most Important" problea and 
find him writing to Malthuss 
"Political Economy yo« think Is an en<|Uiry 
Into the nature and causes of wealth'<->I 
think It should rather be called an en<|ul-
rjr iwto the lai^s J^slefe d^t&mSm tt& divi-
sion of the produce of industry amongst 
th^ classes who concur In Its foi^atlon."^ 
It is clear that Hlcardo wanted to detenalne the my 
in which the distribution of nation's annual national dividend 
took place ao^ ong the various classes and also the laws that 
regulated the proportion which each claimant got. He was concer-
ned not so much with the past or present distribution as with 
"natural course of rent, profit and wages'* alongwlth the process 
of growth. 
h. Works and Corresponu^nce of Ricardo, Vol. I p.5. 
5. Works and Corre8pona«< c^e of aicardo, Vol.VIll p.278. 
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Mslttaus followed the scope of the subject as laid down 
by Adaa Smith viz, «an enquiry into the nature and the causes 
of the wealth.* Btei howevert differed from Mo® Smith in regard 
to latter* s belief that every frugal Eaan Is the benefactor of 
the society. Halthus pointed out that saving should be considered 
a relative virtu® rather than an absolute one. According to 
Halthus too much savings would have a disincentive effect on 
production which would lead to stagnation and poverty of the 
eoafiftinity and| therefor©| a very important problem for economists 
Is to find out a position between no-savlngj and excessive-savings 
where the incentive to the Increase of wealth is the maxlrauta. 
He saysi 
Siaith has statedi that capitals are 
Increased by parsitaony, that every frugal 
mm is a public benefactor, and that the 
Increase of wealth dependfs on the balance 
of produce above consumption. That these 
propositions are true to a great extent 
is perfectly unquestionable. Ho consider-
able and continued Increase of wealth 
could possibly take place without that 
degree of frugality which occasions, ann-
ually, the conversion of some revenue Into 
capital, and creates a balance of produce 
above consunptloni but it is quite obvious 
that they are not true to an Indefinite 
- ( 6 )-
extent, and that th® principle of Qovlng, 
pushed to exceso, would destroy the motive 
to produetioii....«The two extremes aro 
obvious; and It follows that there must he 
sooe Intepiuedlat© point, though th© resou-
rces of political economy may not be able 
to aacertaln It , where, taking into consl-
denitlon both the power to produce and the 
will to consume» the encouragement to tfc^ 
increase of wealth is the greatest.**^ 
I^lthus does not accept the scope of Political Sconosy 
as put forward by Mcardo. He believes that Hlcardo's definition 
of the scope of the subject was too narrow to be practically 
useful. Thus in a letter to McardOy he writes; 
"With regard to your new definition of the 
Objects of Political Econosy, I own It 
appears to rao very confined; and i f it l® 
Justf X should say that political economy 
would be at once converted froa a science 
which I have always considered as the most 
practically useful in the whole circle, 
into one which would merely serve to gra-
t i fy curioaity,"^ 
6. X.R. Malthua, Principles of Political Economy considered with 
a view to their Practical Application. John Hurray, Albemarle-
street, London, 1320. pp. 8-9* 
Works and Correspondence of Hlcardo, ?ol.V211 p. 286. 
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The difference of opnlon between aicardo and Malttius 
regarding the scope of tbe subject the natural result of 
the difference in their laethod of investIgation. Malthus was 
•sore prncticai in his approach and etaphaslsed practical ofoser-
Tatic^ns. He belieTed that econoolc theories should stand the 
teste of exesiirtation and experience and should be consonant vith 
fact Si, Thus In a letter to iilcardo, he saysj 
"ITou know 1 am always inclined to acknow-
ledge the authority of experience, and I 
cannot help thinking that in the point to 
g 
which you refer experience is against you." 
In another letter he writes to Etcardo; 
"..•••what confidence can be placed in a 
theory, as the foundation of future caea-
eures which is absolutely, inconsistent 
with the past and the present state of 
things. 
Hicardo, on the other hand, ms aore theoretical in his 
approach. His method was that of a stem logician, arguing <m 
a high level of Qbtstractlon. Ee emphasised principles rather 
than practice and to demonstrate the operation of the principles 
he reasons from the premises of what he caHs 'strong cases.' 
Thu« in trying to explain to Malthus the source of their disag-
8. Works and Corrcaponci«nce of Ricardo, Vol.tri p. 317 
9. Works and Correaponsjicnce of mc3rdo, Vol.vilX p.260 
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reeajont, aicardio writes i 
"Our differences may la aoao respects, I 
think, be ascribed to your considering 
mf book as mor@ practlcnX than I intended 
It to be. object wgs to elueldat® prin-
ciples, and to do tbls I imagined strong 
oases that.I might sh&y the opersfclon of 
those principles. 
In a letter to Trower Hlcardo sasysi 
" St is one of my coiaplaints agalnat 
himCi.e. ilailthus) that he does not answer 
your prlnciplQ but wishes to show that 
you have taken your case so wide, that It 
could under no circuiastaoces exist| but 
however Halted might be your case, the 
satae principle Is involved, and it Is that 
which should be answered. 
The dispute on the Efjethod of investigation between 
Ricardo and ftelthus was so much that they even went to the ext-
ent of accusing each other of following different methods, thus 
In a letter to Malthua, Ricardo wrotes 
"If 1 am too thearetical which I really 
bol<«svo is the caae—, you X think are too 
10. Ibid., p. 18 .^ 
11. Ibid., pp. 
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practical. There are so ©any coaMn-
« 
ations, so many oporatlng causes in 
Political Sconoay, that there Is great 
danger in appealing to experience in 
favour of a particular doctrine, unless 
we are sure that ©11 the causes of vari-
ation are seen and their effects duly 
estimated. 
In fact the difference between Bicordo and M l^thus as 
far Bs the toethod of approach is concerned was cUie to a dif fer-
ence in objective. Hicordo's analysis is devoted to long-period 
in which the trend of the econosy has been traced. Malthus, on 
the other hand, wanted an explanation of short-period problems 
and hence his analysis was laainly concerned with the short-run 
changes. In a letter to Malthua, aieardo writesj 
"It appear® to me that on© great caase ' 
of our difference In opinion).... lis that 
you have always in your mind the iasse-
diate and temporary effects of partic-
ular changes—whereas I put these laiaed-
iabe and temporary effects quite aside, 
and flsr cay whole attention on the perma-
nent state of things which will result 
from them. Perhaps you estimsite these 
temporary effects too highly, whilst I 
a!a too auch disposed to undervalue thea. 
12. Works and Correspondence of Hlccirdo, Vol,VI p.295. 
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To maiiage the subject quite right they 
shouia be carsfulljr distlaguisfatd and 
mentioned, and the due effects aoc^rlbsd 
to each."''^ 
Malthas agrees with Hlcardo that this Is roally ons 
cause of th«lr difference and soyss 
"1 ce'rtalfily am disposed to refer frequ-
ently to things as they are, as the only 
way of tttakiug one*® writings praatlcally 
useful to society,..•..Besides 1 really 
think that the progress of society consists 
of Irregular movements, and that to omit 
the consideration of cauBes which for eight 
OP ten years will give a great stinifalus to 
production and population, or a great check 
to the®, is to oralt the causes of the wealth 
and poverty of nations—the grand object of 
Ik 
all enjjuiries in political economy, 
Malbhus lays a great stress on a careful investigation 
of the premlaes and teelfeves th0t i f we wsnt to hove inferences 
that are Just as applied to the actual state of things, the 
premises should be realistic. He writes to Hicardo: 
"A writer raay, to be sure, raak® any hypo-
13, Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo, Vol.VII p.120. 
Ibid., pp.121-122. 
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thesis he pleases; but i f he supposes what 
is not «t all true practleally, he preclu-
des himself from drawing any pra est leal 
lnfer@Kic0s from his hypothesis. 
itccording to Malthus th@ main cause of th@ mi stokes and 
the difference of opinion on the part of political oconossists 
Is a general tendency to ovepsisapllfy and gsnerallge. He belelTOS 
that in order to have true and useful theories we should neither 
draw very hasty conclusions by appeal to partial facts alone, 
nor ignore to sufficiently test these theories by reference to 
actual experience. Ke says? 
'•The principal cause of error, pnd of the 
differences which prevail sTOng the scien-
t i f i c writers on politiool econcray, appears 
to Qe to be a precopitote atteapt to sisip-
11fy and generalises and while their more 
practical opponents draw too hasty infere-
nces from a frequent appeal to partial factsi 
these writers run into a contrary extreme, 
and do not sufficiently try their theories 
by a reference to that enlarged and compre-
hensive experience which, on so complicated 
a subject, can alone establish their truth 
and utility."' '^ 
15. Ibid., p. 122. 
16. Holthue, op.cit . , pp. 5-6. 
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>fe(Xtbus holds that an Jmportiant Job of an economiat Is 
to jprepar© tbo prlnclplas of pollfclcal econotny In luch a way 
thot they are appXleabl© to reality. This, ho c^ n be 
done only by a frequent reference to ©xpsrisnce arid by taking 
into acGOUfit all the factors which are r®3ponslbl0 for a part-
17 
icular phenomanon. ' 
It carif howaver, be B&id In defense of Rlcardo that 
what he In fact did was exactly on the lines of aost tnodam 
econoaista when they try to put forward some very useful funct-
ional relationships in which the two simplest possibl© but laost 
crucial variables are involved* in fact ^cono'nlc reality as a 
whole is so ooajplicatedl that any attorapt to comprehend it ori 
for tbftt aattert consider it in all Its aspects Is bound to be 
futile, VJhat is therefore attempted is to build up the useful 
functional relationships which are correct as si first approxiai-
etlon« toe can introduce other vsriables subsequently to bring 
the functional relationship nearer and nearer realityi of course 
never reaching i t . It la in fact resiarkable that a person like 
Ricardo having alraost no background of mathematics was able to 
follow ^ method of Investigation which Is so prestigious and 
acceptable to modern econorBlsts. It does not necessarily mean 
that in building up the models that .licsrdo did he was able to 
present all of the® in the niost crucial nnd appropriate form. 
In foct one of his iiaportant/denying the possibility of over-
production has been subsequently proved very defective. Yet 
17, Cf. Ibid,, p.6 and p,21. 
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within the frrsasework In which Rleardo wrote,-h© did a very 
cofflsjandaule job In presenting yha.t he e-ills "strong cases" In 
the form of very- tnoonlngful funotlonol relationships which 
were mostly correct as a first approxlsaatSon. 
c-
IC should not, howeirer, he Inferred from the above that 
Ricardo while considering the question of the distribution of 
the national Incoiae does not concern taimsolf with th® problem 
of econotalc growth or, for that matter, Malfehus while consider-
ing the question of the nature and th® causes of ths wealth does 
not consider the probleas of distribution, Actually both Hlcardo 
and Malthas ar© concerned with tho problota of production and 
that of distribution. There 'are, of course, sow econoal^ta who 
charg© Bicardo of having dons a great bar® to the s«b4®ct by 
shifting the etaphasls froas &cot;o55l© growth to the narrow problem 
of distribution. For instance, John Ii» Williatas has pointed out 
that at the hands of Hicardoj "iSconomics had taken a major turn tB 
in the road—a turn away fro® Smith's causes of w e a l t h . T h i s 
notion has in fact gained considerable ®tr<?ngth at the hands of 
(J.M» Keynes who remarked that Hlcfirdo "expressly repudiated any 
interest in th® naount of the national dividend, as distinct 
from its distribution."^*^ From Hlcarclo»s letter to Maithu ,^ quo-
ted by Keynes it appears that Keynes was right; but a perusal of 
Mcardo's eyMtoa as a whole shows th?5t she \rlew that Eioardo 
18. *A Sconoiaist'9 Confessiona, • in American aeon. Review March 
1952, p.K 
19. Keynes, General Theory of i-isnployraent, Interest and 
Money. Maccaillan and Co. Ltd., London, I90I. p.^ Fn. 
20, Works and Correspondcsnco of Hlcardo, Vol.VIII pp. 278-279. 
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Bbunted the car of the subject on to a wrong line is ill'-founded* 
Actually, Ricardo was not concerned with the di'stributlon of 
wealth in a static eccaioay but with the progress o^ country 
wealth and the distribution of wealth alongvdth the progress,.As 
has been already pointed out, in a letter to Malt bus, Mcardo 
aays: 
»•! wish much to see a regular and connected , 
statewent of your opinion on what 2 deem 
the most diff icult , and perhaps the raoat 
important topic of political economy, name-
ly the progress of a country in wealth nnd 
the laws by which the increasing produce is 
distributed."^^ 
In another lotitr to Knlthus, Ricardo sayss 
"I shall be glad to see In a connected form 
your matured opinions on the progress of 
rent, profits and wages, and in what manner 
they are affected bu the increasing d i f f i -
culty of procuring food, by the increase 
of capital, and the improvesjent of machin-
(Contd*...) 
via "Political 'Sconoray you think ia an erjnuiry into the 
nature and causes of wealth—J think it should rather be 
called an enquiry into the laws which determine the divi-
sion of the produce of industry amongst the classes who 
concur in Its formation. No law can be laid down respecting 
quantity, but a tolerably correct one can be laid down res-
pecting proportions. Everyday I a® more satisfied thnt the 
foroer enquiry is vain and delusive and the latter only the 
true objects of the science." 
21. Works and Correapondtnce of aicardo. Vol.VII p.S f^. 
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factor* that aecordlog to 
Hlcardo are the syraptomo of econotslc gro-
wth). 
2fc may be pointed out that in fact any syntlseslg of what 
3auaol calls "the Classical Dynaaics"^^ is bound to repre-
sent in partioular the views of Hicardo, the rasin theme of whose 
theory of econoajic developsent is the dependence of economic 
growth on the accumulation of capltral, and the development of 
the economy froa a progressive atate into a stationary stute. 
H.F* Harrod has specifically laentioned the contents of dynamic 
analysis in Eicardian system. 
Malthus was also interested in both economic growth and 
distribution. Malthus considered the study of the causes of the 
wealth and poverty of nations as "the grand object of all enqu-
2k 
iries in political economy." S^ toreoveri chapter Vll of his 
"Principles of Political Economy" "is entitled" "on the iataodiate 
causes of tho procrees of wealth*' wherein Jtelthus extensively 
exQjBines population, accuaulation of ca:>ital, fertil ity of the 
soil, labour-saving inventions etc as stitsulua to the Increase 
of wealth. Malthus's interest in distribution of wealth is obv-
ious from the fact that bo was the first economist, besides of 
course Edward West, to give a comprehensive theory of rentj a 
22. Ibid., p.^l 
23. W.J. 3:iuool, iSconomio .'^ ynaiaics An Indroduction, Second Edi-
tion. Itocmillsn. p. 13. 
2^ 4-. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.VII p. 122. 
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theory which Hioardo not only appreciated but alao admits to 
have aad© use of for devoloplng bis om theory of rent, although 
the latter in effect ttiic«a out to be different fro® that of 
Malthas. Halthus's concern with distribution ifi pIso borRs^iit 
by the fact that chaptors 1X2, IV and V of his 'Principles of 
Poiltleal Soonomy* deal the rent of land, wages of labour 
and profits of capital respectively. Howtvor, while Halthus, 
Ilk® Ados Sraith, put the prouies of production in the centr® 
and thus osphaslsed tha nature and onuses of fcbe wealth, Slcardo 
emphasised th© distribution of the national Ine^e iisong the 
classea alongwSth the rising national incos@. 
There is another difference between the two. While 
considering the problea of econosaic growth Blcardo a^all^ -ved 
that It will be a smooth process and would b© governed by the 
rate of accumulation which In its turn would by affected by the 
declining rate of profit so that the rate of growth will even-
tually peter out and there will be a stationary state In which 
the rate of profit will become sero. this excludes the possib-
i l i ty of a depression or a trade cycle. Milthus, on the other t 
hand, eaphaslsed that in viow of the technological progreea the 
productive capacity and the production In general would far 
expand compared to Its demand resulting in over-production and 
a general glut. Thla aspect of difference will be explained In 
detail when a close exaialnatlon of Ricordo-Malthus controveroy 
on the possibility of general glut Is taken up. Yet It is worth-
while tooting that Hicardo's system does not envisage any fluctua-
- C 1 7 ) -
tlons alongwith the process of economic growth and conaequnetiy 
excludes? the phenomenon of trade cycle froa the scope of the 
subject I whereas for Halthus the problem of trade cycle® was 
on important part of the scope of the Political Economy. Incidea-
tally this aapect of their difference on the scop® of Polltlcil 
Economy was fundaoietal to the subsequent controversy between 
J.M. Keynes md the representative of the classical economists« 
na®ely A.G. Pigou.., 
-SSttt" 
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Cha3}ter IX 
Oli VM^ Ud 
To start with, It Bay ft© pdluted out that both Ricardo ^ ^ 
Holthun mre concerned with roXative v^ aluo of comsioditieB and 
ndt i/ith absolute value. Awards th^ n^d of his l i f e , of 
course, Hicardo did devote his attention to the problem of abso* 
luto ^alue but he was not able 60 put forward any coaq>rehon8ive 
eispiaiiation for its deterffiinatien. In fact Bic&rdc f@Xt S&&S0*' 
Mhat perturbed on not betog able to propound a coi^reh@nsiira 
theory of absolute value and that is why he o^on pointed out 
that his theory of value was not quite satisfying to hiai and 
therefore he wished that soise abler pen should taUce v^ the 
bualnaes and finish with it«^ fhe eicplanatioii of this depress-
ion on th© part of Eicardo l ies only in the ineon^jlete version 
of his theory of absolute value. However, for all practical 
purposes, Mcardo's theory of relative value was the one which 
he developed to the best of his ability imd he t^held i t t i l l 
the end of his l i f e . Hal thus, on the other hand, never felt 
concemod with the theory of absolute value and was all through 
1. "X an not satisfi«id with the escplanation which X have 
given of the principles which r e b a t e value. I wish 
a aore able pen would undertake it»*the fault is not 
in the Inadequacy of the doctrine to account for all 
difficulties, but in the inadequacy of hin who has 
atte85»t0d to eatpjuin i t . Works and Correspondence 
of fdcordo Vol. VIXI p. 
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toterested isn tbe theory of roXative value. 
Before K® proceed with tha isali) controversy b&tmm 
Hicardo ^d HaXthus on the tboorr of valuot i t is impropriate 
to pra0@nt the ideas of the two in hri@f but concise fors so I 
that ftfo ar@ ahle to coc^rahensi thorn properly, ^ i s is neecss* 
itated particuarly because of large variety of iRtsrpretatiDii® 
given by different eeonoolata to Ricardo'i theory of value 
which make the understanding of the theory sosowhat difficult* 
Hicardo*s o^osition of his theory of value was greatly 
influenced by his doslre to correct what he b«l'/tvod to be the 
fallacies of Ma® Smith's theory.® This Ititter theory, in brief, 
was that in the early stages of society, what Adorn l^lth calls 
the ^early and rude state of society*, the relative value or tb© 
natural price of the coismodities was detei%iined solely by labour 
necessary for <tic<3uiri|}g t^se cooesodities. But as soon as ca|>itaX 
is accumulated in the hands of certain persons and as soon as 
land becoises private property, the relative values of coa^^di* 
tios are equal to their cost of product ion, which is arrived at 
by a process of adding iqj the wages, profit and rent —the 
rewards of the three factors of production, labour, capital and 
land rei^ectively. Any cause which increased or dacreased each 
of these cosqponent parts—w&ges, profit and rent—increased or 
decreased the natural price or the relative value of the coaasodi-
ties in which the fators entered.^ 
Cf. ferks and (SorrespondGnce of Hicardo, fol . VII p, 100 
3. Adaffl Smith, yealth of Nations, 3k.1, ch«Vl,*OF The coa* 
penent Parts of the Pricc of Cbamoditiesf Canon*s ed., 
Vol.l, pp.50-5a and p.65L , 
. ( 2 0 ) . 
Mcardo criticises for Xlaiting tho rule that 
exchange according to the ajooiint of latK»ur required 
for their production to "that early and rude etate of society, 
which precedes hoth the accuraulatioB of stock and the appropri-
ation of Xijid'* irithout analjrsiiig the effects of the accumulation 
L 
of capital and the appropriation of lani on relative ^alue. 
According to Hicardo, to the ©su?ly stages of societjr 
when only i t required to produce coimsodltlast there is 
a very easy and oisvioue soiutioB to the determijiation of the 
relative valuesf the relative valuee of coamoditios will equal 
the relative quantities of labour expended on their production, 
^d will he indpendent of the level of wages. Ricardo sajss 
the early stages of society, the exchange-
able value of these commodities, or the rule 
which deteriQlnes how much of the one will be 
given in eicchange for another, depends almost 
exclusively* on the coiapar«tive quantity of 
labour e:xpended on each«.«.« It is natural 
Cf« Works and Gorrespondence of Mcardo, I, pp. 22-23 n3. 
* The f irst two editions of ftlcardo's •Principles* read 
•depends solely* in place of 'depends almost exclueiviAly* • 
will be shown in the chapter On Measure of Value, this 
change was necessitated by Hlcardo's change In the Standard 
of Measurement. 
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tbat what is usuaiiy the produce of two day's 
or tw© hour* 9 labour, siiotild be werth doyble 
of ^ a t is usually the produee ©f one day's, 
or OB® hour's labour''^ 
fh© QuestioB ariaa® what he^ jpens t© the r@latiir« values 
if i» the production of coasodities different types of labour 
ar© .used in different proportions. Hicardo, this i® m 
of the variation in the relatlvo of cofflaioditi^s 
'bficauso the mrket alwaFS estafalishe® eooo scale of relative 
productiveness of labour in accordance with the skill and train-
ing of the ©ccii^atioB, and the rolativ© degree of estisatioii te 
which the differojit felnds of labour are held, once foraed, dooa 
not ehaugo over a period of tia®.^ Hence a rise or fal l of wages 
brill affect all coa^<Jiti0S praport^nutsly and therefore leave 
relative values iBiaffect^d, 
It could be pointed out that even in the mast prindtivo 
society some capital, if only in the form of ic^leiaents and 
tools, be ncceseary to assist the labour, and i f that is 
the case would not this fact also affect relative values. Ricardo 
tackles this case by viewing fi^ed capital us previously ey e^Metd 
labour and points outi 
ti>rii8 and Oorresponcience of Eicardo, Vol.1 pp. 12-13* 
6« Cf. Ii^ rka and Correspondence of Eicardo, Vbl.I pp.20-2a. 
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©xchangeabXe value of the cofflmodi-
ties produced «irstil(i be In proportion to 
ths labour bestowed on their production} 
not on their iiaisedlsto production only, 
but on all thost isploments or machines 
required to gi^e effect to the particular 
labour to which tiioy were 
It follows that in the early stages of society the rule 
of esibodied- labour deiermining relative ¥a3.ues was of universal 
^plicationt. the real question which porturbod Ricardo 
was not the determination of relative values in the primitive 
stages of liociQty but« in his wordss 
•to deteriain® how far the effects which are 
avowedly produced on the exchangeable values 
of coKiaoditias, by the comparative quantity 
of labour, are midified or altered by the 
accuaiulation of capital and the payment of 
rent. 
Aa regards the expropriation of land and the payssent of 
rent**tt does not affect the general principle according to which 
7. Wbrks and Correspondence of Ricardo, 
8« Ibid, p,23 note. 
The effect of the appropriation of land is considered by 
Bicardo in his chapter * On Bent *, and in the chapter 
•On Value* he deals only with the accumulation of ci^ital. 
2 3 ) . 
tDa rolativQ values of comsiocllti@s are ciatermined idy the 
of labour ©xponded In their production. This Is so because the 
quantity of laiaour vrhich sot ties th® relative volu® of a coisiaodity 
10 m% the average quantity required for the production of the 
various units of the CDiamoUlty but the quantity required for the 
production of the unit produced with the greatest difflcuXtyi 
and alnee rent Is the sui^lus of th® produce got fro® the syyper-
jor, rent^Oearing plotsj rent does not onter Into the cost ©f 
ppoduetion* JHcardo sayst 
•^ he eschangeahXe value of all coramo'lltles, 
••.••Is always rogulated, not by the less 
quantity of labour that will suffice for 
their production under clrcuiastances highly 
favourable, and oxcluslvely enjoyed by those 
who have peculiar faci l i t ies of production} 
but by the greater quantity of labour neeess-
arlly beetovred on their production by those 
who have no such faci l i t ies , by those who 
continue to produce theis under the siost un-
favourable circumstances, meaning by the sost 
unfavourable clrcumstunces, th© laost unfavour-
able under which the ^uiintity of produce 
required, renders i t necessary to carry on 
the production." ^ 
9. Warns and CJorrespondence of Fticurdo, Vol, I p.73 
-< 2h >• 
•that eom wfeich is produced by the grea«t6et 
qumtXtf of labour is th& regiUator of tbe 
price of cor»| and rent does mt aiad casifiot 
enter io the ieaat degree as a componeifit part 
of its price.« 
Thus Bjicardo dislodges Itmdi trosa standing aiongsi<ie labour 
as a factor contributory to volus, bec&us© the payment of rent ia 
itself entirely dependent on value. 
So far as the accurauXatibn of capital is concernedt, accosiu-
lation by itself tees f»ot affect the principle of labour - easpeis-
ded if i t doei not lead to the changes in the f ixity ^nd durabi-
l i ty of capit«tl ©i^loyed in tiie production of comaodities, 
ever, Rieardo realises that in the Fetjd world acctjisulation of 
capital is bound to operate in different waye in the production 
of different cotEisoditiee. This leads to another causoj besides 
I 
the quantity of labour necessary to produce the commodities, that 
affects the relative valueaf this cause is the rise or fa l l in 
the yallue of labour vi2*| wagm* Th& U3& of the greater oisount 
of fixed capital or fixed capital of greater durability in the 
production of one cossaiodity relative t© that of the other will 
affect the relative values in such a way that the riee in the 
wages (or what to Mcardo also laeans the fa l l of profits) will 
10. roid., p. 77 
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Isadl to a fal l lu tlie relative value of tba comsodlty In the 
pr&duetloii of which fixed capital of greater aiMunt / or 
fixed eopital of greater durability la eiplojredl ttian that of 
ttee commodity in the production of which fixed capital of 
smaller aaoynt and/ er fixed capital of emallor durabHity is 
used* Eicardo sayas 
*Thi9 difference in the degree of durability 
of fixed c^it^lf and this variety to the 
l»roportions in which the two sorts of capital 
( i .d . fi3ced capital and circMating cc^ital) 
may he cosshined, introduce another cause, 
hesMes the greater or less quantity of lathour 
necessary t® produce coramodities,, for the 
vairiatioiis in their relative value —this cau^ 
is the rise or fal l in the value of labour, •• 
and therefore^ 
•the uccumulation of cagjital, hy occasiou-
ing different proportions of fixed and 
circulating capital to he ajuploy^d in d i f f -
erent trades, and hy giving different degrees 
of durability to such fixed ci^ital, intro-
duces a considerable i^dification to the rule, 
11. Ibid., p.30 
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which is of uDlverseil appXicatloB In the oarly 
15* 
states of aocletf,** 
!I!hi8 shows the 'curious effect ' which m rise of wages pro-
duces vis a rise of wages lowers the *^ricesof th08«c0!Bi30dities 
which are cheifly obtaiaeil by the aid of aachinery afitf fixed 
eapitiil, 
Hicardo also ad»its that the fact of cireulating capitals 
used In the production of the co8sa®diti©s being of different <Sur-
abllities woul^  also have the effect as differcBt fixity or 
durability of fixed capital* Ihis would axplaiis why soae comsodi-
ties e«g» timber snd winei increase in exchaiigeable value as they 
advance in age, Eicardo saysi 
'*Xhe same result taices place i f the cir-
culating capitals be of unequal durabi* 
l i ty . If froiB the nature of two diff* 
erent tradeSf In which equal capitiils are 
eB5)loyed, one aanufacturer could not bring 
the coffliaodity he produced to aarket in less 
than one year, k^ile the other couid bring 
his there, in three Months, the coisiBodity 
of the f irst would fal l in relative value 
to the second, with every rise of wages 
and fall ef profits. It uust be unnecess-
ary to go into further calculations to 
prove this to be true, as i t rests preci-
sely on the Sdtae principle as the case 
12. lbid«, p.66. 
aid Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol. VII p»82 
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aXroady coJtsidered, naaely, the different 
dtgrees of durability of two equoX Cfi^itals* 
It is otovioua that aicarcs©, by adeitting the effaet of tb« 
rati© of fixed eapital to labour, the durability of fixed capital, 
md the rate of turnover of circulating capital (the time element) 
oti the relative value® of eoaiiaodlties, a^ffllts the productive role 
of capital* 
Eioordo, however, bt^liev^s that changes brought about in the 
relative value of coasoditiea by fluctuations of wages or profits 
are of very l i t t l e importance au coatpored to those brought about 
by changes in the quantity of labour expended. Hence althou^ we 
should not ip)ore to talse into account the effect of a riae or 
fal l of wages on the relative Viilue of comaodities, ve should also 
not give much importance to thii^ cause. He eayss 
"•••..this cause of the variation of the 
coraoodities is coa5)ar;itively slight in 
its effect The greatest effects which 
could be produced on the relative prices 
of these goods from a rise of wages, could 
net exceed 6 or 7 per cent} for profits 
could not, probably, under any circums-* 
tances, adissit of a groater general and 
permanent agression than to that s^ount* 
ik. Ibid., pp.338-339
.( ^ )-
In estimatingf theny the causes 0f tlitt 
irariations tn the value of cominoditleot 
i t would be wrsBg 4#l3©lly te oslt 
the consideration of the offoct produced 
by a, riae or fall of l&lxsur, i t would be 
equally liicorrect to attach imucli ia^ort-
mce fc© 
Malthus 16 not satisfied with JSic i^rdo's theory ®f iraiuc. 
& his Principles of Political jesconomy he vrritesi 
«If to this cause of voritttiou ( i . e . d i f f -
erence in degree of daraijllity of capi-
t^als) w© Qidd th© exception mticQd by Mr, 
aicardOf arising from the greater or les« 
proportion of fi«05l capital OEoployad in 
difforont coaiiiKjditioSf the effects of which 
would shew the®8«lv®s In a v«ry early period 
of savage l i f e , i t must be allowed that the 
rule which declares "theit coninodities never 
vary in value unless a greater or less q^ uan-
tity of labour be bestowed on their produc-
tion*, cannot possibly, as stated by Mr* 
lUcardo, be universal applicatiofi in the 
early stuges of society. 
end (Jorrespondence of Eicardo, Vol. X i>.36. 
16. 7.B. Hal thus, op.c it . , p*90. 
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Maitlius himself explains Qscchbiigeable value tn tems of 
s'^pXy and desiEnd. Hft beleiires thiit the principle of supply 
iind is ifmimrBaX e^plicatioiiy so siuch so that i t is 
di f f icult to find any instance of cliango of price —natural or 
laarket, permmeat or teaporary^ —wbieh cannot be oxpiained in *t©ras 
of tbis principle. He sayst 
"Natural and ncessary prices appmr to be 
res^&'^ '^ d by tliis princlplet as wtill as 
market prieesi and the only difference ie, 
that the foraer are regulated by the ordi-
nary and average relation of the demand to 
the sti^plyt ^^^ the latter, when they di f fer 
froia the former, d^end t^on the ©xtra-ordi-
nar^ and accidental relations of the demand 
to the simply, 
Hal thus cites a niusber of exampleo froa what he calls * actual 
experience' to detisonstriate the oper^ i^tion of the principle of supply 
and destind. But the aost striking illustration that he suggosts 
i s the artif icial value which is given to bonk notes by limiting 
ifi their si]Q;)ply* 
17, Ibid., 
18. Cf• Ibid, ,pp • 77- 5®. 
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Maltbus aclisita that tsis daoiiirtd and simply c^proaeh can b® 
interpreted as & princl|}l@ of cost of productioDf but points out 
that in tbat case the cost of production will be different from 
that of aicordo wbicb excXudes th& rent of land* H0 sayst 
^ It eay bd aaid* perbapiSt tbat evan acc-
ording to the view given of dcmtaid and 
su5>ply in ttee preceding section, tbe per-
laanent prices of a great mass of coaisodi-
ti@8 will b® detensined by the coat of 
tbeir production* Thla is true, i f w9 
incXucie all tbo cosspontsnt parte of price 
stated by Man li^itli, tb&ugli not i f y© 
e©nsi4er only those stated**by Mr.Ricardo* 
Howovor, M«ilttaus*$ @xphasis upon demand is so much that he 
in affect rclegi«t@s cost of production to a aecondi^ ry positiono 
Ho sayss 
"••••any altaration in the demand and stjpply 
QUito overcoises for a th« influence of 
•• Hicardo reaarksi "By cost of Production I invariably 
mean mgea and profits, iidcua Smith includes rent*" 
ygrks and Correspondence of Sicardo, tfol II p^ hZ* 
19. t«a« Mai thus, op* c i t . , pp. ?2-73* 
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this costs {jtnd.. • • • • the cost of production 
Itsalf only Influences the prices of these 
coeiffloditles as the p&ymmt of ttXs coat i« 
the rsecossury condition of thoir continued 
Bvipplfm ^ 
tbere is , of course, an ei^lanatlon of Hal thus* s stress 
ijgion demand, 4a he was pre-occt^lcd mostly with th© problem of 
application of economic theory to the practical aspectss Maithus 
was priiaarlily interested the pxt>hle<sa of the short run* It is 
obirious that in the short run the deaimd aapeet can hardly he oirer-
es$)hasisod« In fact, Hic&rdo also never denied the iisportance of 
the de®{j^ d in the short-runi but his oain pre-occtipation was with 
the long-run and therefore he greatly etaphasised the supply aspect* 
This difference in the en^hasie of the tm great economiats at least 
partially explains their difference in approach to the relative 
value of oomDodlties. In fact, both Eicardo and Maithus were 
aware of thla difference. Thus i« a letter to Malthuis, Hicardo 
wrote $ 
•• It appears to ae that one great cause of our 
difference in opinion, on the subjects which 
we hcive so often discussed, is that you have 
30, Ibid,, pp. 7^75* 
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always Ijs yoyr nind th& isist^diate and tem-
porary efffcjcte of particular ehui?g©s — 
wh®raas I put theae Issmediat® and tee^o-
rary efects quite asMei and f ix my whole 
attention on the permanent state of things 
which will result froia tho£s» Perhaps you 
ostimsxte thos« temporary effects too highXyy 
whUst I m too siuch disposed to undervalue 
them* fb Manage the subject quite right they 
should he e&refully distin^-aished and a^en-
tion@d, and the due effects ascribed to oach. 
tfalthus*s reply to this 
* 1 with you that one cauae of our 
differencQ in opinion is that which you 
isention* I certainly am disposed to refer 
frequently to things as they are, as the 
only way of waiting one's wrltintje practi-
cally useful to s o c i e t y . B e s i d e s I 
really think that the progress of society 
consists of irregular movementSf and that 
to osit the consideration of causes which 
21. terks and Oorre^ondence of Sicardo, Vol. iri2p.t20 
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for slgisfc or ten years will giv® a great 
stlsnilms to praductljon ^ d poptulatloiit or 
a great to tli^ m, is to ©lalt the umBBS 
of tlie wealth m<X poverty ©f nations —-tbe 
grand object of all enquiries in Political 
Ecofsoiay* 
It may bo pointedl out that tisor© are aubstautiul differonces 
mong ooonoaistsy writing eii the history of eeoiiesie cloetrinos, 
about tta© interpretiitior} of Eicarcio'B theory of iralua. It is 
oS^ viDus from tJa© ©j^ositton of flicardo*e theory given abovo that 
iioardo's theory of vfilu© is essentially a cost of productioi! 
theory. havo soen that Bicurdo awaits that due to tho fllffer* 
rniQBa in the ammt of fixod capital anil th® different durabili-
ties of the fixed and. the circulating capital i t is not only tho 
amount of labour ombodiad in tho production of coias^ditlcs hut also 
wages and profits that affect excbang® values. In other wordSj 
Hicordo has pr^ asentod the quantity of labour not a© the sole regu-
lator of relative) v^aue but as on isE|>ortant eloisont of the cost of 
production, in fact one co»o8 across quite a faw passage® in tho 
writings of Bicardot In ptiTticulor in his Notoa on MaitbuSf v^ hich 
airport the contention that Hicardo held a cost of production . 
theory of value. 
22. Ibid., pp. 121-122 
- ( ) -
For instance be sar^i 
* 5Ki0 real and ultimate regulator of the 
relative reXne of any two coiBm©ditlsS| 
Xa t)ie cost of ttiolr productioRf^ iind 
not tfee reepeotlvo quantities whlcta «fty 
be produced! nor the corap t^itJUin ai^ngat 
the purcbasere. ^^ 
Siisiljarly Bicardo sayss 
" .•. . .diff iculty ©r fsicllit|r of production 
is not absolutely the only cause of vari-
ation In value there is ©no other, the rise 
or fal l of wages, which ttough comparatively 
of l i t tie effect aaid of rarer occurence yet 
does affect the value of coissaoditles utid must 
not be fiwoitted in thit important enquiry. ^ ^ 
He also reaarlcsi 
" Natural price is another name for coat of 
prdduction —while a. coamodity will sell 
23. Wbrks and (Sorrespondenc© of Hicardo, Vol.1 p.3M». 
2V. Marke and Correspondence of Hicardo, Ifel. lVp.368 
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Sjfi th« market for Its natural prlco or 
above itf^viill b» suppliedf tbe cost ©f 
productl®u therefore reguiutes Its sijgpply. 
Mr* Maltbus saya the st^ply regulates price* 
and the cost of produoiiig the comajodity 
regulates the supply* This Is a dispute 
about words —whatever regulates the supply 
regulates the price. 
Hal thus* a theory of value also is a cost of productloB theory. 
He has eiqplicitly laid down that *»the price of any exchangeable 
cosmodityf ©ay be coasidered as consisting of three parts—that 
which pays the wages of the labourer eo^loyed in its production; 
that which pays the profits of capital by which such production 
has been facUitatedf and that which pays the rent of landf or the 
resTjmeration for the raw materials and food furnished by the land-
lord. 
Since neither Hicardo nor Malthu® denied that the price of 
a coffiaodity also includes returns to factors other than lalx>ur, 
both of then aay be said to have put forward cot of production 
theory of value. 
there is» however, an inportunt difference also. It relates 
primarily to the concepts of the cost of production of the two. 
Malthus Includes rent msng the relevant comtpenents making IQ) the 
costi whereas Hicardo excludes i t . & fact i t is only Hicardo*s 
yorHs and Oorespondence of Hicardo* ?ol. II pp. 
see also p.S^* p.66 and p.79 
26. t.B* l^althus, op.cit. pp.82*83 
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refusal to Include rent among the Qoaponents of the cost of 
productiois that ^sk^s one to doubt i f his theozy of value 
Is a cost of production thtory» However| If this fact aouM 
be a serious objection to Interpret Rlearao*a theory an a 
cost of pro<jittCtlon theory of valuei the l>e®t that can be said 
la that aicardo's theory of value is ¥hat hss been called 
»an empirical labour theory of value* Ue*^ a thoory that the 
relative quantities of labour expended in the production of 
the comiaodltles aire the dominant deteralnantG of the relative 
values* HIcardo Indeed emphasised the quantity of labour 
bestowed on the production of the comsaodltles as the taoet 
Isportant deterolnant of relative value, but he never asserted 
the non-eKiatence or Irrelevance of non-labour costs. 
fhe vlevs of Rloardo and Halthus are elso different as 
regards the proper measure of valuta Ihls aspect of their diff« 
erence will be explained In detail In the next chapter. 
-J I I s J-
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Chapter III 
OS MSASOHiS <F VALUE 
fhe soarcti for o perfect measure of valye haa eaterols-
ed the minds of econcNaists since earlier times. Adam Smith was 
led to the proposition that while labour content was not the 
regulator of value» labour was nevertheless the most accept" 
able constant measure of value. For Bieardo and f^ althust how-
ever, the subject became a matteb of endless controversy. 3oth 
of thejBf of course, agreed that i f there were scaae commodity 
which was invariable in value, any change in the ratio in which 
it exchanged for other cconmodities would show which of these 
coamodities had risen or fallen in value and by how tsuch. Thus 
Hicardo in the fisst edition of his Principles wrote that i f 
any coaiajodity could be found which was of an unvarying value 
it would be "eminently useful as a standard by which the varia-
tions of other things might be measured* Of such a commodity 
we have no knowledge, and consequently are unable to fix on 
any standard of value .Simi lar ly , Malthus in his Principles 
of Political Economy remarked that " . . . . a correct measure of 
real value in exchange would be very desirable cannot be doubted, 
. . . . .but when we consider what a measure of real value in 
exchange loplles, we shall feel doubtful whether any one coam-
odity exists, or can easily be supposed to exist, with such 
1. Works and Correspondence of Sicardo, Vol,I p.i7n3. 
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prop0rtl«a, as would qualify It to become a o^dard moasure 
of this kind. Whatever article, or even moss of articles, we 
refer to, must Itself be subject to change*"^ 
It may be pointed out that when Hioardo soys that we 
cannot f ix on any standard of value and Walthus says 
that It is doubtful whether any cosjjsodlty possesses the qua-
lifications to become a standard- neasure of value thay mean 
a perfect stsndard-Kine that cen measure changes of value vlth 
scientific accuracy. Both Hlcardo and Halthus agree on the 
essential qualities of a perfect standard, nasely, that it 
must Itself possess value and that it raust itsel f be invariable 
in value. The disagreement between the two, however, begins as 
soon as it comes to actually fi:9£ing cm a commodity or, in other 
words, of defining the oonditicms of production of the comaio« 
dity to be adopted as a standard for the purpose. Rlcardo in 
Edition I of his ffrincloles defines these oondltl<wis as followst 
"••••in this whole argument I m supposing 
money to be of an invariable value| in 
other words, to be always the produce of 
the QUO® quantity of unassisted labour."^ 
It nay be pointed out that fUcardo, in the first edition 
of his Prlnciolea adaitted the existence of non-labour costs. 
But in that edition he acknowledged only two forms of variation 
of capital; different proportions of flated and circulating capital 
2. Halthus, op.cit . , p.60. 
3. works and Correspondence of Hlcardo, Vol.1 p. 63. 
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and different durabilities of fiatsd capital. He had not yot 
noticed the third form of variation of capital via. the 
•different tlises it takes to oorket* or, In other words, 
durability of circulating capital to which hie attention v»as 
k 
drown, a l i tt le later, by Mtsjor torrens. Conse j^uently, In 
edition IX this waa Introduced as third form of variation.^ 
Hence in edition I »unaasls6ed labour* taeant labour unassis-
ted by fixed capital, with the Implied assumption that the 
period which all cossoiodltltis took to produce and bring to A 
jaarket i .e . circulating capital to circulate was a year. In 
fact the qiialtflcatlCMi •unosslstsd' Is mostly implied In 
Ricardo»s argument In the first edition of his Principles. It 
is Indeed'- fro® this definition of invariable • laoney that there 
follows the striking result that "coaaodities may be lowered 
in value In consequence of a real rise of wages, but they 7 
never can be raised from that cause."' It Is obvious that in 
this passage •value* refers to absolute value 1.©. value ojeasured 
in the invariable standard. When Mcardo in ed.J speaks of fj •relntlve value* he says fehat with a rise of wages some goods 
h» Cf. Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo, Vol.1? pp. 305-106. 
5. Cf. Works and CkJrrespondence of Hlcardo, Vol. I pp. 60-61 note. 
6. Cf. Ibid., p. x|li n^. 
7. Ibid., p.66.(The reason is that in the production of soaie 
coaaoditles fixed capital enter^s while by assutaption i t 
does not enter into the production of caoney.) 
a. Ibid., p. 58. 
'(ko)" 
will.rise oompared with others. 
P 
Malthus In his coiafflenta on ed.2 of Hloardo«s Prinollet;^  
wrote to Hlcardoi 
" I s t i l l cannot agr@s vith you that 
labour alone in the sense you understand 
it« Is either In theory or fact the best 
i^asure of exchangeable value. 
However at that tiae the question of the invariable 
faeasure of value proper had not ooa® up for a discussion bet-
ween the two. It is in fact in September 1S19 that Halthus, 
apparently following up a conversation between the two, writes 
to Hicardos 
"If we suppose half an ounce of silver on 
an average to be picked up by a days search 
on the sea shore, money would then always 
retain most completely the same value. It 
would always on average both cost, and cosj-
ffland the same quantity of labour* The money 
price of labour could never par^aanently 
either rise or fall."^® 
But Malthus pointed out, fi l i t t l e later, that when It 
cosses to uaing this ci^modlty produced by labour only for 
measuring the value of other coasoditles in the production of 
which labour and capital are both used, a difficulty would 
1* i . e . the quntlty of labour embodied In the coiaoodlty. 
9. works and Correspondence of Elcardo, Vol.VII p. 176. 
10.Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo, Vol.VXII pp. 
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aria© from the fast that "soarcoiy any other cosMOdlty can 
reasonably be supposed to hare required in Its production 
ejcaotly the same quantity of fiiced md circulating capital 
11 
eiaployed for exgtctly the saajs fciise." 
The next deirelopment is the publication, in i^pril 
1820, of Halthua»» Principles of Political Econoay". In this 
book Malthus draws attention to the case of coasjodities where 
th© period of turnover of the circulating capital may be less 
then one year. ^ ^ In such ^ case coirering as itlalthus suggests 
•a large class of comaodites* prices will rise eonseqaontly 
upon a rise in the price of labour and fall of prof itMalthus 
gays! 
it cannot be correct to a8y,"th9t 
no eosimodities whatever ere raised in 
exchangeable value merely because wages 
risej they are only so raised when ®or® 
labour is bestowed on their production, 
when wages fal l , or when the medium in 
which they are estimated falls in value," 
It is quite certain that merely because 
wages rise and profits fall , all that 
class of comooditiesCand it will be a 
large class) will rise in price, where, 
froo the smailness of the capital enjpl-
11, Ibid., p. 108. 
12* Kalthus, op.cit. , p.93« 
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oyed, the fal l of profits is in various 
degrees asore fetaan ov©rbalane«d by the 
rise of Images. 
Hieardo in his rjot«l upon this admits that he 
had 'inadverfcootly omitted to consider* this case, and that 
'•Mr. r&lthus is quit© right in asserting that many commodities 
in which labour chiefly enterSi and which can be quickly brought 
to laarket will rise in the value of labour. Tho »correct 
opinion* as Hlcardo now st'^tas it is that* in consequence of 
"a rise in the money price of wages, and e fal l of profits, 
so far froia its being true that all other comaodities woijild 
also rise in pries, there will be a large class which will 
absolutely fall—some vhici* will not vary at a l l , and another 
large class which will rise."^^ 
40 m ©sctreme instance of the ease to which Halthua 
had dravjn attention, ho introduced tte sticking example of 
silver packed up on the sea shore with the labour of one day 
and therefore without either fixed or circulating capital—a 
standard in terras of which »no rise in the price of labour 
could take place, 
At the time when third edition of Ricardo's Principles 
was already in the press, Hicardo wrote to McCulloh: 
13. Ibid., pp. 93-9^. 
Works and CJorrespondance of Ricardo, Vol.11 
15. Ibid., pp. 62-63. P. Sraffa has correctly pointed out that 
it is this concession on the pert of Hicardo that marks the 
transition on the standard of measuresient between ed.II and 
ed. I l l of Ricardo's »Frinclple8.• 
16. First in a letter of 10 a®pt.1819, Vtorks and Correspondence 
of Ricardo, Vol.VIll pp. 6^-65, and then in his Principles 
of Political iSconosjy, Ifalthus, op.cit . , pp.110-111. 
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When 1 want to fix a standard of 
absolute value I am undejnsinedl whether 
to chose labour for a yeart a isonth^ » a 
veek, or a ciay,**^ ^ 
But he had already suggested to MaCulloh in a l@tt«r 
of 13 June 16208 
«A11 the exceptions to the general rule 
cosae under this one of and as 
there ar® such a veriety of oaigea In 
which the ti^e of coispleting a coissiod* 
ity may differ, it is difficult to fix 
^ any one cotssodity %;hich laay properly 
be chosen as a general measure of iralue, 
even i f we could get over the difficulty 
of not having one which alifaya requires 
same quantity of labour to produce it* 
The two extremes appear to be thesetone, 
where the ooissiodity is produced without 
delay* and by labour only, without the 
intervention of capital; the other where 
it is result of a great quantity of fixed 
capital, contains very l i t t le labour, and 
is not produced without conaiderable 
delay* The medium between these two is 
perhaps the best adapted to the general 
17. Works and Correspondence of lUcardo, Vol.VIII p.iMf. 
mass of eommodities; tbosQ comaodltles 
on one side of this medium, \fould rise 
lo ooispBratlv© value with i t , with a 
rise in the price of la&our, and a fa l l 
in the rate of profitsj and those on the 
other aide might fal l from the same 
eeast."''® 
GmmquettUr ia &d*III at hie Prineltil&s t}m standard 
adopted by aieardo was money "prociuced with sueh proportions 
of the t¥0 kinds of capital as approach nearest to the average 
quantity employed in the production of most cossmodities."^^ 
It may, therefore, be pointed ouS that despite Rlcardo*8 
assertion to the effect that in the third edition of hie 
on 
Friaaiples the chapter on value «ould not be materially altered,®^ 
when the new edition actually appeared, it contained a very 
sjaterlal alteraticm as regards the ©easure of value, thus the 
passage in the first ti#o editions of Prlnolples stating that 
a coaaodity always produced by the same quantity of labour would 
serve to laeaaure the value of other things was entirely wlthdravn, 
18. Ibid., p. 193. 
19. Works and Correspondence of Hlcardo, Vol.1 It is in 
fact this change in the choice of the standard of meaeureraent 
that necessitated the replacejaent, in the third edition of 
Ricardo^Q Principles of the statement that exchangeable value 
•depends solely* upon the quantity of labour realised in a 
coaimodity with 'depends almost exclusively*(Of.Works and Corr-
espondence of Rlcardo, Vol.l p»l2 n1>; because those coaaoditlei 
which l ie on one side of this laedlum would rise in coaparatlve 
value with a rise in the price of labour and a fal l in hhe rate 
of profits, and those on the other side vwuld fall in relative 
value because of the same cause. 
20. Cf. Iietter to Halthus, Works and Correspondence of Rlcarso, 
r a i . m i 
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2 1 and replaced hy a mw section stating that no one comaaociltyi 
how0v«R constant Its cost of productloni COMX<1 S^rve as a gene-
m l measure of value. Sicardo tells us In effact that If 
there ware never any change In the cost of producing silver 
it could neverthless be used only to measure alterations In 
the value of stuch commodities 0s happened to he produced under 
exactly the saaie conditions as itself, fticardo arguea that 
ft 
since there are various possibilities of the proportions in 
irhich labour and capital .jo-operate In the production of coam-
oditleSf the difference In the^e proportions or circuaistaRces 
«dis^ualiffy any co®taociity that can be thought of for® being 
a perfectly accurate measure of value. 
However, Hicardo beli'^ves that gold onn be regarded 
as the heat practical standard for use in comparing the values 
of all types of commodities. He sayst 
"Ifey not gold be considered aa a CO«BJ-
odity produced with such proportions of 
the two kind0 of capital m approach 
nearest to the average quantity emplo-
yed in the production of most comteodit-
ies. Hay not these proportions be so 
21. Section VI, *0n an invariable ©easare of value, * WorJcs and 
Correspondence of Ricardo, VoU p. 
22. wortes and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol.I 
23. Ibidj, p.Mf. 
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nearly equally distant froa the two 
dxtremssi tlje one whar® l i t t le fixed 
capital is used, tfee other v/hero l i t t le 
labour Is etnployed, ss to form a Just 
pk 
raean between thets?" 
Ricard^f however, did not feel quite satisfied even 
MitU his new measure of value* Thus about one month before his 
aeuth he wrote to MeOillohs 
aannot get over the difficulty of the 
tfine which is? kept in a cellar for 3 or 
k years, or that of the oak tree, which 
perhaps originally had not 2/ expended 
on i t in the way of labour, and yet eoeies 
to be worth £ 100. fhere is no difficulty 
in estimoting all these in a measure of 
value such as ours, but the difficulty is 
in showing why we fix on that measure, 
and in proving it to be, what a measure 
of value taust be, itself invariable."^ 
Mftlthua in section V of the second chapter of his 
Principles of Political Economy deals with Ricardo^s comi®odity 
of unvarying cost as a measure of value. This section opens 
with the following wordsi 
Zk, Ibid., pp. 
23* Works and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol.XX pp. 330-331* 
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•Upon fcbe prlnctple* that the labour 
which li comasodlty has cost In IbB pi^-
duction, is at once a measure of real 
and relative value, It hias thought, 
that If there were any article to be 
found which would at all tiaes cost th@ 
same quantity of labour in its produc-
tion, it might uacd as s«!n accurate 
and standard aeasare of value." 
Mhile examining this proposition Malthus contan l^s 
thftt even i f we bad ©onsyCany precious metal) always produced 
fey the sam® quantity of labour, the ratio in which it ©xchangsd 
for other commodities would not inc^cnte the ratio between 
the quantity of labour embodied in the standard aetal and the 
quantity of labour embodied in the cosimodity for which it 
exchanged*^ Malthus iayas 
"...••let us supposQj first, that the 
precious laetols inquire for their pro-
duction at the mines which yield no 
rent, a certain quantity of fixed and 
circulating capital ocsployed for a cer-
tain time....none of the cotomodlties 
which would exchange for a given quan-
tity of silver, would contain the eame 
26. Kalthus, op.cit. , p.106. 
2?. Ibid., p.109. 
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quantity of labour as that silver, excapfc 
thoa® whieh had been produced, not only 
by tbe samG quantity of labour, but by the 
saaie quantities of the two kinds of capital 
employed for the saiae tine and in the name 
proportlonii; and in the case of a rise In 
the price of labour, all coiBaoditlss which 
s t i l l contained tht saae quantity of laboir 
would alter in price except those vory few 
whieh were aireamstanced exactly in the 
same manner vd.th regard to the capitals by 
y^ hich they were produced as the precious 
m@tals* 
M ua suppose, secondly, that th« produo-
tion of the precious setale required no 
fixed capital, but merely advances in the 
payment of manual labour for a yosr..»upon 
a rlae in the price of labmir, almost all 
cooaodities would rise or fal l in price. 
Let us suppose, thirdly, that labour alone, 
without any advances above the food of a 
day, were sufficient to obtain the precloua 
metals,*••••In this case it is obvious that 
every cootaodlty which had required in Its 
production any sort or quantity of capital 
beyond the advance of naeesssirles for n day 
- ( ^ ) -
would differ in prie© from any portion of 
gold or silver whloli bad cost the saa© 
quantity^ of labour*•••• 
On either of tlit aboir® suppositions,*... 
m should b6 as l i t t l e abl@ os we aro at 
present to infer from th©s® relative 
prices th® relative proportions of labour 
eaployed upon each eoaaodity." 
HaltbuSt therefore, rejects Elcardo's labour-eabodied 
oeasure and instead adopts labour-eosaandsd atessurej a measure 
aocordlng to which the value of a coaajodlty Is esfcliaated by 
th© quantity of comsion day-labour which It can command. Malthus, 
of course, also considsra tatan between corn ond labour* as a 
seasure of value but hellevss that this js^asure sight b© 
prefered to lahour-coaaiondQd cjoasure *ln soiae caaes'^ only. 
The reasons advanoed '^^  by Halthus for fixing upon * th© labour 
which a coaaodity will coaaand* aa a measure of value ars f irst , 
that labour Is most extensively the subjiect of exchange for 
"of all the objects by fnr the greatest laass of value Is given 
in exchange for labour either productive or unproductive," 
secondly, that the value of commodities in exchange for labour" 
can alone expreaa the degree in which they are suited to the 
wants and toatea of society, and the degree of abundance in 
which they are supplied, compared with the desires and th© 
20. Ibid., pp.110-111. 
29. Ibid., pp.132-133. 
30. Ibid., pp.119-120. 
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numbers of those who are to consume them," and thirdly, 
"the accumulation of capital and its efficiency in the increase 
of wealth and populationi dep^ds almost entirely upon its 
power of setting labour to work; or, in other words^  upon 
its power of commanding labour." According to Malthus, these 
reasons added to the important quality of day-labour that it 
"taking the average of summer and winter, is the most steady 
of all exchangeable articles"^^ account for the great pre-
eminence of labour-commanded measure over labour-embodied 
measure. In his book 'The Measure of Value Stated and Illus-
trated,» published in t823» Malthus again advocated^. '^ labour-
commanded standard of value. 
Ricardo, however, continued to express his disapproval 
of Malthus»s measure of value. Thus commenting on Malthus's 
new book*Kicardo wrote to Malthuss 
"I cannot agree with you in considering 
labour, in the sense in which you use i t , 
as a good measure of value. . . . . . I have 
the same objection to your measure which 
I have always professed—you chuse a 
variable measure for an Invariable stand-
31. Ibid., p.122. 
32. Cf. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.IX p.280n5« 
* The keasure of Value Stated and Illustrated with an App-
lication of it to the Alterations in the Value of the 
English Currency since 1790. 
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ard. oan say that a plague which 
shcmld tak® off half our poopl® would 
not altor th© valu® of laljour?"^^ 
MmrdOf in the newly-discovered paper on 'Absolute 
Value and Esroh^geable Value,* %rritt®n at the end of his l i f e , 
justifies his ohoica of the iueasure of velue in the following 
wordsi 
i t appears most olear that w@ 
should ohuse a measure produced by 
labour employed for a certain period, 
and which always supposes an advance 
of c^pltsl, becE^ use l@t i t is a perfaot 
aeasur® for all coasodtties produced 
$ 
under the sasae cireutostanoea of tia© as 
th© measure itself—secondly By for the 
• 
greatest nusber of commodities which 
are th© objects of exchange are produ-
ced by tl^ union of eapital and labour, 
that is to say of labour employed for 
a certain time 3dly. !rh3t a c(»smodity 
produced by labour esaployed for a year 
is a saean between the extremes of comm-
odities produced on one eide by labour 
and advances for nuch more than a year, 
33 • Works and Correapondenee of Mcardo, Vol* IX pp. 230*282. 
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and 01} %he other by labour employed for 
% day only without any advances, and th? 
taean i«ilX in most ease a a rauoh less 
deviation froa truth than i f either of 
the «xtreffl®s were used as a measure, 
It laay he pointed out that by his statement'*' glv®n 
above, deserlbing the third reason for justification of his 
oeasure Htcardo has in effect equated the standard adopted 
in « d , n i of hi« Ppinoioles to that of ed.I. Thus having 
started with labi^ ur 'euiployed for a year* as the extreme jof 
*uns@jsisted labour,* Eicardo realissed, f irst , that this was 
not really an 'extreme* since many c©®®@dities were produced 
by labour eaployed for less than one year, and secondly, that 
if he^^re to tito 'labour employed for a day only without any 
advances,' this would be the equivalent of a 'labour coomanded' 
standard and wages could never rise in terras of this standard* 
He,therefore, in ed«IXI takes «a just mean* between the esctr* 
reaea, 'produced with such proportions of the two kinds of 
oapital as approach nearnest to the average.'^^ Having done 
80, Eicardo comes finally to the view that this s!>ean can be 
reduced to «a cojusBodity produced by labour easployed for a yesr,'*^^ 
Works and Correspondence of fUcardo, Vol. IV 
+ 'That a commodity,,,.if either of the extremes were used 
as a aieasure,» 
Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.1 pp. 
36. Works and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol.IV p.^ +OJ. 
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thd very standard wblch he bad used In ©d.l of tola Prinolples. 
but which hs had at that tliae considered as belfig an»©xtr0oe.* 
I3®fore closing the chapter, it rasy be polntod out that 
aft@r ha-ring dlacussed th® wsale and th@ oootrowrsy 
between Hlcardo and Malthus on the question of a proper measuro 
* 
of value one is inclined to feel that it ^as really a difficult 
problesa for both Eicardo and t^lthus to solve at the time vh@n 
tho dovelopmant of ecoiomic sclenca had not sufficiently taken 
placc. m fact th® question of the aeesur© of value Is irelat-
ed to tte Index nuajfeer probl©®» It is really difficult to f ix 
on any particular coiasiodity in terase of which the values of 
other commodities could be maaured; instead m have got to 
take up a composite commodity representing a bundle of goods 
with vhlch the values of each Individual coassodity could be 
compared. ®ven Keynes was not able to f ix on sny particular 
commodity and he obviously relied on the nsge goods as the 
Kaeasure of value, indicating thereby that the values of various 
commodities were to be compared with the working class cost of 
living index numbers. Modern economists Influended by the ideas 
of Prof. Simon Kuzneta have begun comparing the values of all 
comaoditles In teras of constant value of ajoney. It was obviously 
difficult for both Ricardo and Malthus to f ix on constant value 
of money as their standard of measurement for that requires, 
among other things, very refined statistical methods of comp-
utation and calculation. 
- s s n 
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OK HSJiX 
The eorrespon<leBC© between WLcuMo m& Malthus tipt© t!i« 
end of J^sm* 1815 contains no reference to tlie au^Ject of rant, 
the discussion between the two on this subject started only in 
Fobo I8t5» after tb« publieatiou ©f Maltfeua s^ two paspia&t& 
iuqulry into %h® «atur® Progress of a©i5t«* and •Tta© (bounds 
of an Opinion, • * It was «oon after the appoarc^ce of these pa®-
phlets that Hicardo ptiblisfeed his • Kasay on Profits. • * Altfoou^ 
the title of the »ISs3ay» suggests that it was inspired by Siear^o'i 
disaeroooont with Malthus yet in view of unusually large nxiiaber 
of footnotes, sostly rofering to M&lthm, in tlio firat half of 
the •Essay*I i t is reasonable to conclude that i t is the revised 
version of a text prepared before the appearance of Maithus*0 
pamphlets* 
Mai thus, In hi® &iquiry into the Hature and Progress 
of aont» defines, the rent of Ijyia as "that portion of the value 
X m Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of ftant, and the 
Principlds by khich i t is Regulated. 
+ The Grounds ©f an Opinion on the Policy of itestrictlng 
the Jfflportation of Foroign Corn# 
• Jin Sssay on the tofluence of a Low Price of Com on th^ 
Profits of £ltoct Shewing the Xnexpediency of Eestrictions 
on laportation with Henarks on Mr, Molthus*s fwo Last 
Publications* "An Inquiry into the Nature iind Progress of 
Rent" and '•The Orounda of on Opinion on the Policy ©f 
aestricting the laportation of Bbreing Com.« 
- ( 
of th« whole produce which remains to the owner aftor all the 
! 
outi&iiigs belonging to l i s eultlyatioSs of whateirer kind, have 
been paidi irseludlng the profits ©f the capital eaployed, esti-
mated according to the usual and ordinarjr rate of profits of 
agrictaltural stoefe at the time being. ^^  fhue accortling t^ Malthu© 
rent is the excess of produce over the returh on the capital of 
th© farajor, Itoe question arise® what a-re the' causes of 
Qzema of the prieo of raw produce above the eoats ©f proiuction. 
Maithus gi¥es three eauseas 
"first, and fflalnly. That quality of the 
earth, by which it can be mado to yield 
a greater portion of tho necessaries of 
l i f e thai! is required for the maintenance 
of the persons employed ©n the land* 
2dly, that quality pecu3.iar to the nece-
ssaries of l i f e of being able, when pro-
perly distributed, to create their own 
demand, or to raise a nuwber of demon-
dors In proportion to the quantity of nece-
ssaries produced, /ind, 3dly, The compara-
tive scarcity of fertile land, either natural 
or artificial. 
1. Mai thus, <An Inquiry into.. . ..Rent, pp. 1-2. 
2. Ibid., p. 
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Thus aca^rdlng to Maltbus reat ejelets because land 
can ppoduos more tbais enowgti to pay its eultivafcors, becatis® 
population grows whon food Is praaent and ijoeause fertile land 
la ralafclv®!:^ ssarse. It suatf howovert bo noted that of the 
tbrae Qumss the quality of th® soil yhich gives rise to the 
Burplm of proi^ uea omr cost of. j^ rodufition ifs coi^ slderert to b® 
tti® tialii of the eaergsnce of r^fot. Whatswr the degree 
of exttrnal deaandl it cannot give risa to rent unless there tn 
a syrpltts o«t of wliloh it can be paid. Ilnnce the surplus fro® 
land larising froaj its fertility is th«i •founiSatlon* of rent. 
fli@ second cause stated by Halthus is "rery 0h»i*act®ristie of 
his whole systesa. He fees If l^d a greet stress on the point tfeat 
the accwsulotion of oapltal Inereaees proiluction in th® 
eaonotiy to aucto sn extent th»t the aggregatfj dsrasnd falls abort 
of the aggrogat© supply leading to stagnstion and unemployjssent 
of both liJbour nod oepital* There is, howwrt on® exception 
to this general rale and that Is the case of tfe® produce of I 
the lanii# Th© pro^ iuee of the liinfl i . e . food and other ntoess-
ari^s of l i f e hsv© a 'peculiar tiuullty' in. that th^y ar@ the 
pre«r©qul8itea to th© incroasa of population. Hence aa the 
supply of foo^ increases a result of extending the area of 
oultiTOtlon or cultivating intsnsimly the ares already cultivated, 
in consequnco of accaoulution, the ^JISO Inareaj^s 
to create eff^ctiirfi doiaand for the incrofised supply of food, 
this makes th« surplus produce of the lend a resl surplus. 
" i 5 ? 
Sincei according to Halthus, population feats a tondcney to press 
against the sjeans of subsistencd, lOie third causoi enu^arated 
aboirei ncuatjlyf the CGspar t^iira acareity of the fertlleland is 
the * natural consequetice* of the second* Since the ferti le land 
is eoEJparatively lioited the ijreuter qiiantity of ci^ital cannot 
eaployed tinloss i t is aecoEapained by the cultivation of the 
inforior plots of landf and the suzplus arises on the «3r« fer-
tile land. 
After exsisinlng *the nature and orgin of rent', Hal thus 
eerislders* the laws by which i t ie governed» and by which its 
increase ©r decrease is regulated.* He saysi 
'•lOien capitsil has accutaulated and labour 
fallen on the aost eligible land® ef a 
countryt other land®, fstvourahly 
circuastunccd with rospeet to ferti l ity 
or situation I naay be occupied with advan-
tage, thQ expenses of cultivation» includ-
ing profits, having fe21en, poorer land, 
or land m»re distant frost isar^ets, tl^ugh 
yielding at f irst no rentf »ay fully repay 
these expenses, and fully answer to the 
cultivator. Md, again, when either the 
profits of stock or the wages of labour, 
or both, have st i l l further fallen, land 
st i l l poorer, or s t i l l less favourably 
- C 5 8 ) -
situatedf »ay bo taken into cultivation, 
itod, ixt m^ry stop, it Is ci©^ that If 
til® price &t proaiict is©t fall» tb® 
rant of iatJd will rise, ^d tfee price of 
produc® will not fal l , as long aa the in-
dustry md ingenuity of the labouring f 
elusses, assisted fey the capitals of tisose 
not eiaployotJ em the land, em find so®e-
thing to give io exdiange to tlie culti-
vators and tbe landlordo, which will sti-
eulute tbeis to continue undininisiied tboir 
agricultural exertions, and aaintaln their 
increasing ©xcoss of produce.^ 
Hal thus lays down four main causes which increase the diff-
erence between the price of produce and the exjjenses ©f culti-
vation, ond therefore increase the rent, fhese arei 
••1st, such an accuiesulutlon of capital as 
will lower the profits of stockf 2dly, 
such an increase of population as will 
lower the wages of labour; 3dly, such 
agricultural inproveaents, or such in-
crease of exertions, as will disiniah 
the ntmber of labourers necessary to 
3. Ibid., pp. 21-22, 
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produce a glwn eff&cti ao<S U-tWlyi such 
an jtocPeas© i« tlie price of agriculttirai 
product! fro» tecroased deaaiid, witfe-
out noffiirsally loyaring tti* eicpexis® of 
productloB, luareaas tb# difffirenc© 
between this expense and the pric® of 
produce. 
Thus if too much capital is accuaulated in fciae ecoitsay, 
it would not resaalB idle but would seek ©SiployaeRtf tiJough with 
smaller returiis» in differeRt tjrp®® of activities including agrl-
culture* Consequently land would be cultivated whicii could not 
have been cultivated before. Similar will be the result of to© 
fast au Increase in population and the consequent reduction of 
wages, the ia^provesents in agriculture will reduce the cost of 
producing raw produce and the •peculiar quality* of the raw pro-
duce, already noted, will ensure that all s&vings in the £«>unt 
of raw produce will increase the surplus which goes to rent. As 
far as the fourth cause is concerned, increase in demand in sur-
rounding nations for ia^orts of raw produce sight greatly raise 
the price of raw produce In the esqjorting country, while the esE-
penoes of cultivation would rise 'slowly and gradually to the 
smB proportion.* Mai thus addoj 
Ibid., p. a^. 
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wsiilii the effect be easentiolly 
different lis a couistry which contiRU<sd ' 
to tmd its om peopldf i f instead of 
a dmmd for its raw producot tbere was 
tbe increasing desiajad f©r Its mmu" 
facturos. flies© aonufaetureSf i f ttom 
fiucb a fiemaisd tb® value of tbeir aisouist 
In foreign countries greatlsr to 
crease, wotild bring back a great lusroaee 
of valua in return, which Jaerease of 
valu® C013X4 i3ot fai l to incraase tlie value 
of tbe raw produce.^ 
Malthus has, i^mvew* mad© It cletsr that i t is not nscc-
ssary for a rise of rent tliat all four c&usea should operate 
siffiultaneously, but only that bf one or sonie of the© the d i f f -
erence between the price of produce and the eitponsos of pro-
ductioa should be Increased, According to Malthus tUe cauoos 
wbicti lead to a f e l l of rents are exactly of an opposite des-
cription to tt^se which load to a rise, namely disiniahed capital, 
dioiniahed population, a toad systea of cultivation, and the low 
(sarket price of raw produce, 
* 
JjjiiBcdiately after the publication of Kalthus'a In-
quiry into the Mature and Progress of Rent* Hicurdo wrote to 
Halthusf-
Ibid., p,23* 
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"I teave now read wltb w&Tf great, attention 
your essay on tb® rise aM progr«3d of 
restf yitfe a i^es^  ef s^sry pass-
age wtolcli aight afford m subject for future 
dlscussioni. Xtjno pralg-s to sajr that all 
the leasing prlnc^les in It seat with mf 
perfect asaeat, , . . . . . 'Jffeer© am same parts 
of the with which I oannot agreo« 
one of these la the cffeets of lo^rovcaeBts, 
whether in the practice of Agrlcultur©i ©r 
iR th® iKpleaentS'of hushandry, oa rent, 
fhey s^pear to me in their Ismedlat^ e offeets 
to be boneflelol to the farmer only« and not 
to the landlora.^ 
Htilthue in his reply to aicardo i«rotsi 
"l an rather surprised that you do not think 
thut Imponreiaents the practice of agrl* 
culture and 1« the Isgjlenente of husbandry 
affect rents. UtoUe they are confined to 
a few and during the current leases| the 
advantage of thea auct ®o to the faraera. 
Biit aft --rward8 they appear to w« to affect 
rents olaost exclusively, 
6, Mbrks and Oorrespondence of Rlcardot Vol. VI p«172. 
7. Ibid,, p. 
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Withto the next/wsetes Mcardo brought out fele'Sssay on 
Profital fie opens tfae Introduction to I^b&y witia tiie statement 
that iTf treatii5g m tfe® subjvset of profits It Is nocsssary t® 
/ 
coiJsidsr the prlnclplos ©f rent. He begins the ^say by qvot-
ing with e^ provcO. Mai thus* s def initios of the rent of laud as 
"tliat pei'tioB ©f the value of the whole produce which remains 
to the owner after e^l the outgoings belonging to its cultiira-
tion, of whatever kind, have been paiii inclw!ing the profits 
©f the c ^ i t ^ e®ployed, estimated according to the usual and 
ordinary rate of the profits of agricultural stock at the time 
being. ^ 
ff 
According to Ricardo *in the f i rst setting of a country 
rich In fertile land* there will be no rent^ and the whole of 
the surplus over what the farmer pays out in cost of cultivat-
ion will be farmers profits, Bicardo holds th&t in thie early 
sttite the f^ rraer would get a very high rate of profit say, for 
exa»^le, 50 percent, "^ /^^ ftor all the fertile land in the ifBSjediats 
8. Utorks and Correspondence of Eicardo, ?ol. 2?p.10» 
A few pages later Eicardo, in a, footnote defines 
rant as ''the remuneration given to the landlord 
for the use of the original and inherent power, of 
the land, and In the chapter on Sent in his l^rrtnciples 
he substitutes the word •indoatructible* for the word 
"Inherent* of the Essay. 
Cf. Ibid., p.10. 
10. Cf. Ibid., p.12. 
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B@igbbour-teoo<J of the f i rst settlers were etiltlvatedi if capital 
and poptilatioi} increased | mr@ food t^uld bo roquiretli sind i t 
could oely ba procurei froa land mot 8o adv.iDtageously situated. 
ind wbeij all tfe© oore fertile lanfi was in cultivation aor© 
food was required with t&e further progress of population an^  
tfoalthi fortHe land mvild have to he taken into cultivat* 
iott. fbe produce fro® th® loss well situated sn^ less fartil® 
ittjsd muM cost aor© in cultiviitlon and transport to tfee sarltet 
and so also wtal^ my additions! produce raised by intensive 
cultivation"^^ro® the hotter lani f irst cultivate«l. &> the 
profits on these portions of produce would be less than it had 
be^ on what oa^ be ealloti the earlier portions* 'fhe competi-
tion of the farmers for best Isn^ would cause rente to be o f f -
ered for theia, anfi the payment of these rents would bring all 
profits in agriculture down to the lower l e v ^ . Since trade 
and agriculture are In co«p®tifcion for capit«tlt profits on all 
trading capital will taso fall to that level. ^^  
11. Ibid., p. !3. 
12. cr. Ibid., p. m-
13. Cf. roid., p. Ik 
mearS* n&yat 
**Tliua bsr bringing sue cess IvaXy Xaiad of 
a wsrae qualitff'^>r lead favoijirabX^ 
situated into cultivafcioB, Pent would rise 
on the land previously cultivated, 
Hioardo lias also shown witto balp of statistical table^^ 
that Increasing difficulty of procuring food, in consequenco of 
aeouaulation» benefits the landlord in a double aanner. He not 
only obtatos a •greater produce*, but a 'larger sbare*, Ricardo 
Has also pointed out that iaprov^eieents in agriculture, or in the 
4> Xt May be pointed out tb&t econoaists like Carey have 
criticised Eicardo on this issue. It has been argued 
that Mcardo was miaware of how actually things take 
placo in the new settling of a country. Sxai^ plo has 
been taken from the United States to show that the 
laigrants froa the liTsst Buropoan countries f i rst culti-
vated the plots of lower fertil ity because the laost 
fertile plots of land had a rich growth of natural 
vegetation. It was only after the pressure of popu?-
lation had necessitated further cultivation that the 
vegetation an the i«»st fertile plots of Icjid was cut 
down and cleared and these plots were brought under 
cultivation. One can, however, say that this type 
of criticisB is based on the aisunderstandlng of the 
Hicardian syste»« In fact Hicardo was not interested 
in econonic history or, for that satter, how the f i rs t 
settleaent of a country actually takes place. Be was 
only Intisrested in discussing a model of the functioning 
of the free enterprise econonic systen and exposed the 
fact that rent arises due to difference of ferti l ity of 
different plots of land. The order of succession of 
plots with different ferti l ity is really IraraSte'rlaJ.. 
1 .^Ubrk8 and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol. IV p. 
15.Cf. Ibid., p.17. 
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iiaplements of husbandry lower th® price of mrn and therefor© 
reduce rants "for a rlss®."^^ He then remarkss 
Interest of the landiord is 
opposed to the Snfcereat of 
every other olass In the ooaisurtlty, His 
situation Is never so prosperous^ as when 
food is scarce and deari whereas all 
other persons are greatljr benefited by 
17 
procaring food ateap." ' 
Sii the sa^®er of 1815 Hloardo ^as oorjslderlng the pre-
paration of a revised edition of the Emuy on Profits. He 
started on tixe project but it finally took shape not se a 
revised edition of the Sssay on Profits byt aa th© Principles of 
Political Econoiay and Taxation. ^ ^ 
It aay be pointed out that In the flrat two editions of 
his Principles of Political Sconojsy and taxation Elcardo*®"^ " 
view on the nature and progreas of rent did net undergo any 
iBsterlal change. Slallarly, Malthiis*a views on rent in his 
Frlnolples of Political i£conoay are esisentlally the saae as In his 
Inquiry Into the Huture and Progress of Rent. Malthas, however, 
16. Cf. Ibid*, p.19 n1* 
17. Ibid., p.21. 
18. Cf. Ibid., p.8. 
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criticised aicardo for taking a •pecaliar view* that i«prove©entfl 
in agricultur® tend to low®r rents and tbersfor^tbt of 
tlie laBfllert is opposM that of every oth&r class in the eo-
clety.^9 Ricardo, la th9 tialrd aditioa of hit grinclplea ©dded 
a footnidte^ djspllcitXy ^aievleig tlie ulti«at6 bttneflts of agrl« 
cultural i^ r^o'Tdesents landlords without yielding his old con-
tention tfoat ttio IsmodiatQ effect of agrlcultiaral iiiprovoMnts 
uras Isurftful to the** Hft also oxpresses a sinllar idaa 1m tvo 
new paragraphs add@d to claai^ ter XXIV in whloli he st&tos t^at» 
the productivity of tli» soil is lucroasod "all tlie ad van-
tikgm wouldi in thft f i rst be onjoyed by labourers, 
capitalists iisd coi^ suBorSy but ultb the progress of populatiois* 
tbey would b© gradually transferred to tbo proprietors of tlie 
It nay be polluted out tbat tbere is & geiier«d belief that 
iti the theory of rent Bic&rdo was oi^ly a borrower ai^ d he did isot 
19. Malthus, Principles of Political Bcosomyy John Murrayt 
^beaarle-Streetf London 1 1820. 
X hope I an not understood as undervaluing the is|»or* 
tance of all sorts of ieproveatents iM agriculture to 
landlords —their iwiediate effect is to lower rentj 
but as they give a great stiiiulus to popiJ^Litiont a»d 
at the soae tiise enable us to cultiv i^^ te poorer Jandf 
with less labour* they ure ultlnately of isitense aA«w 
antage to landlords. A period however aust elapse, 
during which they are positively injurious to his. ** 
lOorks and Correspondence of Bicardo» Vol.1 p.6l. 
aO. Ibid.y p.335. 
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io^irpve upon tlie thoory in m^ basic rei^ect* IHilo is 
opparenUy by Blearde'a statement in a footnote lis the 
'Essay on P r o f i t t h a t ** &1X tbat I liair« sai^ eotio^miiif tbe 
origin and process of r@ntf I briefly repeatett an^ eniSea-
voured to elucidate tbo prinoiplea wliioh Hr» Haltlius lias ably 
laid on tbe sane sub^eoti In bis ** Ii^ qixiry iSilQ tbe 
and PmgrmM of B^t,*^^ 
Bow&v&r, n perusal of tb© and Correspondefse® of., 
Bairid Aieardo leaSs one to tb« cenolusion tbat Hicmrdo's tbftory 
of rent i0 different froa that of Maltbus in ©ortalii iaportant 
reapQcts. Malthas belUves^tbat tb« <3ualit3r ©f tfe« land of 
boing able to »aintaia nor® persons tbon are r®<|tiir©d to t i l l i t 
is tb@ foundation of tbo eaer$mc0 of rmt, Tims bo $ayB$ 
"fbe quality of the oartb f irst aentioned, 
or it8 power to yield u. greater portion 
of the neoessaries of l i f o %hm ia reti* 
uired for tbo Maintenance of tb« persons 
@«ployod in oultivationf is obiriously tli« 
fotindation of tlii« rent* and tbo limit to 
it* possible lncrett»e« 
WDrKs and Oorrespondenco of aicardo» ?ol» nt* 
22. Malthu®, op.cit . , p . l j l . 
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Agato iie rcaarket 
**Is i t Cle«rent) mtf on tke eontrarf, a eXear 
Indication of a iii@stiiiablo queditsf in 
t)ie soilf tftoioli Ood tsas bestowed on Man — 
the quolitsr of being ablo to Maintain wore 
persons tlaan are n©c®asary to work it?"^^ 
ffeiis ejg^lanatioc obviously reseablss the on© giwa toy 
PHysiocrata (irtso nattdS rent as the not product) and A^ datt Saitli« 
iKiaeXyt th^X rent is tlse natural outcoiie of tsove special feature 
possessed by eatth ^nd given to it by OoS. 
Bicardo, on the otber hmdf b©l<itifee tfeat it is the scar-
city of the aore fertile le^d r&tber than the fertility of tlie 
land which is aainly responsible for the eaergenee of rent* Be 
iayst 
*^thing is More cos^n than to hear of the 
advantages whicli the land possesses over 
every other source of useful produce, on 
account of the surplus which it yields In the 
for* of rent« Yet when land is nost abundant, 
when «ost productive, imd aost fertile, it 
yields no rent, and it is only when its powers 
decay, and less is yielded in return for 
labour that a share of the original produce 
23, Ibid,, p, 
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of th« more fertile portions Is sot 
pk 
apart for rent." 
It follows tliat Hicardo lays stress upon the niggardl-
iness of nature ratbtr than Its liberality and feenes breaks the 
oonn®ctloii with th® Ffeysiocrats m(L Adnm Bmtth, 
Korevsr, the views of Hicardo and Kulthus are also diff-
erent m regards th® dynamic (luestlon of the effect of laprov* 
enieats on rant. Malthus Ijellevas that ©11 improvements in agrlcul-» 
tura lead to savings In the coat of producing the raw produce and 
therefor© incr«as« th® surplus which go®s to rmt* Rlcardo, on 
the other hand, insiats that although iiaprovaaents in agricultur® 
are ultimetely of iaiaanse advantage to landlords, yet thair 
lEjmediat® effect Is to lower r«nt. 
In fact Hicardo hiaiself was aware of the difference between 
his theory of r®nt and that of Malthus, Thus In a letter to J.B, 
Say he wrote* 
"I should have been glad to have had your 
opinion of the particular doctrines which 
I hold respecting rent and profit in opp-
osition to Mr, Malthus, 
It appears that it is only due to hia extreose tnodeaty that 
Rlcardo, despite Important difference with Malthus on the nature 
of renti hails the latter as the diaeoverer of the true doctrlno 
of rent* 
Works and Corresyondence of Hicardo, Vol.X p,75« 
25, Works and Correspondence of illcardo, Vol.VI 
Chapter ? 
OK yAQblS 
the deteriainatijon/Wgas Hi the systeiss of {soth Elear<lo 
and Maltbus Is based on their respective theories of Talua. 
Elcardo hoM& that labour like all other commodities has a 
natural price and a laarket price. The natural price of labour 
is that what is necessary to enable the labourers t&s a group to 
continue iri existence and to bring up a sufficient number of 
children to maintain a constant sii^ply. In the words of Mcardoi 
"Ths natural price of labour is that 
price »hich is nocossarjr enable th© 
labourerst one with anothert to subsist 
md to perpetuate their r&ce» without 
either increase or diminution. 
Thus* expressed in terms of comaodities the natural price 
of labour or natural wage is the quantity of food, clothing etc. 
necessary for the production of labour and the maintenence of 
its supply at a stationary level; expressed in eK>ney» i t is the 
wage required to enable the labourers to purchase this quantity 
©f goods at current oarket prices. 
According to Hicardo the natural was® not consist of 
minimum necessaries only but also includes moderate comforts or 
those comforts which habits and customs render necessaries. 
other wordSf natural wa;3e is not the minlsitai v^on which labourers 
1. Marks and Corroiqsondence of Hicardo, Vol. I p.93. 
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eot0.d live and keep up th^elr numbers but the ffiinlsmim i^on vhich 
tbey will do so# ^ r Is tha natural wage absolutely rlgldi i t 
varies with time and is different in different eouoitries* 
Bitsardo sayss 
power of the labourer to st^port 
biaself, and the fafflHy which laay bt 
necesfiory to keep up fehe number of 
labourers does not depend on tba quan-
tity of flioney wbicb b© may recieve for 
wageSf but on the quantity of food« 
neoessariesf and conveniences become 
essentioJL to bia frosi habit, which that 
aoney will purchase* ^ 
"Xt is not to be understood that the 
natural price of labour, ostimated 
even in food and necessaries, is abso-
lutely fitted and constant. It varies 
at different times in the sane country, 
and very materially differs in diffe-
rent countries. It essentially depends 
on the habits and the customs of people. 
2. Ibid., p. 93. 
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Bngllsh latourop would consAder 
his W0ig0s tmder their Bafewx^ ol rate, 
and too scanty to support a fajsilyi 
If they enabled him to purchase m 
other food than potutoesi aod to live 
In no better habitation tMm a 
eahln; yet th@se eodorat© dmmds of 
nature are o f t ^ deemed sufficient in 
comitries where l i f e la che£sp*» 
and his wants easily satisfied, Many 
of the eonveniences now enjoyed In m 
Bigllsh cottage» ^uld have been thought 
luxuries at an earlier period of our 
history. 
1%e market price of labour is the price vhleh is actually 
paid for labour ®nd is decided by the proportion of supply to 
demand* The market prioe of labour or the aarket wage haa al» 
Mays a tendency to conform to the natural rate* Whenever the 
markv^ t wage rate exceeds the natural wage rate the labourers 
will reproduce themselves at a very rapid rate end the conse* 
quential increase in the 8t;«)ply of labour will drive the market 
3, Ibid*, pp* 96-97. 
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wag0 rate do^ rn to th«i natural wagt rate. V^ en on the other hand, 
the oarket yago rate is lower than the natural wage rat® there 
will be ffialRutrition and stanratloo and the resultant decrease 
4r the labour supply would Incrcas© the aarket wage rate to the 
natural wage rate, Rlcardo describes this position m followat 
"However much the laarket price of labour 
ffiajr deviate fro® Its natural price, It 
ha@i like commodities, a tendency to 
cotiforia to It. It is when the aaricet 
price of labour exceeds its n&tural price 
that the condition of the labourer is 
flourishing and happ^ r, that he has i t in 
his power to cocasoDd a greater proportion 
of the necessaries and enjoyments of l i f e , 
and therefore to rear & healthy and numer-
ous family. When» howeverj by the encour-
agement which high wages give to the In* 
erease of population> the ni«ab@r of labo-
urers ie increased wage© again fal l to 
their natural pricet indeed froia a re-
action somotistes ful l below it* lichen the 
) -
market price of labour is toolow its 
natural prieOf the cQuditlon of the 
labourers is Esost wretched t then pov» 
erty derives them of those comforts 
which custom reiidtirs absolute necess* 
ariea* It is only after their pri-
vations have rciiuoedi their number«or 
the demand for labour has increased, 
that the cjurkot price of laiaour will 
rise to Its natural price, and that 
the lai:x9<urer vi l l have the moderate 
comforts which the natural rate of 
wages tfUl afford,« ^ 
t^ccordlug to Ricardo, independent of the variations 
in the value of aoney (which he assumes not to operate) there 
are tm causes that affect the wages of labouri f i r s t , the 
eiQ)ply and doctand of labourers, and aecond, the price of the 
coimaodities on which the wrages of labour are oxfonded. aicardo 
beleives that in the 'natural advance of society* wagos will 
have a tendency to fal l as far as they are regulated by the 
f i rst cause for "the supply of labourers will continue to in-
crease at the same rate, whilst the deisand for thea will increase 
at a Blower rate, ait since with the advance of society, on 
Ibid., p. 
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accotint of the operation of tho iaw of aiailnlslilKg retiarna, 
the prices of necessarlcs will toe constantly rlslfjg, the maney 
wages of labour wHl have to toereasQ, Hlcardo holds that the 
«et result of the operiitlon of the tm eausos will be that though 
the money wages of labour will Inere&s® yet labour would be 
•really worae paid** or, in other wrds, although the real wages 
of labour will fa l l , yet the money wages of labour iiicrease. 
mcardo then concludess 
. . . . the same eause which raises renti 
Rasielyi the ificreasing difficulty of 
providJjig an additional quar-tity of foeS 
with the seme proportloRal quantity of 
labour, will lilso raise wages; and there-
fore If money be ©f an unv^ arj^ ing value, 
both rent and wages will hare tendency 
to rise with the porgress of wealth awd 
population." ^ 
Mai thus does not accept Hicardo's explsiKatloii of w&ges^  
early aa Hovombor 23, he wrote to mcardo} 
^Kothing can be more cortain, for Instane© 
than that the state of the land is the 
• **While the price of com rises 10 percent, wages will 
always rise less than 10 percent. * yorjss and Corres* 
pondcnce of Hicardo, Vol* X p* 102 
Ibid,, p. 102. 
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sain cause of high wages, or the most 
scanty wages, according aa i t is fer-
ti le end abundant, or coojparatively 
poor and scarce. But st i l l i t would . 
he n^st incorrect to say thttt tli@ state 
of the iej^ cl regulatea because 
instances 
there are numeroua^  where land is fer-
ti le and abundant, and yet wages are 
very low*.... fhe reason of tbie is , 
that tho« fartUe land and a great 
plenty o f i t are the main cause of the 
high wages of labour, yet they are not 
the sole or regulating cause.« ^ 
2h his Principles of Politicid Bconoay Haithms remarkst 
'Udaia asith^s position, that the money 
price of labour is regulated by the 
demand for labour, and the price of 
necessaries, is practically quit© truef 
but it is of importance to keep const-
antly in view the isode in which the 
price of necessaries affects the price 
of labour." ^ 
6« yorks and Correspondence of Eicardo, Vol. VI p. 
7. itforks and Gbrrespondence of Bicurdo, Vol. XI p. 226. 
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Malthus Indeed aoas not deny the Influence of the prices 
of necessaries on wage® but h© contends ttJat this factor is 1®-
portsmt only bccause i t affects th@ st^ply of labour* Aeeori* 
ing to M<slthus since the prices of are also deter-
illned the pric'iple of detaand and supplyt there is onl^ r one 
principle thmt regulates wages and it is the principle of de<* 
raend and st^ply* He sayst 
^ e principle of deoond and is 
the ptj^ raisount regulator of the prices 
of labour as well as coscsoditiesf not 
only tQa5>or{irily hut permanentlyi arid 
the costs of production affect these 
prices onlr as thoy are the necessary 
condition of the p j^rsanent simply of 
B labouri or of commodities*" 
Malthus criticises fticardo for hoiaing that market wages 
tend to conform to a natural rate that the swpply of 
labour constfint. He that labour will cease to 
grow only In a stationary state Mtd not isi a growing econotay* 
Since pending the arrival of stationary statei which may take 
hundoreds of years* there is more or less con^nuous increase 
e. Xbid*t p. 22 .^ 
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of capital and popuiation It is wrong to say that tharo ie a 
tendoney tor wages to settle bM a rate that does not liilloif an 
increase in popu3.ation. Helthtis sayss 
^ r . HictiTdo has defined the natural 
price of lahotir to t»e «that pricc which 
is necessary to enable the labourera 
one with another to euhsistt and to 
perpetuate their racet without either 
increase or diminution. " This price 
X should really be disposed toeall a 
most unnatural pricef because in a 
natural state of thingSf that iSf ^ i^th-
out great icQpediEiiente to the progress 
of veaith and po3>ulation, such a price 
could not genfsrally oOcur for hundereds 
of years, ait if this price be really 
rarei and, in an ordinary state of 
thingsi at so great a distance in point 
of timet i t fDUSt eviaently load to great 
errors to conai^ier the market prices of 
la£)Our as only tes$)orary deviations above 
and below that fixed price to which they 
will very soon return. ** ^ 
9. Kalthus, op.cit . , p. Zh7» 
n ) • 
Malthus himself defin® the natural or necessary 
price of labour as that price, whloh in the actual circues-
tances of the societyt is nocessytry to occasion an average 
supply of labourers, sufficient to aeet the average demand* 
Market price to Maithus aeans the actual price in the aarkett 
which froB temporary causes is sometiiaes above, and soiaetiaies 
beiowi what is necessary to supply the average demand. Malthus 
b@li«ves that the tw> iaportant doteriainants of the level of 
wages are, the rate at which the deawid for labour is increas-
ing and, the living habits of the laboring elaas^s. .Since both 
of these causes are subject to variation, the level of wages 
is also subjcct to ohange. He sayst 
condition of the labouring 
classos of the society must evidently 
depend partly upon th® rate at which 
the resources of the country and the 
demand for labour are ijscreasing, and 
partly on the habits of the people in 
respect to their food, clothing, and 
lodging. If the habits of the people 
were to remain fixed, the power of 
marrying early, and of supporting a 
large f ^ i l y , would depend upon the 
rate at which the resources of the 
. ( 8 0 ) -
country anS the demand for labour 
were increasing* Imd if the re-
sources of the country wore to re-
fflain fixed, the comforts of the lower 
cifosses of society would depend i^ o^n 
their ha&it8» or the afflDijnt of those 
necessaries and cowers icneeo i#itbo«t 
which they would not cocsent to keep 
up their nmbors. It rarely bappena, 
however, that either of then roaiain 
fijcod for any great length of tiae* 
The quostion ariass what are the eauscs which make tho 
habits of the people differofit at dlffercint timm an<ai places. 
Mai thus admits that this question involves so laajjy ©onsid or-
ations that 'a satisfactory solution of i t is hardly to be ex-
poct^sd.* Accoi^ing to him oiuch depondii upon cllcsate and soil, 
but inoral causea, such as Mespotisxs, oppression Ignortmco* 
on the one hand, and*ci¥il and political liberty education' 
on the other leadl to dlfferencos in the amounts on tfrhicli the 
10. lold., p. 2»«8. 
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1 1 la&ottr©r will fe® rmdy to ifring a fmily* ' a©sides» th© 
haiJlfce of tho people are also affected by tho amount of wages 
actually racclTed* 
Since i t is th@ forces of supply arid demand that determine 
the wageg of laiaoup i t follows that the bappinesc of the labour-
ing elassca lies tbtjlr own hsBda, Maltfeuii lays a great stress 
on th® proposition that labourors can themsolvcs better their 
coriiditioiiis if tbey cSaooae to exercise tho effort® of prudence 
and put a check to their numbers. He sayst 
is of the utsnoflt ia^jortaiice always 
to bear in ajind that a great co®ffi&ni^  
over the nocessaries of l i f e raay b© 
effected in two ways, either by rapidly 
increasing resources| or by the pruden-
tial habit8 of the labouring cldS^esf 
and that as rapidly increasing resources 
are neither in the power of the poor to 
effect, nor can in the nature of things 
be porsjanant, the groat resoiirce of the 
labouring classes for their hj^piness 
must be in those prudential habits which, 
if properly exercised, are capablo of 
securing to labourer a fair proportion 
i n Ibid.fjjp. 
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the HQCOssaries conveniences of l i f e 
frpcu the earliest stage to the latest* •* ^^  
lascwhere Multhus sayai 
••Jh© rich have naltteer the powex*, nor 
can it to® ©30300ted that should all 
bave tfoe willf to keep the sjarket under-
stocked with latour* lot ©very sffort 
to aioeliorat© the lot of the poor gen-
erally that hkiB ootttaio tendencyi is 
perfectly futile &nd th© 
knowledge and aJid prudence of the poor 
themselvesf are absolutely the ocly raeana 
'Oi? which arijr general im their 
condition can "be effected. They are 
really the arbiters of their own d©8-
tlnyj and what others can do for them, 
is like the dust of the dalauce coe^ered 
with what they can do for theisselves. 
These truths are so iraporiant to the 
happineas of the great mass of society, 
that every opportunity should he taken 
of repeating them. " ^^  
12. Ihid*, p. 29t. 
13. Ibid.,p. 306. 
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aicardio t\Alf agrees witb Maltbus's enspiiasifi uqson 
prudenti&X habits on the part of labourers* Soon after the 
pu&l lest Ion of Maitiaus's principles of Political Economy he 
wmte to fialthusi 
am 3pGrtlcyl»irly pleased wltb irour 
observations on the ®tato of tbe poor -
i t oannot be too ort@n statod to them 
that the most effootual ram d^y for the 
Ina^eqimejr of th^ir mgoe is in their 
own hm4s, 
In his Botes on Mai thus tihUe commenting i^on the relo-
/ 
¥ant passage in Molthus's Principles of PolitlGc^ Seonomy 
Eicardo writmi 
*fhe whole of this is sxcelient an^ oannot 
be too often and too clearly inoiiLcated^ 
on tho minds of the labouring classes,* 
^ i s does notf of coursoi mean that Bicardo had no inde-
pendent opinion about the important role of labourers in th@ 
determination of wages. He had already allowed sufficient i@-
portimce to this factor when he said* 
*lt ia a turth which admits not a ^oubtf 
that the comforts and well«b®lBg of the 
Ik, torka and Correspondence of Hlcardoi Vol. VXIl pp»l83-l8if. 
1$, Wbrtes and Oarrespondence of lUcardOi Uol* II p. 262* 
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poor oannot be permanently secured with-
out som® rogard on their part, or some 
effort on the part of tihe legislature,to 
r®gul0l;e the increas® of their nuaberai 
ahd to r^ nd&r 10m frequent among ^tm 
early af3<$ Ijaprovement marriages. 
In fact Hioardo elaasifles ©conosies Infco two types| 
one I rj0w s@ttl®a©nts vhiQh are rich In fertile land, and second, 
long settled e<5aiRtnea whor© fertile land Is? already cultivated 
and where on aocount of the operation of the law of diminishing 
returns there Is crowded population with all its attendant evllis. 
iie suggests that In the case of new settlements the best way of 
reaovlng the evil of poverty is a rapid ascuoulatlon of capitals 
He also believes that In case of these oountrles, If refined 
technology is used, it is very likely that capital vrlll increase 
faster than population and therefore wages will havo a tendency 
19 
to increase. In the case of old countries, hoii^ver, where 
production eonnot keep pace with population the rem&dy Is 
population control, aicardo saysi 
"With a population pressing against the 
ffleans of su^eistence, the only remedlea 
16. Works and Correspondence of Hicerdo, Vol.1 pp.106-107. 
17. IMd., p. 98. 
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are ©Ithor a reduction of people, or 
a more rapl<i aQcumtilatioti of c o i t a l . 
Jxi rich countries, whare all the f©r-
tiXa land is Glrea<4r caltlvate<i, the 
latter remedy is neither wry practi-
cable nor very desirable bccatis© its 
effect would be, if pushed very far, 
to reader all classes equally poor. 
But ID poor cotsntries, where there ar@ 
abundimt means of productioy} i« store, 
from fertile land not yst brought into 
cultivation, i t is the only safe and 
efficacious iseaRS of rosovlng the ©vil^" ® 
h Ihid., pp, 99-100. 
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Chapter VX 
m PROFISB 
Tfe© subject of profits was one of those Important 
subjeots that cats® under disouasion between Hloardo and Mdlthus 
from almost the beginaing of their famous corresponOeoce* 2n 
February lUeardo had written soae "papers on the profits 
of capital"^ irffeich he had shown to Malthus, Trower and Juaes 
Mill and whioh have not ®unrived# Eowever, m perusal of. Rlcardo'e 
letters written during 1813 and I8l^ clearly indicates that 
although Hieardo, at that stage, was not vary clear about the 
proposition which he later l^ld down in hia "Essays on Profits! 
and elaborated subseciuently in his Principles of Political 
Econoray an<3 Taxationt yet he did believe ttiat the rate of profits 
was essentially related to the ' fac i l i t ies in the production 
2 % Of food* and the •cheapness of provisions. As regards the 
position of Halthus, SCKBC of his important letters written during 
the same period ere csissingi but those that.are available 
t. Qf* Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol*IV These 
papers indeed embodied Hioardo»s view about the relation 
between the accuaulotion of capital and the rate of profits 
which he had arrived at in the course of his discussion with 
Malthus on the subjoct in the previous year, Cf» works and 
Correspondence of Kicardo, Vol.VI pp.92-95» 
2. Cf. Works end Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.VI 
3. Gf. Ibid., p. 108. 
W Cf. ibid., p.92 and p. 107. 
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clftarly reveal that Malthus held fchat the rate of profits 
depended upon what he called the »arena for the eaployment 
of capital*^ or the »state of capital compared with the 
demand for 
According to Hicardo»s theory tho price of com is 
regulated by the quantity of labour necessary to produce it 
with that portion of capital which pags no rent. The manuf-
acturers of goods also do not pay any rent* Hence the whole 
value of the produce of what may be called the marginal 
producer is divided into two portions; the profits of stock 
and the wages of labour. It is obvious that the larger is the 
one portion of the total the siaaller will be the.other. Since 
with the progress of a society in wealth arid population, 
cultivation is extended to inferior plots of land, the price 
of corn constantly rises. The increased price of corn leads 
to higher aorjey wages in all lines of industry resulting 
into a fall in the rate of profits. In the case of manufact-
ures, for exataple, the increase in the price of com does not 
lead to an increase in their price but the consequent incre-
ase in the Qoney wages lowers the profits. Elicardo describes 
this position as followss 
"Supposing com and manufactured goods 
always to sell at the same price, 
5. Cf. Ibid., p.lOif. 
6. Cf. Ibid., p . m . 
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profits would be high or low in prop-
ortion as wages were low or high. But 
suppose corn to rise in prlc® toeeaase 
more labour i® to prosisca 
it i that caass will not raise the price 
of aianufacture4 goods is th0 production 
of which no aMitioaal quantity of 
li^bour la required* Xf» thm, mgm 
continued the sa®e, th@ profits of ®anu« 
facturers would rGOjaln th© same; hat i f , 
as Is absolutely certain, wages should 
rise with the rise of com, th«n their 
profits would neaesasrily tall* If a 
isanufacturer always sold his goods for 
the same money, for 1000£, for example, 
his profits would depend m th« price of 
the labour nocessary to manufacture those 
goods. His profits would be less when 
wages iM&ounted to S00£* than when he paid 
only 600£. m propor6i<m then ad wages 
7 rose, would profits fal l*" ' 
8 The farasr also cannot escape the fa l l of profits* 
The increase in the price of com will be conterbalanced 
either by rent or by additional wages. Since he will also have 
to pay an increase of wages to each labourer he employs, his 
7. Works and Correspondence of aicsrdo, Vol,I pp.110-111• 
8. Cf. Ibid., p . m . 
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rote of profits will also fall* Nor idl l tho oas# of fatmts 
using better land be different. They too would have to pay 
higher wages an«i ihey would also have to pay higher rent.^ 
Hence s 
"In every case, agricultural, ©s well 
as ©anufacturlng* profits are lowered 
by a rise In the price of raw produce, 
If it be acoompanled by a rise of 
wages, 
The iiu#stioR arises what will be the effect on profits 
I f the rise In the price of corn is not followed by a rise 
in w^ges. aicardo answers that In that case profits will not 
fall , lie Is, however, convinced that a rise in the price of 
11 corn will necessarily load to a rise In aoney wages. 
Rlcardo has also pointed out that a fall In the 
b 
general level of profits Is not incoaltable with a rise of 
profits in a particular branch of Industry. The high profits 
9. Cf. Ibid., p. 111^ . 
+ To prove that a rise of wages will not raise the price of 
the product Hlcardo has put forward two arguaients. His 
first argument is that for the payaent of higher prices 
more money would be required, and i f by money we mean gold, 
an increased supply would be unobtainable in the circumstances 
(Cf. Ibid., p.iotf.). I he second argument is that even i f the 
prices of el l commodities could be raised consequently upon 
a rise in wages, the capitalists would goln nothing end the 
effect on profits would be the saae.(Cf. Ibid., pp.l26*127.). 
10.Ibid., p.115. 
l l .Cf . Ibid., p. 118. 
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in mo eaployoaent will attract oapltaX tnm other ecipXoy-
ments tiXX the profits eonf^ riB to tht general l e w l . ilocor-
ding to Eioario the teapomry iraristioQs of profits due to 
coraparatiiTQ state of and supply of a partsoul^r 
coaaodiity does aot invalidate hia theory thati 
"Profits depend on high or low wages, 
wages on the price of necessaries, 
and the price of necessaries chiefly 
OS the price of food.** 
Hicardo bslieves that since in the natural advance 
of aoclety, on account of the operittl^ of the law.of diain* 
i@hing returns in agriculture, the price of com isust rise, 
the fall of profits is inevitable* He says; 
"The natural tendency of profits then 
Is to fall ; for, in the px^gress of 
society and vfealth, the udditiimal 
quantity of food required is obtained 
by the sacrifice of more and more 
labour. 
Kow since it is the rise in the price of corn and 
the consequential high money wages that lead to a fall in 
profits, it follows that tny thing that cheeks the rise in 
12. Ibid., p.119. 
13. Ibid., p.120. 
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In the price of oorn at ttic a^me time cbtok the tenden-
cy of profits to fal l , fionce all improvoeaento and inventions 
in agriculture that ebeolc the rise iu the prioa of oorn 
countoraet the tendency of profits to fal l . Bicardo itfritess 
"Xhis tendency, this gravitation as it 
were of profits, is happily chocked at 
repeated intervals by tho improvj^eot 
in machinery, ©onnected with th@ prod^ 
action of necessaries, as ^11 as by 
discowries In the science of egrieul-
ture which enable us to reiifi<|ulsh a 
portion of labour before required,and 
therefore to lower the price of the 
iii. 
prime necessary of the labourer. 
It also follows that If com and other comtaodites 
consumed by the labourers are obtained at a cheaper rate by 
foreign trade, money wages will fall and therefore profits 
will rise. Hicardo ssjyss 
"If , therefore, by the extension of 
foreign trade, or by laprovesents in 
machinery, the food and necessaries 
of the labourers csn be brcmght to 
market at a reduced price, profits c 
will rise. I f , instead of growing 
lif. Ibid., p. 120. 
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oup own com, or manufQeturlng th« 
clothing and otiior necessaries of 
the laboureri we discover a uew 
market frosi which ve can supply 
ourselves with these commodities 
at a cheaper price> wage® will fall 
and prof.its rise,"^^ 
Since according to Hicardo the price of "food is reg« 
ulated hy tha quantity of lat»our necessary to produce it &a 
the last land taken into cultivatloot the proposition that 
profits depend on wages and wages depend m the price of 
food has heen put in different wordsi 
"I'bat in all countries, md all tl®eSf 
profits depend on the quantity of 
labour i-^qulslte to provide necessar* 
ies for the lahourersf on that land 
or with that capital which yields no 
Mthu® is not satisfied with Hicardo's theory of 
profits. He Indeed agrees with Mcardo that profits are 
related to the productiveness of no-rent land hut he consid-
ers this productiveness as only setting the upper limit for 
profits. As early as Kovemher 23, he wrote to fUcardoj 
15* Ibid., p.132. 
16. Ibid., p.126. 
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"••.#»though th© state of the land 
imettaer it Is fresh and fertile,or 
comparatively at its utmost stretch 
of exertion, be the main cause of 
high profits, and of the final fal l 
md almost ultimate extinction of 
/ 
|>rofits, yet as the state of the land 
is by no means the sole cause which 
deteralnes profit a | but as thejr are 
powerfully influenced by the varying 
deiaan s^ for produce occasioned by the 
prosperous or adverse state of cosameree 
and manufactures I and the constant 
tendency to a fai l in the wages of 
labour, it neither accords with theory 
or experience to call the state of the 
land the regulator of general profits, 
In his Principles of Political Sconoay ffelthus sayei 
«*If Che last land taken into cultiva-
tion can only be made to yield a certain 
excess of value above the value of the 
labour necessary to produce It, It is 
obvious that, upbn the principles of 
competition, profits, generally, cannot 
17. Works and Correspondence of Sicardo, Vol.VI 
po8slbly be higher this Qxaess 
will nllow. Xn the asceudlng acaie, 
this is a tearri^r which oanaot be 
passed* But lialtotlon is ossentiallf 
1H 
differenfe from rogulati©n»" 
It is obvious that Maltihua considBU's M&ardo*s 
expX i^muSoa as only a limiting ease of profits and not as a 
regMloting principle. Haltbu® also iJsJKvea that th@ caya© 
pointed out by Ricardo for the falling tendency of profits, 
thoygh powerful in Its final opepBtioo, operates very alowly 
»in the aetual stato oftb© world* and henc© it is wrong on 
the part of Hicardo to estimate rat® of profits for ton, 
tmn%y or f i f ty y@ars in tsrms of dimiRisking returns to land 
alone. 1© says® 
b^e natural and naoossary tendency 
of profits to fal l in the progress of 
society, owing to the inareasing diffio* 
ttlty of procuring food, is a proposition 
nhioh few Mill ht disposed to controvert; 
but to atteagjt to estimate the rate of 
profits in any country by a referene© to 
this c^use alone, for ten, twenty or mm 
fi fty years together, that is for periods 
of sufficient length to produce the most 
liaportant effect on national prosperity, 
1S« Halthus, op.cit . , p.lOO. 
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iwoaXil load to ttte grant* 
practical errors,"**^ 
Halthus b0li«v0s that bslov the liigtiest limit sen bjr 
tbe productiveness of co-j^eot Itn i^ tlie variations In profits 
taitt place bee^ mse of the operation of anotter catjse whlob 
is aore Isportant for a period of ten to f i f ty this 
O&U80 *th@ proportion which capital hears to lahctir* or« 
in ©ti^r vorcisi th© relstlv© plenty or acaroity ©f o-apital. 
Aeoordiog to Mslthus it iB the proportica) of eatpital to labour 
that mst he considared the r^galating cause of the profits* 
In » Ii0tt®r to HieardOf h® wriims 
r@al QUdstion is , what Is the 
aatn eattae «hioh determinea the rate 
of profits undtr all the varying 
degroos of productiveness? sind I have 
no hesitation in answering distinc&ly 
that it is the proportion whioh capital 
baars to lahouri or the plenty or 
scarcity of capital coajpared with the 
plenty or scurcity of labour; and wh&t 
I oean by the dosiand for capital is a 
scarcity of capital compared with 
labour. 
In his Principles of Political Econoaiy Malthus aaserts! 
19. Ibid., p.308. 
20. Worlce and Correspondence of aicardo, Vol.VIi p.BO. 
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"When capital la really abundant comp-
ared labourI nothing oan prevent 
low profits, and the greatest facility 
of production Is Incapable of producing 
high profits, unless copltal is scarce 
coaparet with labour. 
According to Haltbus in the agricultural sector the 
main cause of the necessarji diialnutios of profits is , of 
course, the operation of the law of ^®inishiRg returns.But 
in ease of manufactures and coaaerce, wher© the law of dimln* 
iGhing return® doss not operatQ, it is the fall in the prices 
of coffijaodifcles consequent upon too rapid an accuaulation of 
capital and the excesslv*® supply of output that leadis to fail 
of profits* 
aicardo la not convinced hy Malthus*® argument. He 
believes that tiie only persaanont cause of difficulty In the 
profitable use of increaalng capital la due to greater d i f f -
iculty in the production of com and that even i f it be said 
that the rate of profit is determined by the relative scarc-
ity or abundance of capifcal, ultimately It is related to the 
facility or tfc« difficulty of the production of food. In a 
letter to Malthus, ho writes: 
"1 agree with you that when capital is 
scanty compared with the means of erapl-
oying i t , from whatever cause arising, 
21. Malthus, op.clt . , pp.301-302. 
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profits will be high. Whether tempor-
arily or peraanentiy of oourse 
depend upon whether the caiisi® h© tem-
porary or persjianeot. It is teosrfever 
very Important to ascerttln what the 
eeusos are nhich make capital aoaritly 
coasapred vith the ®©8ns of taploylng 
It,—and how far when assertalne^l 
they aiay be considered temporary or 
percsanent. 
It Is In this enquiry that 1 am ted 
to hafl/«ve that the state of the cul-
tivation of the land ia alsaost the 
only great permanent caase. There are 
other circuostanoas «ihieh are attended 
with temporaiT effects of aore or lesa 
duration, and frequently operate part-
ially on particular trades^ fhe state 
of production from the Itmd ooapared 
with Che means neoesisary to make it 
produce operates on all , and is alone 
lasting in its effect 
Malthua, however, doea not belteve that the csrena for 
the ecBployment of capital is necessarily related to the atate 
of production on the land. He Jg sure that the only way in 
22, Works and Correspondence of Ric«rdo, Vol*VI p.133. 
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which tb© regulation of profits can be explained Is through 
th© operation of the principle of auppiy and demand. In a 
letter to Hlcardo ho writes; 
the fey the ©ore 1 think on the sub-
ject the more 1 feel oonirinced that the 
rate of the profits of stock depends 
mainly on the demand and supply of stock 
compared with the de®and and supply of 
labour, and wry littleCdirectly) on 
facility or difficulty of production. 
Malthas doea not dispute the influence of the price 
of neceHsaries on the profite of stock. But fee insist? that 
the results produced by this cause can be aaaily covered by 
invoking the principle of competition put forward by Mm 
S®ith. His Esain complaint is that Ricardo does not ettach 
sufficient itaportance to this principle, itelthua arguesi 
«It is aerely a truisa to say that i f 
the value of commodities be divided 
between labour and profits, the grea-
ter is the share taken by one, the less 
will be left for the other; or in other 
words, that profits fall as labour rises, 
or rise as labour falls, ye can know • 
l i t t le of the laws determine profits, 
Works and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol.VII p.52. 
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unl@iis» in addition to tbe oausas vhieh 
inoraase the prioe of necessaries, ve 
explain the causes ¥hich award a larger 
or a smallar share of these necessariea, 
to each labourer* And. here it is obirlous 
that we must have recourse to the great 
principles of demand and suippl ,^ or to 
that very principles of cotaj^etitlon 
brought forward by Adam Smith, whieh Ht, 
ftlcardo expressly rejects, or at least 
coasldera m of so temporary a nature 
as rtot to require attention in » general 
ph, 
theory of profits."^ 
Hieardo, however, is oonvlnced that aooa&sulation of 
capital in itself cannot lower the rate of profita* It is the 
high price of com and the consequential rise in the money 
wages l^ong with the prooesa of aceuaulation of capital that 
lowers the rate of profits* In a letter to J.B, Say, he 
writes I 
**It certainly was a great mistake of Adam 
Smith to fuppose that profits depended on 
the degree of accumuletion of oapitnl, 
without reference to the question of popu-
Malthus, op.cit , , pp«310"3t1. 
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> 
iation, and tij© laaans of providing for 
thnt popuXatlon."^^ 
Gimllarly io II4B Notos on Halthus while coaraenting 
upon a passage in ^feltbus'o Principles of Polltioal iiJconoajy 
IMleardo rrasrkss 
"It is here inferred that a fal l of 
profits is n necessary consequence of 
an aocuiaulation of cupital. Ko ai stake 
can bo greater.'* 
Mcardo adalts only one possibility when profits can 
fall due to greater accuaulation of capital. If the* funds for 
the Mintenaneo of labour increase ©t s© fast a rate that 
thi©r® is a ¥ant of handss thtnt of eoursei on account of the 
relfJtlve scarcity of labour to capltQl tha wagos will b© high 
and profits low. He aays« 
'•There is only one caijci and that will 
he temporary, in which the aceuiaulation 
of capital with a low price of food may 
be attended with 3 fall of profits? and 
that l3, when the funds for the sjainten-
ance of labour increase much sore rapid-
ly than popultitionj—wages will chen be 
high and profits low."^^ 
Works and Correspondence of Hicai'do, Vol.VIII p.380. 
26. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.11 3.132. 
27. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.1 pp. 292-293. 
aicardo b©lf€V@8 that this will be only a ehor -^
run sltuotlon. Eincoaraged by high wages labourers will 
Increase their numbers and the increased supply will 
roduc© the mge rate. It is only the Increased cost of 
food that makGS the of wagos and fall of profits 
porrsanent» 




fh0 subject of 8 general glut Qom tmder dlseusolon 
between Hicardo aod Malthas before tb© two bad begun their 
corresponaenoQ. Ift December Mcardo, participating in 
bullion GQntmv^rny, publljibed blvf first pamphlet Rlgh 
Price of Bullion, a proof of the appreciation of Bank Hotes.» 
In this pamphlet Blcardo, bealde other tblngs, disputed tbe 
possibility of a general glut of eoaaodltles—a subject whlob 
WBS already uader tbe discussion of econoialsts like J.B. Say, 
Jasaes Mill and Wlllian Spenoe. M January iStI Elcardo publ-
ished bis second pamphlet *aeply to Mr, Bosaquet*® Practical 
Obsenratloii on Bulllori Heport«* In Feburary 1811 Molt bus 
in an article* In tbe Minburgb Review expressed his disegree-
isent with tbe views of liicardo and pointed oat, inter alia, 
that ''prices of commodities are laible to great depressions 
frota a glut in the laarket."^ In April 1811 aicardo published 
the fourth edition of 'The Blgh Price of Bullion.* In this 
edition aicardo added an appendix containing his observations 
on Malthus*s article in the Edinburgh tieviev and asserted 
that "Ko mistake can be greater than to suppose that a nation 
• Kioalnally as a review of tbe various pamphlets on Bullion 
including both of Ricerdo.Gf. Works and Correspondence of 
Rlcardo, Vol.111 p.11. 
1. Cf. Works and Correspondence of Hlc&rdo, Vol.Ill pp.100-101. 
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cm mBT be iilthout wanta for commodities of soa@ sort* 
It m&y possess too siucii of one or laoro eoiamocliti@0..«., 
but no country ewr poaaess^d a ganersl glut of all 
commodities. It is evidently imponsibW^ A few weeks 
later Bicardo aod. Haltfeus fead tfoelr first meet in® and 
henceforth tHe controversy was mostly confined to their 
private oorrespondonee. 
Itj the Hiaardian systea no amount of capital 
aeeumulation can permanently lower profits unless there 
be increasing difficulty in the pmiuetlon of corn and 
oonsequent high momy wages* Hieardo oritloSses Ma© Smith 
for holding thut it is the eocuffiulation of capitnl tad the 
resultant keen ooaipetitic^i on the part of capitalists that 
results into' fal l of profits* He gayss 
St3ith..**doe8 not appear to seei 
that at the snme time that capital is 
inereased, the work to he effected by 
capital^ ie inoreased in the same px*©-
porfcion. M.Say hasi howeveri aost sfat-
isfootorily shewn, that there is no 
amount of capital which may not he 
ecjployed in a count ry* because demand 
is only limited by production* Ilo man 
produces, but with a view to consume 
or sell and he never sells, hut with m 
mtention to purchnae aome other coaia-
2* Ibid*, p.toe* 
<Uty, wtilcfe may bo Itaaediately useful 
to tola I or which my oontribute to 
future production. By produeing, then, 
h® n0c«fssrtril|r becomes either the con-
sumt of bis own goods or tsho purchaser 
and Qonsuraer of the goods of somo other 
p®r9on,.»«!i?her® cannot then bo aocuaulated 
in a 'Country aaount of capitel uhich 
cannot b® eapi©y@cl productively, untlll 
wages rise so high in co»a©qu««o© of th@ 
riat of ijecensarl®®, audi so littl@ oonse-
qusntly reaalns for the profits of stock, 
that th© stotiire for accussulatlon caoses,"^ 
It follows that aooorditig to Hlcarcio desiand is only 
llcilted by production* Svery ®an li^ o has something to sell 
want!! something la exchange. Bene® woryiaan who Is seller is 
I 
also a buyer. Incroase of supply therefore aeans Increase of 
demand. Ihus whatever the degree of aoouaulatlon of capital 
there can be ^ want of profitable avenues of Its etaployment. 
Hlc^rdo admits that too much of one or a few comasoUitlee 
may be produced which may not sell at reauneratlve prices, 
aut he points out thet this will be only the result of mis-
calculation In production and cannot be the cese with respect 
3. Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo, Vol.1 pp. 289-290. 
k. Ibid,, p.292. 
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to all coaaodlties. 
Malthus, on the other hai^ d, holds that i f ac&uiiul^ ition 
of capital goea beyorKi a particular l ia lt , the production -my 
imrmBQ to such an extent thnt, io v4©w of the low wages 
of the labourers and the parsimonious habits of the eapltnllats 
and %hB landlords, whole of it may ttot find a market. Xhe 
rasult aa/ hB a general over-production, tfc sayss 
Is undouhtedly posslhle by parslcaotsy 
to devote at once a mach largjsr share 
than usual of. the produce of any oountry 
to the ffiftintenanee of produatlw labourf 
and it i® quite true that the labourers 
so employed are oonsuaers as «el l a» 
unproductive labourers} end as far as the 
labourers are coneernedi there would be 
no diminution of consumption or deiasnd, 
ait it has already beers shewn that the 
conauaptlon and demand occasioned by the 
persons employed in productive labour 
J 
''em never alone furnish a motive to the 
accumulation and employaent of capItel; 
ond with regapd to the capitalists the®-
selves, together with the landlords and 
other rich persons, they have, by the 
supposition, agreed to be pareieaonious, 
end by depriving themselves of their 
usual conveniences and luxuries to save 
- ( 1 0 6 ) -
froEa thalr revenue and add to their 
cepifcsl. Under these circutastances.l 
would ask, how it 1® possible to suppose 
that the increased quantity of cooia-
dlties, obtained hy the increased nustber 
of productive labourars should find 
purohasers, without such a fai l of price 
as would probably sink their v«lue balow 
th@ eosts of production."^ 
According to Malt bus the contention of J. 3. Say, Jaws 
Mil and David Hicard«that oo®?aodlti@s are exchanged for 
cofflffloditias and therefore there is no possibility of a general 
glut 10 based on the fundaa@ntal arror of coajpnring coasiod-
iti®8 with on© another? Malthus believes that actually comnod-
itids should be compared idth the wants and tastes of the 
i!onsuaer& If this is done there is bound to be ciefioiency of 
5. I4althu8, op.cit , , pp.352-353» 
• In 0 footnote Malthus writess 
# 
"Of all the opinions advanced by able and ingenioue (sen 
vhich X hove ever met with, the opinion of M.Say, which 
states that, URproduct consomme ou ddtrult est un debouche 
fer£ae<f,l» ch./15«) appears to qe to be the «ao$t directly 
opposea to just theory, and the saost uniforaity contradic-
ted by experience. Yet it directly follows from the new 
doctrine, that commodities are to be considered only in 
their relation to each other,-~not to the coneuaers. What, 
X would ask, would becoaie of the deaand for commoditleji, 
i f all conauaption except bread and water were suspended for 
the next half year? What an accumulation of cosamoditiesj 
Ji^ els debouches! What Q prodigious market would this event 
occasion!" Ibid;, p.i63. 
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deo^ nci ^th the QXQm&tve acauffluletion of capital* Be 
sayat 
m compare thomCl.e. comtuodltlas), 
as we oerfealnly ought to do, with the 
nufflbers, and mnts of th® coo same re, then 
a great Increase of produce with coispara-
tively atationary nusiberB and with wants 
(SimiBlehed bj parsimony, must necessarily 
* 
occasion a great fall of value estlssated 
In labour, ao that th® sasie produc®,though 
it ssight ha^ cost the saiso siuantity of 
labour as before, would no longer coaaiansi 
the same quantity! and both the power of 
aecumulstion and the aotlw to accufflulate 
¥ould be strongly ch®ekod.« 
Hicardo, however, denies the possiMllty of a defici-
ency of dejsand. According to ,hi® deaand is only limited by 
production. Whenever there la a supply there is an equivalent 
demand. Hence every country has the power of aurchaslng all 
that it produces. Morever, since only thoae ooataodicies would 
be produced which ore suited to the wants and tastes of the 
people, there can be no want of purchasers. In the Hotea on 
Halthus, Hicardo writest 
"If fchey(i.o. ooiajsodities) were suited to 
the wants of those who would hove the 
6. Ibid., p.355. 
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pover to purchase theia, tbey could not 
fall to find purchasersi and that with-
out fal l of prlco.*'^ 
Halthu® admits that a country has always the pomr 
of purehasing all that It produces* ^ t he contends that 
what i t may lack is th© v^ill to purchase* In a letter to 
Eicardo he writest 
hy no memB thinK that tho power 
to purchase necessarily involves m pro-
portionate will to purchases and I can-
not agree with Hr. Mill in an ingenious 
poaition.«,.th&t in reference to a nation, 
supply can never exceed demand. A nation 
aust certainly have the power of purcha-
sing el l that it prodaceSf but 1 can easily 
concieve it not to have the willt».««]fou 
have never I thinfe taken sufficiently into 
consideration the wsnts and testes of laan-
kind« It i s not merely the proportion of 
coaaodities to each other but their propo-
rtion to the wants and tastes of mankind 
that determine® prices."® 
works and correspondence of Eicardo, Vol, II pp» 
8. Works and Correspondence of Hlcardo, ?ol.VI p.132. 
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Mcardo believes that there cannot be any lack of 
will to purchase. According to bins wbenowr there la a power 
to purchase there Is also a wlXX to purchase. Ite writes to 
HaXthuss 
go much further then you in ascribing * 
©ffecto to the wants and tastes of raan* 
Hind,—I belife've them to be unlitslted. 
Oim men but the means of purchosing and 
their wanta are Insttable. Mr. Millstheory 
Is built on this aseustption. It does not 
attempt to say whet the proportions will 
be to ons another, of th® coaaodltles which 
will be produced In consequence of the 
aocuiaulatlon of capital| but presumes that 
those comoditleG only will be produced 
which will be suited to the wants and tastes 
of mankind, because none other will be 
dernanded./'^  
Blcardo contends thsit there is no lltait to the desire 
for coaoiodities. If a man ha$ any witched for gratification 
unsupplied he will have a demand for more commddit&s and 
since he will be willing to pay for the cosamodlties wanted, 
it will be effective demand* He aoysi 
"Adam Smith has Justly observed •*that the 
desire of food is llalted In every man by 
the narrow capacity of the human @tomaeh» 
9. Ibid,, P.1U8, 
but the desire of tho convsnieoces and 
orflMenta of bulMinsi dress, equipage, 
and household furniture, ssess to have 
ISO limit or certain boundary*" IJature 
then has necessarily limited the ataount 
of capital which can ot any time be pro-
fitably engaged in agriculture, but ahe 
has placed no limits to the amounts of 
capital that asay be ftraployed in procur-
ing "the ccmvenionccs and ornament a" of 
l i fe . To procure those gratifications in 
tfeo greatest abundance is the object in 
vlevr,,..*"''^ 
Milthtts does not agree with th® view that the denlre 
of th® convenicsnces and omaasents of l i f e is unlimited* H© 
believes that the propensity to aave, so str<^gly implanted 
in the hustan breast, sets a limit to this desire. Commenting 
upon AiMm Ss!l£fo»8 passage, quoted by Eicardo, Mslthus sayst 
"That it( i .@. the desire of the conven-
iences and luxuries) has no certain 
boundary is unquestionably true; that 
it has no limit nsust be allowed to be 
too strong an expreseion, when we con-
sider how it will be practically limited 
10. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol#I p.293* 
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by the countervailing luxury of Indio-
lenoe, or by the general desir© of 
simnklnd to batter their condition and 
to maKo a provision for a faally; a 
principle whlehi a« Adam Smith feltsself 
stskteai l0 on the whole'stronger than 
11 
th® ijriooipl® wbloh prompts to ©xoetise*" 
Morevar, aeoordlng to Malthus, the accuraulatlon of 
capital and the unllolted doslre to conause ennnot go together. 
If people aro bent upon aavlng It means that they are not 
spending on the gratification of thalr wants and i f th@y spend 
on wants, comforts and luamrleij they do not save. In other 
words» the propensity to save and propensity to consuae 
cannot go together. In a letter to Hicardo, Haltfeus wrltess 
It not alaaost a contradiction, to 
quote with approbation that passage of 
Mnm Szalth which says thut the demand 
for food is Halted by the narrow capa-
city of humen stosiaoh, but that the demand 
for luxuries and conveniences has no 
limits, and yet to say that parsimony, or 
the saving of expenditure In luxuries 
and conveniences and increasing the prod-
uction of necessaries cannot be unfsvour* 
11* Malthus, op.clt. , p,k6H» 
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abl© to wealth. 
mcartto, howeveri sees m contradiction between tho 
two. He b#lie ves that aoouray la to f capital Itself occasions 
desiand as offactually aa a desire to coi»8u«a®. In a letter to 
Haittes be writess 
all wisti to add to our ©ejoyments or 
to our power* Coneumj^ tjlon adds to our 
aceuaulatlow to our powBr, 
and they equally proaote demnd.*'^ ^ 
In Ms Prlnelplea of Political Economy and Taxation 
HIcardo 
n r ten thousand pounds were given to a 
oan having 1,00,000 c p«r annura, would 
«ot lock it up In a oteest, would either 
Inereaat his expenses ijy 10,000 employ 
it hiesself productively, or lend i t to so®© 
other person for that purpose| in either 
esse, demand would be Increased, although 
it would be for different objects. If he 
increased his expenses, his effectual demand 
alght probably foe foy buildings, furniture, 
or some such eaiiloyfflent. If he employed hie 
10,000 £ productively, feia effectual demand 
would be for food, clothing, and raw material 
12. Works and Correspondence of aicardo. Vol.IX p.9 
13. works and Correspondence of iucardo. Vol.VI pp.13^-135. 
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whloU srigtift set mu labourers to work 
lU-
Mt s t i i l U would be <i©s3«>rid» 
Malthua does oofc agree \tith H$cisir4o« He belie'ves 
that saving ta g enera l l yan alternative to consumption. A 
sian oannot iciorease tils staving without reducing hi a spanning. 
By saving he increases capital at the seme time that toy 
reducing his spending he dialoishe® his deaand for the prod-
nets of tba capital, lieuce it is exoesaive capital acueutnul-
atioi5 tfeot lead® to overproduction tiid falling prie©®« He 
s&yui 
the c o v e r s ! o f reveiiue Into 
capital pushed beyond a eertaln jfjolnt 
must» by diiaiDlshing the ©ffeetivo 
deiaand for produce, throw the labouring 
olosaea out of employment, i t is obvious 
that the adc^tion of parsimonious habits 
lif. Works and Correspondence of aieardo, Vol»I In the 
Kotea on Malt hue, Hi car do sayst deny that the wants of 
the consuiaere are generally diminished by parsitaonyt they 
are transferred with the power to consuiae to another set 
of oonsumers," i^ orke and Correspondence of Ricerdo, II 
p.309* 
In o footnote Malthus writesi "Farsliaony, or the conversion 
of revenue into capitalf oey take place without any dim&nu* 
tlon of consutaption, i f the revenue increases f i r s t . " Malthus, 
op.c lt , , p.369» Rlcardo oomaenting upon this footnote wrlteaj 
**! say it always takesi place without any dliainution of consume 
ption* Kr. Malthus clogs the propoetion with a condition 
" i f the revenue increases f i rst . « 1 do not understand what 
m, Malthus qesnss»if the revenue increases f irst . Before 
what?" Works and Corresptodence of aicardo, \rol.II p.326. 
in too great a degree may be aeoosaponlod 
hy the deatressisg offeots at f irst , 
aad hy markot depression of %fealtii and 
populate ion paraaneatiy, 
Ifhi® does not, of course, mean that Maltbus condemns 
iill awing* Ite fact b® realises that swing Blom provide® 
tlie mean8 of greater production and consumption in future. 
mrnt ^Ithus argued is titat national iiairing is a l^enefit or 
m disadnraiftsg® according to tiie ciraimstances of the period. 
In tbe Introduction to Ms Principles of Political Econosay 
tie witess 
U^o ccKTisldtritble and ccNnitlnued increase 
of weelfefa could possibly take place with-
out that degree of frugality Mfeich ©ccas-
iona, annually, the conversion of soaie 
revenue Into capital, and creates a bal-
ance of produce ebove conauniptloni but.*, 
the principle of saving, pushed to exceeat 
would destroy the motive to production... 
If conauittptlon exceed production, the 
capital of the country must bo diminished, 
and Its wealth mm% be gradually destroy-
ed froaj its want of power to produce; If 
production be In great excess above consum-
ption, the (active to Dccuaulate and produce 
15, Malthue, op.clt. , p.369« 
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laust o&e8@ from want of v i l l t;o 
oonautDt* The two ©xtreass ara obvlous} 
and It follows that tber® aust be some 
intersiediate point» though the resources 
of the political eeonomy may aot be ablo 
to ascertain I t , wher®, taking into con-
sid@rntion both the power to produoa and 
the will to ooniunie» th® encourageaient to 
the Incraas® of wealth 1© tfe© greatest* 
£lse\ihore Malthus vritess 
"Blilljr aGknowledglng that there Is hardly 
a country in the four quarters of the 
globe where eapital ia not deficilait, end 
In most of the® vcr/ greatly deflolent, 
compared vlfch the territory and even the 
nuaaber of peoples and fully allowing at 
the same tirae the extreme deslrai3ienes0 
of an increase of capital, I should say 
that, where the demand for cosinjodities 
was not such as to afford fair profits 
to the p'roducer, and the capitalist® were 
at a loss whero and how to mploy their 
capitals to advantage, the saviug froa 
revenue to add s t i l l nior® ty^those capites 
would only tand prematurely to diminish 
16. Ibid,, pp. 8-9. 
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the ffiotive to aeoQisulationii and s t i l l funEer 
to tlstresa tbs oapitaM^t®* with l i t t le 
increase of a wholesiwie a«d &ffmtive capital* 
St followa that aceordiftg to MmXthii® too laaoh of saving 
is ^oooispanied by d^fioieneir of d@£sa»d which leada to falling 
pri0&g and loas of profits rtnderiRg bbth capital and lahoup 
V 
r^ dyuDdsnt. 
Eieardo does n&t a g w with Malthus. M» is convinced 
that it is not the accusmlation of ci^ital hut & rise io ths 
price of corn and the sms^qmat rise in th@ sjon®;f wagea along 
with th® pi^ctss of siccuaulatiOB that reaulta into the fall 
of profits* iM mstkes only m& ©xcoptioo to this via. « sitaatioij 
when them SM SO tmt nil itiorsase in the fondfi for th@ maistonance 
of labour thut th@r@ is a scarcity of haiids to make ase of 
th@se. i^ccording to Mcar i^o in this case tt^re will a fall of 
profits without a rifio in the price of corn* Howeimr this will 
bt teaporary aituatiofi, for th© labour supply will soon increase 
tnd the ettmtim will change* Eicardo sayss 
'^ ftiere %& only one casof m^ thet will 
be temporary, in which accumulation of 
capital with a low price of food may be 
attended with a fall of profits; and that 
is , when the funds for the maintenance of 
labour inoreaae much isore rapidly than 
population I will then be high. 
17. J b i d . t p . 
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and profits low. If every mm v&re to 
forgo the use of luxuries, and be Intent 
only cm aecmnulatlow, « <pantlty of n@ce-
BBari&a sight be produosd, for which th®r© 
could not b© any lm®edlste eonsua^tion.Of 
cwfflodltiss so limited in auabsr, th©r® 
aight undoubtedly b© uniwrsal glut> and 
consequently there might i^i^ther be deiaand 
for an additional quantity of such eoaiaod-
it ies, nor profita on the employment of 
aor® capital. If men ceased to oonsume, 
they would cease to produce* fhis adssisslcMa 
does not impugn the general principle.•.it 
ia difficult to supjKJse that there ean bo 
my disposition to devote the «hoie eapltal 
and labour of the country to the production 
18 
of necessaries only»*» 
a letter to Malt hue* Hio^rdo writesi 
"Till a country has arrived at the end of 
its resources froia the diminished povere 
of the land to afford a further increase, 
I hold it to be impossible that there 
should be, at the saae time, a redundancy 
of capital, and of population. I agree 
that profits may be for a time irery low 
18. Works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.1 pp. 292-293* 
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because capital is ebundant coi;3pare<i 
witfa labour but they cannot both I 
think bo abundant at one und th© sats© 
tias,"^^ 
Malthua bellevss that what aicardo admits as an cxcep* 
tlon can be general rule bccause labour supply always taltea 
tlae to adjust Itself to Inoreasftd demand, lie raaarkaj 
the nfiiure of populationtan 
increase of labourers cannot be brought 
Into the laarket. In eonsequenee of a 
particular deiaand, t i l l after the lapse 
of sixteen or elghteens years, and the 
conversion of revenue into capital may 
take place much aore rapidly; a country 
is always liable to m increase of the 
funda for the maintenance of labour 
faster than the Increase of population. 
ait if whenever this occurs, there aiay 
be a universal glut of coaimodities,how 
can it be maintained, as a general po®i* 
tlon, that capital is never redundant; 
and that because cotaQodlties laay retain 
the saiae relative value, a glut can only 
20 
be partial, not general?** 
Malthus thus is convinced that » very rapid and excess-
ive accumulation of capital may increase production to such 
19* Worka and Corroopondenoe of Hlcardo, Vol.1 pp.292-293. 
20. Malthue, op.clt. , p. 
m ©xfcent tfeat there might not be tnough of deaani for i t , 
and consequently there isay he a seneraX glut* there iSt 
howetrert cme except lot) to thts general rulQ viz* th0 tsas® of 
•necescarius of lifo» or the food and other aaterlal® for 
clothing and lodgSag, Malthue h©ll©v®s that th® nectssarle® 
of l i f e have a peculalr quality "of h i^ng ahlSf tihan properly 
dlStrltouted, to ereat© their own deisand, or to raise up a 
number of dsaanders In proportion to the c}uantlty of necess-
PI 
arles produeod." ' leno© whenever the supply of neeeaaarle® 
Incretsesi the population also lacroases to create a deesand 
for the Increased supply of food. 
Malthus is veiT sure of the truth of his theory. B® 
•••It appeart to m |>©rfeotly olear In 
theory! and universally confirmed by esrj?-
erl'ence, that the employjuent of a capital, 
too rapidly Inoreased by parslsonlous hsMtis, 
mst a llislt, and does, In feat | often 
find a Halt, long before ther® is any reia 
dlfflculty.In procuring the aeans of subs-
istence} cmd that both onpltel and popul* 
at Ion csay be at the aaae tlrae, and for a 
period of great length, redundant, compared 
with the effective deaand for produce.**^^ 
21. Ibid., pp.139-1^0. 
22. Jbld., p. *f69. 
question arl8©s wliat Is tlie way to avoid the 
situation* HaltbU0*!3 mumr to tfiis qtaesstlcm lios in thd 
folloviog passages 
thress osuses whteti, by Jtavouring 
distrlt>utioni totid most to up aR4 
ioereaso tfe© eicchangea^ Jlo vala© of th@ 
whole produce, ar@ the aivission of land-
ed property! 'Jfe® of d^^srtie 
and foreign trad©, and the aaintenanc© 
of unproductive labourers. 
This obviously means fchat since the sourea of tho trouble 
ll©s in Ih® ctefioiency of detaand, afjy step that adds to the 
willingness of people to corisuae ©ore will h«lp to aispoa® 
of ttens produeta at remunQratlve priocss* Sio®©, acoording to 
Malthus, tte TOdtrate wealth of many persona is aore favour-
to effeative dtmand than the exoe®s wealth of tho few, 
one way to liiduoe aor® eponding is the division of the landed 
property^ Another step suggested by Malthua is th© extension 
of trade between different parts of the country and the d i f f -
erent countries of the world* Malthus believes that trade, 
both doaiestle and foreign, is highly necessary to give a stisa-
ulus to productive industry because all trad© causes & better 
distribution of the produce and therefore gives a greater 
market value to i t . Horever, by increasing the number and 
23. Ibid., pp. 505-506. 
2k, Cf. Works and Correspondence of iJicardo, Vol.11 
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variety of goods, trad© Iticroaoea tb® deslro to consuae. 
Yet mnotliei' important wsjr to ioorease the demand to 
rely more on •unproductive consumers* those conauaers 
%rho r&cieve their iijcosies for service® Imt add nothing to 
the quotitity of oomi^iodities. Sincd thdy are non«prod<aeiRg 
consumers, greater la their number In th© society the larger 
will be the dmBOd for mmmditi&B in proportion to the 
supply. 
In closing this otoapter is aay ba pointed out that 
Halthus»g theory of depreaslon has highly praised-ln 
recent tiiaas. J.H. Keynes, for instance, has hailed Malthus 
as a pre-Keynesian and ha$ rsaariced thst at th0 han'ds of 
Malthus **the notion of the insufficiency of Gff«jctiv@ demand 
takes a definite place as a scientific explanation of unetap-
loyEBent.**^ ^ Koynes has quoted^^ certain * characteristic 
passages' which appear to bear out this interpretation. There 
is , of course, no doubt that Malthus«8 stress, upon aggregate 
demand, which Is obviously In line with sodeitj thought, places 
hl»|l:he first rank of economist a. However, it Is difficult to 
agree with the view that Malthus rei|lly put forward a 'scien-
t i f i c explanation of une?iipioyt8ent« In the wanner ICeynes hltaself 
did. Malthua»s theory of depressl^ Hi is not Koyneslan} It Is a 
25. J.H. Keynes, General Theory of iSaployment Intreat and Honey. 
Macallltm and Co. Ltd.,London, 196I. p.362 
26. Ibid., pp. 362' 
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pareiy non-aonetw theory, ^ a^ithus expressly repudiated the 
po80iMllty of hoarding. Aeaordlng to hia ttoeory depression 
arises because too mtioti saving gets invested and not beoeo^e 
of the failor® of seviog to ^coae invested. In fi»et Haltbue 
failed to win tfee arguoent wltli aieardo primarily foeoause 
His theory did not turn on hoarding and« therefore, could not 
explain olearly how and wby demand eoald he deficient, i^ nother 
reason K»hy it was not possible for felthiia to win over Bioardo 
was the stage of eoonosile development of British econoay at 
that tiffla. 2t was the period of rapid eeonomio developm^it of 
the eoimtry end therefore it iras difficult for eoonoaists to 
envisage thet s»ving««-whi0h ma the «30st iatportant variable of 
eoonomio develo|Miient«^eould he a vloe in any sense of the tens. 
On the other htmdf when Keynes wrote his ^General Theory* the 
oapitalist- countries of the feTorld had alreac^ achieved a very 
high stage of eoonosie development and it hed become diff ioolt 
for these countries to maintain their rate of growth. Incidentally 
it was the high stege of eeono^io developstent of the advanoed 
capitalist oountries that not only induced Keynes to put forward 
a theory of depression but elso i^ip^lied economists like ^Ivin 
Hansen to develop a theory of secular stagnation. 
• "So Political econoaists of tha present day can by saving 
mean mere hoarding.^ Malthus, op.cit*« |i.32. 
Chapter ?III 
OH POPBUtXm 
M« It bits Is widely kno^ t} 33 es antlioritj on population .He 
was aiaong the first to wrlfc© m the causes whieh regttl®t® th@ 
increas® of population; andt it foctt ths first to population 
an laportant role In econoalc theory. Maltfeua's fmom work 
Essay on th@ Principle of Population** wa» orJglo«lly pahlSshed 
in 179B and was r©prtnt04 in several revised editions both before 
and after the puhXlcation of his Prinotples of Political Economy 
U 1820. 
Malthus*B theory of p^opulatlon is based on two postalates;^ 
f irst , •'That food is oecossory to the existence of man" and 
sec^dlyt "2'hat the p j^^ sion between the sexes is necessary and. 
will renain nearly in i ts presert state.'* The basie statement 
of the theory is given in terms of the comparative ratios of the 
increase of population nnd food supply. It readss 
" . . . . the power of pc-pulation is indefin-
itely greater than the power in the earth 
« The first edition of the Essay was entitled *An Esaay on 
the Principle of Population, as it affect® the is^ture 
Improveraent of Societyl In the aeoond edition(l803) the 
title wns changed to «An Essay on the Principle of Popu-
lation ori A View of ita |rast and Present Effects on 
Human Happiness." 
1. Cf. Ihe Journal of Political Economy, Vol.LX, June 1952. 
p.189. 
to produce subsistenoQ for mm, 
Fopialatio»9 when uncbecl£ad» inQT&stBm 
in a $mmtrlQaX ratio* Biibsisteno® 
Increases onX^ ^ ^ arit&m^tieal ratio* 
A ^ight aequajJTit^cd with numbers wiH 
sliow the ifiome^ aity of the f irst power 
in coa^jarison of the second. By that lav 
of oar nature *^ich makQB food mc&m&rf 
to the l i f e of mmt the effeote of these 
tiiio lyaiequel powers must he k^t eq^ ual* 
fhis implies a strong un<l QmBtmtly 
operatirsg cheek., on population froia the 
difficulty of BuhBlstmcQ* this d i f f i -
culty must fal l sotnawhere, tifid must nece-
ssarily he severely felt by a large portion 
of aaBkirjd, ^ 
TbQ pi^oposition that subsistence increases in an airithioeti-
oal ratio is explained in the following words, 
us now tdise any ^pot of earthf this 
Island, for instancet and see in what 
PatiP subsistence i t affords can be 
svq^ posed to increase* We will begin with 
a. Cf* Ibid., p. IO9. 
i t under its present state of euXti* 
t^ atlon* If Z caiotf th&t by the best 
possible policy« by breaking mare 
landt and bjr great eneourageiaents to 
agriculture, the produce of this Island 
«asr be doubled in tbe f irst twenty^fiire 
jroursy X tbink i t will be «klloving ae 
mmh as any person can well desiand. 
In tiie next twenty*fiire years i t is 
ia^oasible s\;ppose tbat the pz^-
duce oould be quadrupled. It would be 
contrary to all our knowledge of the 
qualities of land. The very utoost 
that we can conceive is that the in* 
crease in the second twenty*five years 
sight equal the present produce. Let 
us thent take this for our rule, though 
certainly fitr beyond the truth; and 
aliow that, by great exertion, the whole 
produce of the Island might be Increased 
every twenty-five years by a quantity of 
subsistence equal to what it at present 
produces* The most enthusiastic speculator 
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oannot eiQ p^ose a greater Increase than 
tliis* lb a few centuries i t wotild sake 
everjr acre of land in the Island like & 
garden. 
Yet this ratio of increase ie evidently 
aritteetical. It may h© fairly said, 
therefor, that the mecino of euhsistence 
incroaae in an arithmotical ratio* 
Molthus holds that the contradiction between the ratios is 
solved by checks to population. These checks are of two types; 
positive and preirentive* la the positive checks Halthus includes 
vice, isis^ryt pestilencei epidoisics, warsf famines and other nat» 
urel caiaisities* In the preventive checks he inclixdles morul res* 
traint, virtutous abstention froa siarriage, postponement of marriage 
etc. 
Howeveri the essence of Maithus*s Essay is that 4t is the 
iiteans of subsistence that regulate the progress of popula.tion. 
Mai thus* s Principles of Political Bconoay does not contain an Sn* 
dependent chij^ter on population* 3ut in the discussion of uagesi 
notwithstanding the adi^ission of the influence of the * habits of 
the people' on the growth of pop\jlution, i t is the coouEand over the 
3» Cf« Mtfin Cannai}» Theories of Production ixnd Mstribution. 
Third Mition, P*S. King and Sont London, 192 .^ pp»130-tW0* 
•neceasarles of life* that I3 shown to regulate the 
progress of population.^For instancef Maitbus saysj 
"What in mainly nmrnmry to a rapid 
Increase of populi^tioni is a great and 
k 
Qoutlnued demand for labour 
Hi car do endorsed th® feaalcyof Malthus's In a 
lettar^ to Halthus Mcardo doocrlbes th© #xpositio» of sb© 
doctrl«0a in th© Essay as ** go clear and so satisfactory 
laid dotfrjw ^bat they ^xcitad an interest in hiw "inferior 
oBly to that prodwetd by Ada© Saith's c#l®ferated work.*' iR 
his Principles of Political Boonomy and Taxation, HSeardo 
expresses his approtsation vof Malfchus's iSssay In the following 
words: 
"Of Mr. Maltbus's Essay on Population, I 
am happy in th® opportunity h©rs afforded 
m& of expressing my ddmtration. the aasaalts 
of the opponents of this graat work hav® 
only served to prove its strength} and 1 a® 
persuadQd that its jaat reputation will 
spread with th® cultivation of that s6iGnee 
of which it is so ©alnent an ornament."^ 
In fact one oonos accross many passages in Elcardo'a 
Princioles that reflect the influence of Malthya»s theory of 
If. Works and Correspondence of Hlcardo, Vol. IX p.233. 
5. Of. works and Correspondence of flicardo, Vol.VII p. 2. 
6. Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo, Vol.l p.398. 
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popuiatlon. For instance, 4n ttie chapter on 'Sffeots of 
AoousiuXation* Hicardo sayst 
no point is better established^ than 
that the supply of labourers will always 
ultimately he in proportion to the means 
of supporting thea***' 
Similarly, in ohapter XXXII he si^ yss 
'^•••so great are the delights of dosiejstio 
society, that in practiae it is invariably 
found that an increase of population follows 
the asaended condition of the labourer. 
Eowever, despite the feet that in the system of 
both Halthue and Hieardo, the increase of subsistence and 
the increase of population are oorreleted, there is isilso a 
very important difference in the views of the two. The d i f f -
erence mainly relates to, in the words of Ricardo, '^whether 
food or population precedes."^ 
Halthua believes that food end other necessaries of 
l i f e have a *peculiar quality* of being able to raise up their 
dSOTders. According to him the mmmulMm of capital leads 
to a fall in the rate of profits, extension of cultivation 
and an increase in the food supply* the taore abundant food 
7. Ibid., p. 292. 
8. Ibid,, p. W . 
9. works and Correspondence of Hicardo, Vol.VII p.201. 
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©nabl0s tfee laboureraCwlfeb th© sass© mone^ r vages) to rear 
larger number of cjblldren. Ihlt oauses an increase Ifj tbe 
populatl<»i. Hslthus sayss 
**Xt iias iirguQdy tbat i t 
4s lalstaking the prlfi^ cipl® of populo-
tion to that tti@ incraaa® of 
food or of ra¥ produo® alone can ocamiom 
& proportionate Inorsase of popiilatioa. 
This is no doulit true} l^ ut tt »ii@t 
allowed, as has been justly otesenred by 
Ada® Smith, that food is provided, 
it i® coaparativ^ly @asy to find the nece-
ssary clothing cind lodging*** i^ nd it should 
always he recollectKd, that Istnd does not 
produce ono ccMamodity alone t in 
adOitiof} to that most indispensable of all 
COTEBOdities—food it producoa the raateriale 
for clothine, lodging, and firing. 
It is therefore strictly true, that land 
produces the necessaries of lif@«»preduces 
the me^ ns by which, and by which alone, en 
increase of people may be brought into being 
and supported."^® 
10. Works and CSorrespondeace of Eicardo, f o l . l l pp. 108-109 
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Eioardo does not this opinion* B& hdMa th@t 
tlie auccsssive steps ay® first an Sncrsase In tha capltalf 
then an Increase In population and thtn an inorease In food. 
In tb© Moa '^diain sfmtm tlie accumulation of capital Isads to 
rising ©artet wages. This raises tlwi standard of living of 
labourers. The improved standard of living provides facility 
for l^ringing up numerous and happy faiallies. It is only vh@n 
population has increastd that more food is produced. ^ a 
letter to Flac©! Blcardo witesa 
**Ioti say SOS© think that it is in cons^ 
@qu®nc© of there being an increase of 
people that there is an increase of food. 
I m one of tho^e. There may be tn increase 
of people without an increase of food, 
because the ease quantity of food isay be 
divided amongst a large number of people, 
but there can be no motive for Increasing 
the quantity of food, t i l l there is an 
effective deisand for i t , end that can 
never arise without a previous increase 
of people. 
In his Prlnciplea aicardo sayss 
"Whi^ t taotive can a fanner have to produce 
more corn than is aotualltsr deaQnded,when 
the consequence would be a depression of 
11. works «nd iSorrespondence of Rleardo, Vol. IX pp.56-57* 
i ts market price below Its natural prlcsi 
and con9®«iu©ntly a privaticu to hi® of a 
portloit of profits, tiy reduelftg tb®o bel-
ls 
Qw th.® general rats?'* 
I'o Grower I Hlcarao writhes 
'•Corn Is produced bacause it Xb laiaediat-
ely (Seaaoded, or an additional defflsnd for 
It is aiiticlpatedt but \m should 
not on that aceouiat be Justified lit aajring 
that corn raises up its own desandsrs, or 
that Its plenty bribes people to cosse into 
d^iatencey beauase that always supposes ar 
a price of com b^ tlow the natura^rsmurscr-
at iw price, m^ it is no aan»s interest 
to produce it on such terms..•.The way 
most effectually to Sncr©a®0 capital is 
to produce a comssodity that you Imou will 
be demanded and consequently tirill not fa l l 
in value. Pray understand that 2 am answer* 
ing Mr. Halthus who contends that there is 
soaething peculiar about corn which gives 
it a character of being able to raise up 
demandera."^^ 
12. Works and Correspondence of Rlcardo» Vol.1 p . W . 
13, Works and Correspondence of Eicardo, Vol.VIII pp.235-36, 
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It is obvious, th0rafojfe» tbafe for both Kolfchus and 
liicsr<So popylotlon and food supply are variables wbS cb ajro 
correlated. Bui the main difference betwsan the theories of 
the tvo la thmt whereas for HaXthus population Is a dependent 
variable and food supply la m Independeot variable, for 
aioardo population Is ao ind®p®ndent variable and food is a 
dependent variable^ 
l« SJ" 
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Chaptar DE 
OH MACHJBi^ax AKD miommi 
Prior to tte® publicutioti of th& 3rd edition of hla JgjSJU-
ciolea Btcardo held that the use of maohtnery was beneflolal to 
the class of latx^urors. Hia Oolit^ f mu based on the reasoning 
that sine© mchinery i t possible to produce comroodifcies at 
a lower cost, i t mmt lead to an increas© in tfeeir quantity and 
accordifj^y Jae adirontageous to all dass/'of society.^ Of course, 
fttcardo did not ©xpross bimself to thia ©ffect in tH© f irst two 
editions of Ms Prineioles. but there is sufficient evidence to 
show that Kicardo did belle.v© that the introduction of machinery 
was not injurious to the class of labourers* Thus, in his Essay 
QP profits, published in Feb, 1815, Hicardo alluded to •the 
offsets of ifi^rovod oaehinery, which i t is now no longer ques-
tioned, hus a decided tendency to raise the real wages of labour, 
2h May 1817, aftor the publication of the f irst edition of his 
^yJ^nciples. Hicardo a letter to Barton tm&tkedt 
••It la undoubtedly true that iu proportion 
as the accufliulationa of capital are real-
ised in fixed capital such as machinery, 
etc, they will S^ ire permanent eB|»ioy-
ment to labour, and therefore there will be 
t. Gf, Works iind Oorrespond^ce of Hicardo, Vol# I pp.386-387» 
2. Marks and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol. IV p# 
a less deaand f6r men^ md a less 
necessity for an Increaae of 
latioiii tlian if thd ^coymiaat^ capi^ 
tal had been en^loyed as cireuXciting 
capital. But the quantity of goo^s 
produced, over and abova tho momsorf 
confwsptiont would be precis^^Xy the 
ixi both oases, or rather the 
balance would be In favour of the fixed 
* 
capital arsd not of the circulating capital, 
as ^ou ^ ^  
It is obvious, therefor®, that Hicardo b®l(feved that the 
investment in fixed capital would create less dem«i?d for labou-
rers Jji future and hence a less necessity for an increase of 
population, rather than any displacement of the labourers already 
eroployed, tereover, Hicardo also beli/'ivod that the increased 
income of the society consequent uaon the investraent in filed 
capital would lead to increased funds for the employment of labour. 
1@19» in a speech in Parliament, Eicardo declared that 
••it could not b® denied, on the whole view of the subjoct, that 
machinery did not lessejv the dejsand for labour. 
3. Wbrks and Corre^ondence of Hicardo, Vbl. p. 157# 
lAjrits and (Jorrespondenco of Hicardo, Vbi. V p. 30. 
2» the ©arly 1820 when McCuliot* in m article In the Siinbwrgh 
Eteview tii© views of Barton th&t luachinery h&s adverse 
©ffttcts on labourt^ Hicardo contested this opteion. In a letter 
to McCv l^oh, wrotei 
^loyjaent of machteery 1 think 
neirer diojlnishes the <ieasand for la s^oup 
—It X& tiQr&r a cause of a fal l in th@ 
pric© of lal30«r, out the effect of its 
r ise ." ^ 
m ^ r i l t8aO Malthus published his PrtocSplos of Politi-
cal &oifiomy, Mai.thus expressed the opieion that the daiaand for 
labour is oecasloned by and is proportloriiil to the rate at which 
the whole value of the annual produce of the country increases.^ 
A«cor<ii8g to Waithtts whether th® use of ssachteery will have 
favourahl© or unfavotirable ©ffost or- the deiaajd for iiabour 
depend the effect of asachlnery on the value of the annual 
produce. Halthus holds that the thut the demand for labour 
can oRly be In proportion to the incroase of the circulating 
capital ia true only In »ir5divMuai cases* in those cases 
where the suS^stltufcion of fixed capital saves a groat quantity 
D 
of labour which cannot bo employed elsewhere. 
Gf. Vibrks and (Jorrespondence of Rlcardo, f o l . I p, Ivii i . 
Stores and Correspondence of EicardOt Vol.91X1 p. 171-
7. Cf. torkfl ond Correspond en ce of aictirdo, Yol. II 
a car. XbM., pp. 23»^235. 
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Illustrating this MaXthus sayss 
"If, for jtastanc©, a capitalist who bad 
©eqpioi^ ed t 20,000 isi productive iaisoiaff 
and had been In the habit of selling 
his ^ods for £ 22,000, matting a profit 
of 10 p@r cent., irera to eeqsloy the some 
qtttmtlty of lalJoxiT In the constryetlon 
of a otaehins uotti £ ,000, which i^ Qtild 
©natele him to carry on his business with-
out labour ixi futura, except as Isis laacfe-
Ine miglit requir© rep&lTt i t is obvious 
that, during the f irst year, the same 
value of the annual produce, aiiJ the saaj© 
demand for labour wauld exlati but in the 
next year, as i t would only be necessary 
for the capittaist, in order to obtain 
the same rate of profits as before to 
sell his goods for a l i t t l e more than 
& 2,000 instead of £ 22,000,the value of 
the annual produce would fa l l , the capital 
iiTOuld not be increased, and the revenue 
would be decidedly diailnished? and ij^ on 
the principle that the dmrntX for labour 
a^ands n^ on the rate at ahXch the 
value of the general produce, or of 
the capital and revenue taken togetbert 
increases, the slacknese of the demand 
for Xatx>ur under such cirouQStances 
would he adequately aceounted fov*^ 
Malthus, hoifiever, h@lle.ves that in the ease of the oeon&aiy 
as a whole, from the standpoint of the demand for labour, i t is 
•not necessary* to make the distinction between the circulatJng 
capital and the fixed capital* According to him the use of fixed 
Cispital —which generalljr Increases the value of the total produce 
of the country —is •extremely favourable* to the increase of 
circulating coital* 
MaXthus's advocacy of the use of machinery is, however, 
conditionolf and the condition is that the Introductioit of machi-
nery should tttise place * gradually* so that there is adequate 
laarM^ et for the iiicroasod output* Mai thus heli&ves that if the 
fixed co i ta l Increases at so rapid a rate that the increased 
a\jq;>pli08 do not find a market then the general produce of the 
country vill fall in viaue and the deaand for labour will shrink. 
He say6I 
••In general, therefore, there Is l i t t l e 
to fear that the introduction of fixed 
capital, as i t is likely to take place 
M M l l M l i l l M p l i l M M I N M I M M i M M M M M a M l M M M M M t M a M ^ ^ 
9. Ibid., pp* 235-236, 
In practice* will diminish the effective 
demand for labour} indeed i t is to this 
source that we are to look for the main 
cause-of its future increase. At the 
same time, it is certainly t r u e , . t h a t 
if the substitution of the fixed capital 
were to take place very rapidly, and 
before an adequate market could be found 
'for the more abundant supplies, derived 
from it and for the new products of the 
labour that had been thrown out of employ-
ment, a slack demand for labour and great 
distress among the labouring classes of 
society would be universally fe l t . 
Malthus admits that machinery has vast enriching power 
and'also that since the use of machinery cheapens the commodi-
ties produced, the market for the products is likely to extend. 
But he is convinced that whether or not the introduction of 
Machinery will be really advantageous to society will depend 
i5)on the situation and cirpianstances of the period. He says: 
•»But it is known that facilities of 
production have the strongest tendency 
to open markets, both at home and abroad. 
10. Ibid., pp. 239-2^. 
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lo ttoQ aetujil stat® therefore of most 
countries I tljere iB l l t t l « reason to 
appreliens my peraanent eviX froa the 
Jjstroductloo of machinery* fh® presua^-
tion alifmya iSf that i t will I&&1& to a 
graat sjttensiof}' of andi value* iMt 
stilX must allow that tho pro*@minetit 
OidvaiiitagQS derived from the substitution 
for mannual labour, d^end \spon the ox-
t^nlon of the isarkot for the cossraodl-
ilea produced, and the increased stimulus 
givm to cousuQiptioii} find that» without 
this cxtansion of oaricet nM Snerease of 
consuB t^iofHy the^ must be In a great degree 
lost* 
Within a fow laonths of the publieatioti of I4iilthus*8 
prtneiplee of Political Beouoay Ricardo tosgau writing his Uotes 
IP 
on Malthus* During the same period he reprised his l^rinciples 
of Political iiconoiss^  imd Taxatioi) for tha third edition* Uhm 
the third edition ms puhiishad in May 1821, i t contained a new 
11* Ihld*, p. 366. 
12, Cf* Vifcrks and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol* I p«|iii* 
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chi^ter 'On Kacblnery* in which Mcardo, contriAry to his previous 
opinionf declared that the Introduetion of fflacfelncery ia harmful 
to the claas of Xahourers. Accoimting for the change of option 
Hicardo sayst 
•^ y mistake arose from the suppositioDt 
that whenever the net Income of a. society 
JjioraokSedt its gross income would also 
increaaei I now, however, see reason to 
he satisfied that the one fund, fro® 
Mhich landlords and sapitfctllsts derive 
their revenue, my increase, while the 
other, that ^on which the labouring class 
sainly depend, aay diminish, and therefore 
i t follows, it I a© right, that the saitie 
cause which may increase the net revenue 
of the country, snay at the eaae time render 
the population rediHjdant, and deteriorate 
the condition of the labourer. 
Hicardo has illustrated & hypothetical case in which the 
substitution of h. usachlne for human labour loads to shrinkage 
in the aieount of 'circulattog capital' resulting into the re-
duced denand for labour. He then rcaarks* 
J^xi this case, then, iathou^ the net 
produce will not be diminished in value, 
13. 2bid», p. 388. 
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lathough Its power of purchastng 
comraoditiea may be greatly Increased, 
the gross produce wHl laaire fall©rt.**i 
QUd as the power of si^porting a popu-
ItttioDf eit&plo:^ tog 3.£iboiar« depdnds 
aXMays on the gross produce of a natloOf 
and not on its net produce, popwlatloti 
will become redundant, and the situation 
of the labouring classes will be that of 
lit distress and poverty.** 
Blcardo, however, also belidves tbat the reduction in the 
prices of the comeiiod ities consequent upon the use of machinery 
will facilitate capitttl formation because the wants of the capi-
tfcaists will be satisfied with a smaller fund and isore of the net 
revenue will be saved, ar increase of. capital will lead to in-
creased demand for labour and some of the displaced labourers 
will be re»es>ployad. He says 
*As, however9 the power of saving from 
revenue to lidd to capital, must dep^d 
on the efficiency of the net revenue, 
to satisfy the wants of the capitalist, 
i t could not fail to follow froai the 
lif. lbid», pp» 389-390. 
reductlon in the price of comasodities 
Qonsoqmnt on the introduction of laachi-
mTy^ that with the same wants he would 
have increased means of sa^iring,—Increa-
sed facility of transferring revenue into 
capital. But with ei?ery increase of 
capital he would ei^loy mre la^urersf 
and, therefore, a portion of the people 
thrown out of work in the f i rs t instance, 
woy^ d be subsequently ©alloyed, 
Hot only are soate of the displaced lubourtirs re-eiapioyed 
hut the introduction of asachtoery after sorae time, by increasing 
sav/lngs to a level which is greater than/^f the previous gross 
revenue, is positively beneficial to the labourers. Eicardo writest 
"I have before observed, too, that the 
increase of net lnco£3e3y e$tls!i<ited in 
commoditiea, which is always the con* 
sequence of iaiproved taachinery, will 
laud to now aavlnga and accuiauiations. 
Thoae savings, it saust ha r&membeted 
are annual, and must soon create a fund, 
15. Ihld., p. 390. 
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much g r e a t t h m thd gi^ ass 
origlfialiy lost bf the discovery of 
the laacbln©, wh®n ilj© dmmd for 
labour will be as grmt as Jsefore, 
and the sltuatlori of the people vrlll 
be s t i l l further improved by the in-
creased savinga which the iucrsuaed 
«0t revmm ^iXl st i l l enabl© them 
to raake, 
Blc&rAjo hiiS also poiiite4 out that to 111-ujjtrat® how the 
use of m&ohinQry raar to iimej^loyaeBt of latwurers be ha<l 
taden a strong case of a too rapid jand extensive jsechanlsatiofi 
of Industry, ie b@Ile'/cs that in reality this <loes not huppm, 
Mar^eti In actual practice, machinery is eracte^i out of new 
savine© aii<S hence it noes not displace the labourers already 
eaiplojretl, Ife sayaj 
"The statements which I huve ctade will 
not» I hopCf lead to the inference that 
machinery eiiould not Oe ertcouraged* lb 
exucidate the princ^^let 1 h£;ve been 
16, Ihid,, p. 396. 
s^^poslcgy tbat impx'oved macblnety is 
suddenly' discov^red| a/jd @xtensrlvely 
uaed} but tJse. truth lap t-liat feiaesd dis-
coveries are gradual, ond ratlier operate 
in dsterslniRg th© eraployietat of the 
capital which la saved actcuauluted, 
than to diverting capital froai its actual 
17 Bw^loymmt*" 
Mai thus, who appears to have already come to Isnow of 
Hicardo*s change of opinion was very glad ov©r the development* 
In a letter to 'Slsmandi he wrote: 
«*¥ou wili he rathor pleased to hear that 
he (i*e,Bicardo) has altered his opinions 
on the subject of th© effects of roachinepj? 
on the l^houring classos of societyt and 
in a new edition which he is about to puh* 
lish of his work, MHI I believe gp so far 
as to say that i t saay not only for a tiae, 
but pensanently injure the labourer! {il* 
though i t may incroijise the neat produce» 
fhis is /?oing just as fiir or perhaps a 
l i t t l e fa,rther than I should go, but the 
17* Ibid., p. 395, 
viow wbicia he takes of th& sub^sct 
soffiwiia,t different* 
McCuuLXoh* who Maa originaXXjr of the view tiiat the Intro-
duction ®f iBachlnery hanafuX to the elass of labourers and 
wbo bocvtae a convert to aicardo's 0i>i?ji0i) that i t not sof 
felt greatly astonished on Eicur4o<& change of opinion and in 
a letter to Hicardo e^ q r^essed liiaself to tiila effect. 
Eioardo wrote to HcCulioHi 
*»Ihere is on tbis part of tfee i^ibjeet 
one esprsssion of yours which I con-
fess surprises • • •. • Tou sayi *iittle 
did 1 e3qjeet after reading jrour triua-
pbant answer to ttoe arguments of Mr. 
Mai thus that you were so. soon to shake 
hands with hitSf and give up ell* ^ Hr* 
Halthus doei not think that 1 have given 
anyt^ hing to hiJ^ t and no one who has 
read the chapter has si^poaed me to have 
approached on© step nearer to Mr, Mai thus* a 
doctrine than I was before. 
18. Vibrks and Correspondence of Bieardo, ?ol. VIII p. 377» 
t9. Cf. Ibid., pp. 381-382. 
20. Ibid., p. 387. 
It may pointed out that there Is no ovide«ce aa to the 
precise atage at which Blcatslo chsuiged his opinion. Ixi fact the 
firat Jjfitlmation of tha chatig« Is gi-sren by Malthut'd letter to 
SisoDisdl of flarch 12f l8ai, quoted abov©. I&wevor, Ptefo Sraffa 
has copreetly pointed out t ^ t tbo traneltloTj stage In Elcardo's 
thinking on the subject is marW by the writteg of the Kotos on 
Mai thus in the aytujsn of l829f especially Kote 1*i9» ha» al-
ready hoen no ted I Mai thus asserted that from the view point 
of deaand for labour It is not necessary to csake the distinction 
between the circulating capital and tfeo fixed capitcd. McaMo 
coaasnted on this as foliowss 
••She effective demand foF lalsour must 
depend upon the increase of that part 
of capital, in which the wagee of la'dowr 
are paid,,•••to the capitalist i t can be 
of no ifflportiince whether hie ca^jltal con-
sists of fixed or of circulating eaipittil, 
i t is of tihe greatessfc iaporfcance to 
those Mtio live the wages of labouri 
the2? are greatly intereited in increasing 
the groas p&venu&f as it ia on the gross 
reverme that must depmd th« ©©Ens of 
providing for the popvCL t^ion* If C£4>ital 
21. Wbrka and Correspondence of Hicardo, ¥ol« I p.f ix 
ia mBXlz®d Ifi machifierj^ t th@ro will t>9 
Ilttl@ detnand foip m Inereased quantity 
of labour. 
Bote ifS readlfii 
•It migijt ba possible Co do aiaiost all 
th® %forlt porfcriued by ®en wttfa liorsesf 
wDuld the subatitution of tmTB^ s in 
sucii cassf ©Yori if attended with a gr^ a t^er 
produce* bo adT£j:itageous to the working 
classesf would it not on the contrary 
very materially diiBiioisb the deccand for 
labour? 
Hcwover, since th© ^tes on Malfehus wer® r©ad by KcCulloh 
pL 
before the publieatlo» of the edition of aicardo'a ifririciolea'^ 
and &»inc8 MoCulloh tmis taken entirely by surprise on discovering 
aicardo*8 change of opinion in th© third edition i t is diff icult 
to point out the precise stage of aicardo»s ohssng© of opinion.* 
22. \toTkB and Correspondence of Eic&rdot XI pp. 23^236. 
23* Ibid., p. 239* 
2W-. Cf. torks and Correspondence Eicardo, Vol. Vlll p. 318 and 
P* 338. 
% Ho revert Hicardo in Ilote 2^ 3 apeaks of the 'unmisced 
advantages* of the inventions to save labour. Of. 
< r^k8 and Correspondence of HicardOi Vol. II p.365* 
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Oswald Clair bas suggested that Bote Ho* must not ha?® Iseen 
asong those sent to McCulloh for perusal and that thio note must 
have feetn iRawted at a later dat®*^^ Itoweveri h0 has Ignored to 
%»k& not& of Note NO* 153 ^^iohf in ffict» appears to be closer to 
aicard0*s new opiaion. 
It may pointed out that although in the sj^ steois of hoth 
Halthas and Bieardo the introduotloa of »aebin©ry, under certain 
oireu3a@t©neei| Itads to unesiploytatnt of labourers, yst the eicplan* 
atlon of tht two iB mtir&Xy different* Aooording to Kalthu@*s 
nmlysiB, tho of maehimty may Inereaa© th# production to 
such ®n ©xtent that ther© mmy not be adie^ uat© oarket for th® pro-
ducts and this a&y lead to gtnaral depression and the untmploy-
rnmt of both capital and labour. ^ the Hie^rdlun syatee, on the 
other hmndf it is not thu insufficienoy of demand or tha general 
overproduction but the labour-saving character of the technolo-
gical progress that results into th« uneaaplo/aent of labour. 
can say that whtreas Melthusian schema gives rl®c to Kcymui&n 
involuntary unuiaploytatnt Mcardian system gives rise to non-
Myneaimf tcctmoldgical unecsploysa^nt. Horever, lUcardo though 
he racognified the possibility of the technological uncaployment 
in th® short-run, was optimistic about the demand for labour as 
technology proceeded in the long-run. He ha® laid down that the 
as. O.S. Cl»ir, A Key to Hicardo, Augustus M. Kelleyi Urn York. 
196S« p.229. 
greater productivity of, la^roved machinery tocreases the annual 
savings funds so that after a period of tirae ©mployjuent would he 
toigtoer tUaia had tfe© iaprov@ci mciiinery m% laeen iwtroduced. Hence 
for aiisardo In th© long-run (whlefe la fels chief conc^ srti) machinery 




ON QUBB MRNONI AKD CLASS OOMFMGX 
to hegtn vlthf it may be pointed out that although 
there ore passages in Mam Smith's Health of Hations which 
indiont® some sort of conflict tmtw e^n th€» various classes 
of the sooiety yet on the vhole the operaticm of the 
eccmomic system in /^ dam Smith's analysis! shows a class 
harmony iifhioh is dependent on what he cells 'natural order.* 
The classical economists who followed Adaa Smith nm gener-
ally isnown to have e®phasi»ed the elass hanaony as initiated 
by the founder of Political Economy. However, as one examines 
the nature of dispute between Hicurdo and rialthus on this 
issue one is inclined to think that i t was in fact Malthus 
whofolloiired the true spirit of Adas Salth and fiicardo deviated 
from him considi^hly insofar ae he was keen to show that the 
functioning of the econoajlc systeai, particularly with 
reference to a growing capitalist econoaty, shows a conflict 
of interests between landlords and other classes of society. 
According to the Malthusiain theory of rent it ie the 
increase of capital end population that leads to the 
eaetension of cultivation to the poorer lands and the etaerg-
ence and rise of rent on the better ones. Since it is only 
the rich lands that yield rents it follows that the connec-
tion between rent and fertility exists in undiminished 
force! fbls view of rent clearly Indicates tbat the Interest 
of the landlorda which lies In the Inereaalng rents la In 
harmony with the interest of society which lies In an 
inereas© of wealth. Malthas says® 
"It has been stated by Adam Stalthf that 
the Interest of the landholder is clos-
ely connected with that of the states 
and the prosperity or adversity of the 
on© Involves the prosperity or adversity 
of the other, i'he theory of rent, as 
laid down in the present chapter, seems 
strongly to confirm this statement. If 
under any given notural resoitroes in 
land, the taain caugea which conduct to 
the interest of the landholder are 
increase of aapltal, increase of popul-
ation, itaprovements in sgricultur©, and 
an increasing demand for rav produce 
occasioned by the prosperity of coaiaerce, 
it umms scarcely possible to consider 
the interests of the landlords as 
separated from those of the state md 
1. Cf. Haithus, Principles of Political Sconoay, John Mirray, 
iiondon.l8i>0. d.207. 
'2 paople." 
illcartio does not sbar® tfels opinion. Aeoordlng to 
his view of sub^eat th@ Ineroase lo rent is associated 
with the difficulty In tbs producstlon ©f com. Tbe increas-
ing difficulty of produoing corn benefits tfeo landlord in 
a tloufele mumer. He gats n ifjrger rent in terms of corn, 
snd corn is at a higher price. Hone© it is in the interest 
of landlords as ^ class that th© difficalty in the produc-
tion of corn b0 as great ss possible. But the greater diff-
iculty of production with she consequent ria© In the price 
of com is injurious to labourers ss well as capitalista. 
Xhis clearly Indicates that £h@ interest of the landlords 
conflicts with that of ©very oshor class in the society. 
, aicardo sayss 
"Hot only is the situation of the 
landlord improved, (by the Increas-
ing difficulty of procuring food, 
in consequence of accumulation) by 
obtolning an increased quantity of 
tho praduco of the land* but also by 
the increased exchangeable value of 
that quantity*..,.it follows then, 
that the intereat of the landlord is 
always opposed to the interest of 
every other class in the co«a®unity. 
2. Ibid., pp. 20if-205. 
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His slfcuetlon Is never so prosperous, 
as food is sobpoq and dears 
all other persona are grest;-
Xy bOBefited by procuring food cJieap,"-' 
Blaardo finds obvious conflict of interest bofcveen 
landlords and others both/the case of iraportation of foreign 
corn and the improveiaents in tl^ teohnique of agrioulfcural 
production* According to hi® importation of cheap com from 
abroad m well as iaproveaients in agriculture are obviously 
bonefioial to society. Bit tbese are harmful to landlords 
as these imply giving up tb@ cultivation of inferior lande 
k and, tfeerefore, reducing rentn. 
Malthus disputes tb© view that improvemente In 
agriculture tend to lower rents. Aocording to hiw improvo-
menta in agriculture are always gradual 00 that as the 
supply of food increasesi consequent upon improvesisnts, 
population also Increases and the result is a rise in rents. 
He say Si 
"laprovements in agriculture, hoirever 
considerable they aey finnlly prove, 
are always found to be partial and 
gradual. And as, where they prevail to 
3 , Works and Correspondence of Hicordo, Vol,IV p p . 2 0 - 2 1 . 
If. Cf.lbld., p.ifl. 
aw extant, fehor© is almys an ©ffec* 
tive deasand tor labour, the inerense 
of population occasioned by th@ Increa-
sed facility of procuring food, 
oveHakos the additional produce. Instead 
of Iftnd Wing ttoowi out of eisployment, 
fflor© land Is cultivated, owing to ttm 
cheapness of th® Instrueients of tta« cul-
tivation, and under these cii^ Qucjstances 
rent® laust rise instead of fall.'*^ 
Malttius, however, utoits tbr^ t there is a possibility 
of conflict betveen tte Interest; of tht landlords and that 
of the society in tsh© case of issportation. But he argues 
that In this case it Is not the individual interests of 
landlords alone but also those of aanufscturers and labourer© 
thet conflict with the interest of the society. He vritees 
« 
**The only conceivable doubt: which can 
arise respecting the strictest union 
between the interest of the landlord 
and that of the state, is in the sjues-
tlon of irsportatioB.' ^nd here it is 
evident, that at all events the land-
lord cannot be placed in b worse 
situation than others,,.••Ho person 
Halthua, op . c i t . , pp . 2 0 6 - 2 0 7 . 
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has ever doubted that the individual 
intQresfcs of the laaimfacturers of 
woolen, silk, or linen goods, sight be 
injured by foreign coapetitionj and 
few would deny that th© importation of 
a large body of labourers would tend 
to lower ¥ag0a» 0nder the most unfavour-
able view, th@r«for®, that m can %&}m 
of subject, the casa of the land-
lord with regard to importation is not 
separated froa that of th® other classes 
of society."^ 
According to Malthus the eauses which are resporfsibl© 
for th® rise of rents are certain indications of the progress 
of sooiety and therefor®, the increase of rent is invariably 
assooiated with the increasing wealth of the society. This 
also indicates that the interest of landlords is parallel 
to that of society. B© observe®s 
'•We see then that a progressive rise 
of rents seeas to be necessarily 
connected with the progressive cult-
ivation of new lend, and the progre-
ssive ifflprovemont of the oldj and that 
this riae is the natural and necessary 
consequence of tho operation of four 
causes, which ere the most certain 
Ibid., p.217. 
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Indignations of Increasing prosperity 
and wealth-^nacBslyt the acouaulatlon 
of ©apltal, ttie ioersase of population, 
li8pro¥©fflerits In agriculture! attd the 
high market prlo© of rm produce, occ-
asioned either hy a great dezaand for 
It In foreign countries, or fey the 
®iEt«n8lon of QOMercQ and manufactures."^ 
Again li® observes s 
'*Bat i f , indeptndantly of lisportationi 
every thing which tends to enrich a 
country increas^a rents, and every 
thing which tends to isipoveriah i t , 
diminishes them; it laust be alloti@d 
that th« interests of the landlord and 
ft of the state are closely united."® 
7. Ibid., p.176. 
8. Cf. Works and Correspondanco of Kicardo, Vol.IX p»l89# 
In B footnot© M'^ lthus remarka«"It is somewhat singular 
that Rioardo, a considerable rocoiver of rents, 
should have so much underrated their national iaportancai 
I, who naver raceivedf nor cjcpect to rocieve any, 
shall probably be accused of overrating their importanc©. 
Our different situations and opinicma laay serve at least 
to show our mutual sincer/^ity, and afford a strong 
ufflptiont that to whatever bias our minds may have been 
subjected in the doctrines we hovo laid down, it haa not 
been that, again at which perhaps it asost difficult to 
guard, the insensible bias of situation and interest.'* 
Malthus, op.sit . , p.23B. 
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Hlcardo agrees with Mdlthue that rise of rent and 
increasing prosperity am found together. But he Ineiate 
that the rise of rent 1® ths effect and not the cause of 
inorsasing wealth and prosperity of the country* He sayst 
riae of rent is always the effect 
of tht increasing wealth of the country, 
and of the difficulty of providing food 
for its augjsentod popalatioo* It is a 
symptom, l«jt it is nwar a cause of wealth? 
for wealth ofton increases most rapidly 
while rent is oithar stationary, or emo 
falling. Eent increases most rapidly, as 
the disposabls land docroasea in its 
produetiv® power. Wealth increases most 
rapidly in those eounUries where the 
disposable land is most fertile, where 
importation la least restricted, and 
where through agrlculturel iiaproveiaents, 
production can b© multiplied without 
any increase in the proportional quantity 
of labour, and where consequently the 
progress of rent ie slow."^ 
It aay be pointed out that llioardo, prior to the 
publication of the third edition of his Princiolos did not 
9. works and Correspondence of Ricardo, Vol,I p.77. 
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deny the lofig-tersj bsnefSts of agrlcsultural Isaprovtsaents 
to lancSlordSf but Old esspbaslse short-tonn l^amful 
effects* fhus he obaerved: 
"It is undoubtecay tru^, that tlid 
ffOX in the r« iat iv0 of raw 
produce, in oonsacjuenoe of the Sraprov®-
fflent in agrlcultui?®! or rather In con« 
of less labour being bestowed 
on Its production, would liaturolXy 
lead to increased aaaumultitioni for 
the profits of stock would b® greatly 
augmented* This accumulation would 
lead to an increased desiand for labour, 
to higher wages, to an increased popu-
lation, to a further demand for raw 
produce, and to an increased cuitiva* 
ticm* It is only, however, after the 
incjc^aae in the population, that rent 
would be as high as beforej*..»A consi-
derable period would have elapsed, 
attended with e positive diminution of 
rent."^^ 
However, in the third edition of hie Prinololea. 
Ricardo, as a result of Malthus»s criticism, fully allowed 
10. Ibid., pp. 79-80. 
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t i le uXtiisate b e n e f i t s o f a g r i c u l t u r a l Improvesients t o 
XandlordlSi wi thout y i e l d i n g h i s oont&ittion that the 
1 1 liBfflediate e f f e c t o f impi^oveaents ma i n j u r i o u s t o t h e a . 
But tha admiss ion o f t h i s f a c t d i d not a f f a c t t h e content i cm 
t h a t the i n t e r e s t s o f the laindlordQ c o n f l i c t w i th t h o s e o f 
c o n s ^ e r s aijtl ffianufact«rers# Sicatrdo remarkedj 
' ' Independent ly o f t h e s e improvefsants , 
in vfhich t h e ooiasaunity hatre an itDmediatei 
and t h e l a n d l o r d s a reiaote I n t e r e s t | t h e 
I n t e r e s t o f the l a n d l o r d i s always opposed 
t o t h a t o f the consumer and manufacturer* 
Corn can permanently at an advanced 
p r i c e , o n l y because a d d i t i o n a l l a b o u r I s 
n e c e e s a r y t o produce i t | because i t s 
c o s t o f p m d u c t i o n I s i n c r e a s e d . The saae 
cause I n v a r i a b l y r a i s e s r e n t » I t l a 
t h e r e f o r e f o r t h e I n t e r e s t o f t h e l a n d l o r d 
that t h e c o s t a t t e n d i n g t h e p r o d u c t i o n 
o f corn shou ld be I n c r e a s e d . T h i s , howevert 
l e no t the i n t e r e s t o f t h e c o n s u m e r ; « « . . 
n e i t h e r i s i t the i n t e r e s t o f t h e manuf-
a c t u r e r t h a t corn shou ld be at a high 
p r i c e , f o r t h e h i g h p r i c e o f c o m w i l l 
o c c a s i o n h igh wages, but w i l l not r a i s e 
IP the p r i c e o f h l $ c ommodi ty . " 
11 . I b i d . , p .61 n o t e . 
12 . I b i d . , pp . 335 -336 . 
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Incidontdy it may be noted that Karl Marx not only 
finds Hlcard© proclaiming class antagonism but also appmrs 
tri'^ ing to attribute his theory of class corsfllct to tho latter. 
Thus In his Theories of Surplus Value hesayes 
"iUcardo discover® and proclaims the 
scoaomlc contradiction betwen the 
classes—as shown fey th# intrinsic 
rclatlons-M-and henc© the historical 
struggle and process of developaent 
is grasped at its roots and disclosed 
In economic sclenc®."^^ 
Slejscfti^ er© h® obmritmi 
"Let us tak® Sngland. Its polltlc»l eco-
nomy belong0 to the period in which the 
class•struggle was as yet undeveloped. Its 
last great representative, Hlcardo, in 
thd end, consciously the antagonism 
of clasQ Interests, of images and profits, 
of profits and rent, the starting point 
of his investigation, naively taking this 
antagonism for a social law of nature." 
t3. Karl Mar*, Theories of Surplus Value,(Translated froa the 
German by G.A. Bonner and Smile Burns) Lawrence and Wisharti 
London, 1951. p.lO^f. 
ih, Karl Marx, Cepltalt A Critique of Political Sconoray, Vol.I 
(Sdlted by Frederick Angles, Translated from the Second 
Gerraan Edition by Smest Untermann) First Indian Edition, 
Saraswaty Library, Calcutta, p.xxil. 
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It feowever, Da pointed out that though aicardo's 
model does show a conflict of Interests betiieen landlords 
and others* it doos not indicate any conflict b@t¥Q«n lahour-
era and capitalists, it appeal's that the view that Hioardo 
proclaims the class coafliot betweem labourers and capital-
iata if based on the miatakm int@rem® from the passages 
in Eiosrdo'fi Frineit>leo regarding the tendency of profits 
to fall on dccount of tl^ rise in wages* In faet a close 
exaeiination of iticardo*s eysteia diepela this wievr. The rise 
of wigei that takea place is a rise of mmiey wages which is 
due to the in$sr@asing difficulty in the producticai of com, 
incidentally leading to rise in rents. Since the real wagea 
do not rise laboorera as a class do not benefit frosi such 
a rise of wages. On the other handf the rise of laoney wages 
leads to a fal l of profits* This clearly indicates that the 
inoreasing difficulty in the product!^ of corn which is 
beneficial to landlords ia ultiiaately injurious to the class 
of capital istHence the conflict really liea between the 
landlords and capitalists. In short, Hicardo*8 theory of class 
conflict is fundamentally different from that of Karl Harx 
in that it indicates a conflict between one of the propertied 
classes on the one hand and all other classes on the other, 
and not hetmea 'haves' and have-nots.* 
- n s -
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Chapfeer XI 
on FMiGSi tmm 
fbe views of both Ricardo aod Halthus on tbe subject 
of foreign trade are closely relste^l to their respective 
vleisfs on the possibility of a general glot. Hlcardo believes 
that it is out of choice that oapltsl enters into foreign 
trade vrheraas Halthus suggests that the sasie takes place out 
of necessity* 4s has been @ls@iihors, in tb@ Elcardlan 
systea there is no limit to the profitable esjployaent of 
capital except that put by the rise of money wages on account 
of the increasing difficulty of jsroductlon and the consequent 
rise in the price of com. This clearly indicates that capital 
enters into foreign trade just as it flows to a ®ore profitable 
eaployaent anywhere,in the country* ^he investoent of capital 
into foreign trade brings greater profits to those capitalists 
who first engage theaselves In this sector, this attracts 
capital from other employments »nd the larger profits soon 
subside to the general rate of profits in the eccmosy. It 
follows that the entry of capital into foreign trade does not 
perssanently raise the rate of profits, there ISf however, one 
exception to this and that is fche case of importation of 
cheap com and other necessaries* Since profits depend upon 
ooney wages which In their turns depend upon price of necess-
aries it follows that i f foreign trade consists of isBportation 
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of cheap conj and other wage-goods, money wages will fall 
aftd profits will riae. Klcardto writesi 
l;h»rsfor@j by the txtenslon of 
forolgn trade, or by iraprovetBcufis In 
sjiachlnery, the f^od n^d neeessarles of 
feh® labourer can be brought to market 
at a redUiced prloe, profits will rlse# 
I f , Instead of growing our om cor©, 
or manufaeturlijs the ©lothieg and other 
neoessariee of the labourer, we discover 
a nm market froa which w® ean supply 
oursel'Tos with these aoiamodities at a 
cheaper price, wages will fall und pro* 
f i ts rise? but i f the eoaaodltles obta-
ined et a cheaper rat^, by the extension 
of foreign coaaerce, or by the improve-
ment of machinery, be exclusively the 
commodities consumed by the rich, no 
alteration will take place in the rate 
of profits."^ 
This does not, however, aean that Hicardo sees on 
benefits In foreign trade except that importation of cheap 
com and other necessaries increases tha rate of profits. On 
the contrary he is a resolute free trader* In fact one of the 
1, Work® and Correspondence of Eicardo, Vol.l p.132» 
aost Isiportant contributions of aicardo to the subjeet Ilea 
in his exposition of the laeneflts which acoinio/the special-
isation of different countries in the production of dilff®r@nt 
ooaaodlties or, In other words, the territorial division of 
labour. According to Hlcardo the pre-eminent advantage of 
foreign trade Is that It leads to the abundanae and cheapness 
of oomsodltles which Is bsnefiolal to all the countries 
involved. Hs sajrsj 
^It Is quite as Important to the happiness 
of mankind, that our enjoysients should be 
increased by the better dlatributlon of 
laboui^  b/ each country producing those 
cominodltles for %rhich by Ite eituatlon, its 
clifflaie, and Its other natural or artificial 
idv£intage9, it Is adapted, and by their 
exchanging the® for the oofflmodltles of other 
countries, as that they should be augmented 
2 
by a rise in the rate of profits.« 
Again ha saysi 
"Under a system of perfectly free coaaerce 
each coimtiry naturally devotes it capital 
and labour to such esaployisents os are laost 
beneficial to each. This pursuit of Indivi-
dual advantage la adnalrably connccted with 
the universal good of the whole. 3y stimul-
ating Industry, by rewording ingenuity, 
2. Ibid., p. 
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and by using most efficaciously tHe 
psQUllajT powers bestowed by naturOi 
It distributes labour wst ©ff®etiirely 
and most ©conoralcallys i^hlle, Increff-
Miig general t&aso of productioot it 
diffolates general benefit, and binds 
together by on® ocxamon tie of Interest 
and Intercourse, tb© uniwrsal socisty 
of nations throughout the civili^ied 
world. It is this principle which deter-
aln@ that wine shaH be made in France 
and Portugal, that com shall foe grown 
in America and Poland, and that hardware 
and other goods shall be manufactured in 
England. 
Malthus agrees with Eicardo that foreign trade leads 
to abundance and che^pnoss of coskinodities* But h^ emphasises 
foreign trade from a different standpoint. According to 
?4althu« it la |>rliEarily to overcome the lack of will to 
purchase the domestic goods that these are ei^ changed for 
I. 
more wanted foreign goods. Foreign trade, therefore, affects 
the distribution of coraaodlfc ies better adapted to the want® 
and tastes of society. This leads to greater market value of 
the whole produce which is extremely necessary for the avoidance 
3. Ibid., pp.133-13»+. 
Cf. Halthus, Principles of Political iSconoaiy, John Hurray 
London, 1680. pp. 
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of a general depresaion an^ i th® eontlrmea Increase of 
Industrjit ani wealth. In th^ oplnioi} of Haltiius It le tlnls 
sff«ot of forsign trjads is most Iraportant. Ho sayss 
will roadll/ b® allowed tihat arj 
Inoresse in the quantity of eojamod-
Itles is OR0 of the csost d^aireable 
©ffeets of foreign cofflssore j^ ftut I 
wash pamoularXy fco prest on the 
attontion of tho raad^r that in elrfiost 
all casssf another most iaportant e f f -
ect acaompatiles i t , escpi'essly rajected 
by Hr^  aicardOi namely, jsn Ineraas® 
in the amount of exchangeiibl® value* 
And that thia latter effeefc ia so isace-
ssar/f in order to cr^^te a continued 
stimulus to produoti^o industry, and 
up an abundant supply of oooraiodities, 
that in the oases in i#hiah it do@3 
not tako plac®, a stagnation in th© dwand 
for labour ia imiaedl3t@ly porceptible and 
the progress of woalth is oheeked,"^ 
Again he aaysi 
'•But what I which specifically to state 
is , that th9 natural tendency of foreign 
trade, as of all sorts of exchanges by 
5. Ibid., 
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wMcfe a distribution Is e f feote^ lj®tt©r 
suited t o the wants of society, I s 
is]si@41atel^ to inoraase ttie value of 
tteat part of the notional rwefiu®, which 
Qonsldt of profits , without any propor-
tionate diminution elsewher^t and that 
i t i s precisely this imaedlate increase 
of national ineoaie arising fro® the 
esECteang® of wla«t i s of less v&lm in the 
oountry, for what i s of isore value, that 
famishes both the power &M wil l Co 
employ more labour and occasions the 
animated demand for labour, produce and 
capital , which i s a striking and almost 
univorsal accoBSpanlaont of success fill 
foreign commorcej whereas, a mere ahund-
anee of coagsoditiGS fall ing ver^ greatly 
in value oompared with labour, would 
obviously at f i r s t dlalnisb the power of 
eaploying the same number of workmen, 
and a teoporssry glut and general deflcleney 
of defflsnd could not f a i l to ensue in 
labour, in produce, and In capital , attended 
with the usual distress which a glut 
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mm% oacaslon.**^ 
It foiiows that according to f&ifcHiua the important 
©ffeets of foreign trade are f irst , that it increasos tfeo 
quafitity of coaaodities and therefore, increases tht sum 
of utility, and secondXy and wore important, that it gives 
greater market i^rlcss to tise eoaaiodttles prodaeM and therefore 
increases tbe saa of vslue* 
Moardo disputes tMs opinio* He eontenda tliiat 
foreign:trad@ adds to the aggregate of utility but it does 
not add to the quantity of value. d!icc©rdingly Hicardo^s 
chapter 'Qn Foreign Trade* begins with the follo\dng wordsi 
"No eatteneion of foreign trade will 
iaaeditfceiy increase the aaount of 
value in a country, although it will 
very powerfully contribute to increase 
the sass of oostitsodities, end therefore 
the sum of enjoyments. Ab the value of 
all foreign goods is naeasured hy the 
quantity of the produoe of our land 
and labour, which is given in exchange 
Ibid., pp. Halthus also says "Mr. aicardo always 
views foreign trade in the light of taeans of obtaining 
cheaper oomaodities. But thia is only looking Jto one half 
of i t a »dviintage, end X am strongly disposed to think, not 
the larger half. . . .Taking therefore e very different view 
of the effects of foreign coaserce on exchangeable value 
from Mr. Hicardo, 1 should bring forward the extension of 
aarkete as being, in its general tendency, pre-oasinently 
favourable co that increase of value and wealth which arises 
frota distribution.Ibid. , pp. W61-J+62. 
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tor tfeea, v@ should have no greater 
valus, i f by tha discovery of new 
iiErketSt va obtained doulile tho quantity 
of foreign goods in oxchange for a 
given quantity of 
Rlseifboro Bioardo writeej 
'^•.••all trade, whether foraign or 
doisestio, ia beneficial, by increasing 
the quantity, and not hy increasing the 
value of productions." 
It fsety be pointed out thj^ t on tho issue whether th@ 
expansion of foreign trade arises out ©f a oboic® or a necessity 
the praetical experience of ths advanced oapitolist countries 
of the wsrld favours the opinion of Ifelthus. In fact th@ whole 
theory of coloniettion is hastd on tha porposition that ioper-
ialist countries brought the colonies into their domination 
because they wonted to invest their capital into aore profit* 
able avenues of employment and to exploit the coloniee through 
the process of foreign trad®. Indeed this proposition has been 
criticised on the ground that i t was possible for the United 
7. Works and Correspondence of lUcardo, Vol.1 p,128, 
8. Ibidt, p.319* In chapter XXI Hicardo sayss^ 'We manufacture 
cosssoditles, end \ t^h them buy goods abroad, because we can 
obtain a greater quantity than we could eiaKe at hose*" Ibid., 
p.29^. 
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Kingdota to maintain tb@ high rate of Gcoaoaic development 
©V00 after hor colonies got independsnoe. But this view 
could to® tenable only If th» foreign trade relations of 
the United langdom with her former oolonios wert not tnalrstalw d^ 
intact within the fraffitwork of what Is known as Ckjamonwealth 
Countriea, Professor Gunnar Myrdal has gone to th© extent of 
suggesting that the cucaulatlvd oatisotlon with reference to 
foreign trads led to the cuaiuldtlve expansion of developed 
oountrlet on the hand and ouimulatlv® contraction of the 
undtrdevelopQd countriea on the other, fh© theory of stagnation 
developed by Professor Alvln Hansen Is basedt among other 
tbingSt OS the llaltatlon of the frontiers. This also Indicates 
that the expansion of foreign trade Is more on recount of 
necessity than on account of choice* 
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